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Preface to ”Storm Tide and Wave Simulations and
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Storm tides, surges, and waves associated with typhoons/tropical cyclones/hurricanes are

among the most severe threats to coastal zones, nearshore waters, and navigational safety. Therefore,

predicting typhoon/tropical cyclone/hurricane-induced storm tides, surges, waves, and coastal

erosion is important to reduce loss of human life and property and to mitigate coastal disasters.

Although many studies on hindcasting/predicting/forecasting of typhoon-driven storm tides,

surges, and waves as well as the morphological evolution have been carried out through numerical

models in the last decade, there is still a growing demand for novel techniques which could be

adopted to resolve the complex physical processes of storm tides, surges, waves, and coastal erosion.

To improve and enhance our simulating and analytic capabilities and understanding of storm

tides, surges, and waves, this Special Issue is intended to collect the latest studies or reviews on

storm tides, surges, and waves modeling and analysis utilizing dynamic and statistical models and

artificial intelligence approaches. Seven high-quality papers have been published in this Special Issue

which cover the application and development of many high-end techniques for storm tides, surges,

and waves.
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1. Introduction

Storm tides, surges, and waves associated with typhoons/tropical cyclones/hurricanes are among
the most severe threats to coastal zones, nearshore waters, and navigational safety. Therefore, predicting
typhoon/tropical cyclone/hurricane-induced storm tides, surges, waves, and coastal erosion is important
to reduce loss of human life and property and to mitigate coastal disasters. Although many studies on
hindcasting/predicting/ forecasting of typhoon-driven storm tides, surges, and waves as well as the
morphological evolution have been carried out through numerical models in the last decade, there is still a
growing demand for novel techniques which could be adopted to resolve the complex physical processes
of storm tides, surges, waves, and coastal erosion.

To improve and enhance our simulating and analytic capabilities and understanding of storm
tides, surges, and waves, this Special Issue is intended to collect the latest studies or reviews on storm
tides, surges, and waves modeling and analysis utilizing dynamic and statistical models and artificial
intelligence approaches. Seven high-quality papers have been published in this Special Issue which cover
the application and development of many high-end techniques for storm tides, surges, and waves: for
instance, employment of an artificial neural network for predicting coastal freak waves [1]; reproduction
of super typhoon-created extreme waves [2]; numerical analysis of nonlinear interactions for storm waves,
tides, and currents [3]; wave simulation for an island using a circulation-wave coupled model [4]; analysis
of typhoon-induced waves along typhoon tracks in the western North Pacific Ocean [5]; understanding of
how a storm surge prevents or severely restricts aeolian supply [6]; and investigation of coastal settlements
and assessment of their vulnerability [7].

2. Details of the Papers

Doong et al. [1] propose a probabilistic coastal freak wave (CFW) forecasting model that is an
advancement of a previously proposed deterministic CFW forecasting model. They also develop a
probabilistic forecasting scheme to make an artificial neural network (ANN) model achieve probabilistic
CFW forecasting.

Hsiao et al. [2] employ the Climate Forecast System Version 2 (CFSV2) winds under varying spatial
and temporal resolutions to simulate large waves driven by a duper typhoon. They indicate that the
simulated storm wave heights tend to decrease significantly due to the lower spatial resolution of hourly
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winds from the CFSV2 dataset; however, the variations in the storm wave height simulations were less
sensitive to the temporal resolution of the wind field.

Hsiao et al. [3] use a high-resolution, unstructured-grid, coupled circulation-wave model
(Semi-implicit Cross-scale Hydroscience Integrated System Model Wind Wave Model version III
(SCHISM-WWM-III)) to investigate the sensitivity of storm wave simulations to storm tides and tidal
currents. They find that the simulated significant wave height, mean wave period, and wave direction for
a wave buoy in the outer region of a typhoon are more sensitive to tidal current but less sensitive to tidal
elevation than those for a wave buoy moored in the inner region of a typhoon and also suggest that the
inclusion of tidal current and elevation could be more important for typhoon wave modeling in sea areas
with larger tidal ranges and higher tidal currents.

Yang et al. [4] apply a numerical wave model Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN), which resolves
nearshore wave processes, and a hydrodynamic model, the Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model
(FVCOM) to simulate waves and currents during Typhoon Fung-wong (2014) and Typhoon Chan-hom
(2015) around the Zhoushan Islands. The influence of sea-surface currents, e.g., typhoon-induced and tidal
currents, as well as the sea-water level, on wave simulation was also studied.

Hu et al. [5] use version 5.16 of the WAVEWATCH-III (WW3) model to simulate parameters of
typhoon-generated wave fields in the western North Pacific Ocean during the period 1998–2017. Overall,
a typhoon-induced wave energy dominates north of 30◦ N. Temporal analysis of the leading principal
component of significant wave height indicates that (a) the intensity of the wave pattern produced by
westward-tracking typhoons decreased during the last 20 years and (b) typhoons that recurve east of 140◦

E and those that track westward toward southeast Asia are largely responsible for the decadal variability
of typhoon-induced wave distribution.

Tuijnman et al. [6] predict aeolian supply during a 2-day surge period to be about 66% of the potential
supply using a fetch-based model. Fetch limitations imposed by the surge-induced inundation and the
continuous saturation of sand on the emerging beach both contributed to the predicted supply limitation.
Their results quantitatively support earlier studies that suggested surges to be the primary condition that
causes predictions of long-term potential foredune growth to overestimate measured growth.

Lin et al. [7] use the east coast of Taiwan as an example, through geographic information system (GIS)
and statistical analysis in land-use status, vulnerable population groups and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) landscape signs of indicators of erosion and accumulation. Through the main output of an intuition
scatter map, the erosion landscape susceptibility, economical land-use exposure, and special population
groups’ ratio allowed for easy comparison of the vulnerability, risk level, and resilience between different
coastal settlements.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Coastal freak waves (CFWs) are unpredictable large waves that occur suddenly in coastal
areas and have been reported to cause casualties worldwide. CFW forecasting is difficult because the
complex mechanisms that cause CFWs are not well understood. This study proposes a probabilistic
CFW forecasting model that is an advance on the basis of a previously proposed deterministic CFW
forecasting model. This study also develops a probabilistic forecasting scheme to make an artificial
neural network model achieve the probabilistic CFW forecasting. Eight wave and meteorological
variables that are physically related to CFW occurrence were used as the inputs for the artificial
neural network model. Two forecasting models were developed for these inputs. Model I adopted
buoy observations, whereas Model II used wave model simulation data. CFW accidents in the coastal
areas of northeast Taiwan were used to calibrate and validate the model. The probabilistic CFW
forecasting model can perform predictions every 6 h with lead times of 12 and 24 h. The validation
results demonstrated that Model I outperformed Model II regarding accuracy and recall. In 2018,
the developed CFW forecasting models were investigated in operational mode in the Operational
Forecast System of the Taiwan Central Weather Bureau. Comparing the probabilistic forecasting
results with swell information and actual CFW occurrences demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed probabilistic CFW forecasting model.

Keywords: coastal freak wave; probabilistic forecasting; artificial neural network

1. Introduction

A coastal freak wave (CFW) is a sudden, unpredictable large wave that occurs in coastal areas as a
result of complex interactions between shoaling waves and coastal topography. CFWs can occur even
when the sea is calm and in areas without previous notable CFWs. Although CFWs are uncommon, they
have been reported in a variety of areas [1–6]. CFWs can cause numerous casualties when people are
present in the area where the CFW occurs. Therefore, CFW forecasting and timely warning information
can mitigate the potential harm of CFWs. Numerical models based on the wind wave energy spectrum
are usually applied for forecasting wave characteristics. However, the complex mechanisms that cause
CFWs may include the propagation of nearshore waves, wave structure interactions, and topographic
bathymetry effects, rendering CFWs difficult to simulate using physical laws. Therefore, numerical
models are currently unable to simulate and forecast CFWs. Nevertheless, some recent works on
the characterization of large scale extreme events in geophysical flows shed a new light on the CFW
genesis and forecasting [7]. Simulating and forecasting CFWs in a deterministically physical method
may be attainable in the near future.

Artificial intelligence (AI) methods can be used for CFW simulation and forecasting. Various AI
methods have been applied to hydrologic and ocean forecasting. In hydrologic forecasting, artificial

J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, 165; doi:10.3390/jmse8030165 www.mdpi.com/journal/jmse5
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neural networks [8–12], support vector machines [13–20], and fuzzy set theory [21–27] have been
successfully used to perform rainfall and flood forecasting. In ocean forecasting, AI methods have been
employed to forecast significant wave height. For example, Deo and Sridhar Naidu [28], Deo et al. [29],
Tsai et al. [30], and Mandal and Prabaharan [31] applied artificial neural networks to predict wave height
on the basis of wave height data and observed or simulated wind speed. Mahjoobi and Mosabbeb [32]
and Elbisy [33] employed support vector machines to simulate significant wave height and wave
characteristics. Moreover, Kazeminezhad et al. [34], Özger and Şen [35], and Mahjoobi et al. [36] used
fuzzy logic models to simulate or forecast wave height, and Chang and Chien [37,38], Tsai et al. [39],
Wei [40], and Chen [41] applied typhoon characteristics as the inputs of AI models to forecast wave
parameters during typhoons.

However, few studies have applied AI methods to CFW forecasting. Doong et al. [6] first proposed
applying artificial neural networks to CFW forecasting. Their proposed model adopted various sea
state characteristics to forecast CFW occurrence. The methodology is similar to a clustering process
that deterministically predicts whether a CFW will or will not occur. The present study improved on
the deterministic methodology used by Doong et al. [6] by developing a probabilistic CFW forecasting
model, which is an advance to fulfill the probabilistic forecasting of CFW occurrence. This probabilistic
forecasting model is more practical than the deterministic model, and agencies can use it to establish
risk-based criteria for warnings and responses.

A back-propagation neural network (BPNN) was used to develop the probabilistic CFW forecasting
model. This study proposed a novel probabilistic scheme that assigns the BPNN outputs to probability
values indicating the physical tendency of a CFW to occur. Variables potentially related to CFW
occurrence were selected as the model inputs on the basis of current knowledge of CFWs. The model
output is a numerical value ranging from 0 to 1 that indicates the probability of CFW occurrence.
Probabilistic CFW forecasting was conducted using validation data, and an operational system was
developed and tested to examine the effectiveness of the developed CFW forecasting model. Validation
results based on real CFW data confirmed the predictive ability of the proposed probabilistic CFW
forecasting model. The CFW forecasting model was tested in operational mode in the Operational
Forecast System of the Taiwan Central Weather Bureau (TCWB) during 2018. Comparing the forecasting
results with swell information and actual CFWs during a typhoon period demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed probabilistic CFW forecasting model.

2. Wave Data and Probabilistic Forecasting

2.1. CFW Data

Coastal fishing is a popular activity in Taiwan, and people fishing in coastal areas sometimes
encounter CFWs, which have occasionally resulted in casualties. CFW accidents in Taiwan occur
the most frequently in the Longdong headland of northeast Taiwan (Figure 1). During 2000–2016,
63 CFW accidents were reported in the Longdong headland and its neighboring coast. These CFW
accidents, which were checked and validated by the TCWB, were used as CFW data in this study. A
CFW accident refers to a CFW that results in casualties. When a CFW does not result in injury, it is not
recorded as a CFW accident. Accordingly, the number of CFW events is considerably higher than that
of CFW accidents.
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Figure 1. Map of (a) Longdong headland and (b) the Taiwan Central Weather Bureau (TCWB) data buoy.

2.2. Buoy Observation and Wave Model Simulation Data

The TCWB operates a data buoy in the Longdong area to record meteorological and wave data at
intervals of 1 h. The buoy is located at 121.92◦ E and 25.10◦ N, which is approximately 1 km from the
coast and has a water depth of approximately 23 m (Figure 1). This data buoy measures meteorological
variables, including wind speed, wind direction, air pressure, air temperature, and surface water
temperature, and wave parameters, such as the wave height, period, and direction. A data quality
control procedure proposed by Doong et al. [42] was adopted to ensure the quality of the hourly
observations of meteorological and wave data.

In addition to data buoy observations, the TCWB uses the WaveWatch III (WWIII) model to
simulate the marine meteorology in the western Pacific. The spatial resolution of TCWB’s WWIII
model is 25 km for coastal ocean around Taiwan. A directional wave spectrum at each grid is available
at hourly time steps. This study used an interpolation method to derive the directional wave spectrum
at the buoy location. Therefore, the meteorological and wave variables from the WWIII model are
also available for CFW prediction. The hourly meteorological and wave data from the data buoy and
wave variables from the WWIII model were collected and organized for a period covering the studied
CFW accidents.

2.3. Back-Propagation Neural Network

This study adopted a BPNN, which is the most commonly used type of artificial neural network.
BPNNs feature a feedforward network structure with input, hidden, and output layers. BPNNs are
trained using the back-propagation algorithm—a supervised learning method based on the method
of steepest descent [43]. The model is briefly introduced as follows, and detailed descriptions of the
model and its development are available in previous studies [44,45]:

Let Xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) be the input variables in the input layer and Ŷk (k = 1, 2, . . . , p) be the output
variables in the output layer. A BPNN with n neurons in the hidden layer is formulated as follows:

Ŷk =
∑n

j=1
Wjk · f

(∑m

i=1
Wij ·Xi + bj

)
+ dk (1)

where Wij is the weight of the connection between the ith input neuron and the jth hidden neuron
(j = 1, 2, . . . , n), bj is the bias term of the jth hidden neuron, Wjk is the weight of the connection between
the jth hidden neuron to the kth output neuron, dk is the bias term of the kth output neuron, and f is
the activation function of the hidden neurons. In the present study, the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid
transfer function was adopted as the activation function.

f (x) =
1− e−2x

1 + e−2x (2)
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The output of the BPNN Ŷk is fit to the actual output Yk by minimizing the objective function E:

E =
1
2

∑p

k=1

(
Ŷk −Yk

)2
(3)

During model training, the method of steepest descent is used to adjust the weights and biases
of the network. Adjustments are repeated until an acceptable convergence of the weights and biases
is reached.

2.4. Probabilistic Forecasting

Probability is the measure of the likelihood of an event. In this study, probability is regarded
as the physical tendency of a CFW to occur. Probability values range from 0 to 1, where 0 implies
impossibility and 1 implies certainty. The higher the probability of a CFW occurrence, the more likely it
is that the CFW event will occur. Figure 2 illustrates the process of the probabilistic forecasting method
used in this study. On the basis of the input of relevant variables (selection detailed in Section 3.1),
the BPNN model outputs a probability value for the occurrence of a CFW. A high probability value
(e.g., 0.91) indicates that a CFW is highly likely to occur. A low probability value (e.g., 0.18) indicates
that a CFW is highly unlikely to occur.

Figure 2. Probabilistic forecasting method.

3. Model Development

3.1. Selection of Input Variables

A probabilistic CFW forecasting model was developed to forecast the likelihood of CFW occurrence
in the subsequent time interval. Input variables should be physically related to CFW occurrence.
Eight meteorological and wave variables, namely significant wave height, peak wave period, onshore
wind speed, misalignment between wind and wave directions, kurtosis of sea surface elevation,
Benjamin–Feir index (BFI), groupiness factor, and abnormality index, were selected on the basis of
expert knowledge and a preliminary experiment. These variables were used in the BPNN model to
predict the probability of CFW occurrence. With the exception of misalignment between wind and
wave directions, maximum values during the 6 h period before CFW occurrence were used as the
model input. For misalignment between wind and wave directions, the value during CFW occurrence
was used. The variables are detailed as follows.

3.1.1. Significant Wave Height

Severe sea states feature large waves and an increased probability of CFW occurrence. Significant
wave height is the basic variable describing sea states and is defined as the mean of the highest third
wave heights of all waves during a certain period.

8
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3.1.2. Peak Wave Period

Chien et al. [1] and Tamura et al. [46] identified a strong relationship between swell and CFW
occurrence. Swell has a period longer than that of waves caused by wind. It can transfer more energy
and has more momentum compared with wind waves, and it can create a large spray of water when it
breaks at the coast. Swell is represented by the peak wave period, which is equivalent to the period
with the highest energy.

3.1.3. Onshore Wind Speed

Strong wind can generate large wind waves in coastal areas, especially when the wind direction is
perpendicular to the coast. When the wind speed is high, large wind waves can increase the probability
of CFW occurrence.

3.1.4. Misalignment between Wind and Wave Directions

As mentioned in the previous variable descriptions, wind waves and swell may produce CFWs.
Gramstad and Trulsen [47] indicated that the combination of local wind waves and swell can increase
the probability of CFWs by 5%–20%. When wind waves and swell propagate in similar directions, the
probability of a CFW is higher. Therefore, the difference between local wind and swell directions is
adopted as an input variable.

3.1.5. Kurtosis of Sea Surface Elevation

A CFW is an extreme outlier in a wave time series. Kurtosis measures the type of tail of a
probability distribution. Mori et al. [48] discussed the relationship between the probability of CFWs
and kurtosis, and they indicated that wave kurtosis is a suitable input for CFW forecasting.

3.1.6. Benjamin–Feir Index

When wave nonlinearity and instability increase, wave coalescence can produce CFWs. The
BFI [49] is the ratio of wave steepness to spectral bandwidth, which quantitatively measures wave
instability and nonlinearity. A higher BFI corresponds to a higher probability of CFW occurrence.
Janssen [50] and Mori and Janssen [51] have provided details of BFI computation.

3.1.7. Groupiness Factor

Chien et al. [1] and Tsai et al. [2] claimed that a strong connection exists between wave groupiness
and CFW occurrence. When a wave breaks at the coast, interaction with subsequent waves in the
wave group may produce a CFW. The groupiness factor, proposed by Funke and Mansard [52], is
adopted to quantify wave grouping. Sea surface elevation data obtained from buoy observations can
be used to calculate the groupiness factor. However, the groupiness factor cannot be computed from
the WWIII model outputs that do not include sea surface elevation data. For these outputs, the present
study employed the peakedness factor [53], which is related to wave energy and groupiness. Wave
energy is higher when the wave grouping phenomenon is more prominent. Thus, the peakedness
factor replaced the groupiness factor when WWIII model data were used.

3.1.8. Abnormality Index

When sea states include abnormal waves, CFWs are likely to occur. The abnormality index [54,55]
is the ratio of the wave height to the significant wave height. An extreme wave event is defined as a
wave event with an abnormality index higher than 2. The abnormality index can be calculated from
buoy observations but cannot be obtained from WWIII model data. Therefore, the abnormality index
was not used for CFW forecasting based on WWIII model data.
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3.2. Model Training

A total of 63 CFW accidents were recorded in the study area. For the training set, 40 of these
waves were selected, and the remaining 23 formed the validation set. The training set was used for
training the BPNN model to predict both CFW and non-CFW conditions. Although only 40 sea states
leading to CFW accidents were available, numerous sea states without CFW occurrence (i.e., calm sea
states) were existing. Therefore, 40 conditions without CFW occurrence were selected to represent
these sea states for model training. To ensure that no CFWs occurred in these selected conditions, the
following criteria were established for identifying calm sea states: significant wave height, peak wave
period, and wind speed within the first quartile. That is, significant wave height less than 0.6 m, peak
wave period less than 6.9 s, and wind speed less than 2.6 m/s were considered to be indicative of a
calm sea state without CFWs. On the basis of these criteria, 40 conditions without CFW occurrence
were randomly selected from the database. Finally, a data set of size 80 (40 instances with CFW and 40
instances without CFW) was established for training the BPNN model.

For BPNN model training, a supervised learning algorithm was used to assign inputs and outputs
to the BPNN model during the training phase. The inputs were the variables detailed in Section 3.1
obtained from both buoy observations and WWIII model data, and the outputs were probability
values. Typically, the outputs would be set as 1 and 0, indicating the occurrence and absence of a CFW,
respectively. However, preliminary analysis revealed that this approach causes BPNN predictions
to tend toward 1 and 0. In this circumstance, the BPNN model resembles a classification model
that categorizes the occurrence or absence of a CFW rather than a regression model that predicts the
probability of CFW occurrence. Therefore, the output values of the training set were modified to
increase the flexibility and practicality of the probabilistic forecasting model. For the 40 CFWs, output
values were randomly assigned in the interval of 0.70–0.99. Similarly, for the 40 conditions without
CFWs, output values were randomly assigned between 0.01 and 0.30. Thus, a probability higher than
0.7 was regarded as a high probability of CFW occurrence, and a probability smaller than 0.3 was
regarded as a low probability of CFW occurrence. The input data were normalized to the interval from
0 to 1 on the basis of the minima and maxima for the variables in the training data set.

Instability introduced by the random selection of the 40 conditions without CFWs and the random
assignment of output probability values was accounted for by performing the training process 10 times.
That is, a 10-fold cross validation method was applied during model training. Moreover, because of
the temporal arrangement of input and output variables, two BPNN models with forecasting lead
times of 12 and 24 h were developed. The BPNN model based on buoy data was termed Model I, and
that using WWIII model data was termed Model II. Both models had network architectures with five
hidden nodes and the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function serving as the activation function.

3.3. Model Performance

The proposed BPNN model forecasts the probability of CFW occurrence in the subsequent 12 or
24 h period. Although the model forecasts are probability values, the practical result is information
regarding the presence or absence of a CFW. Therefore, the model performance could be determined
using the evaluation scheme typically used for classification models. When the BPNN model performs
predictions, a probability greater than or equal to 0.7 is considered to predict a CFW occurrence and a
probability less than or equal to 0.3 is considered to predict that no CFW will occur. Table 1 presents
an example confusion matrix for the CFW forecasting results. The rows of the matrix represent the
predicted class, and the columns represent the actual class. In Table 1, the model predicts A + B CFW
events, where A represents the correctly forecasted cases and B represents the incorrectly forecasted
cases. Similarly, C represents cases in which the model predicts no CFW but a CFW did occur, and D
represents cases in which the model predicts no CFW occurrence and none occurred. Thus, the model
performance could be assessed on the basis of the indices of accuracy and recall.

Accuracy = (A + D)/(A + B + C + D) (4)
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Recall = A/(A + C) (5)

Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to the total number of predictions and is used to assess
the overall correctness of prediction results. Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted CFW events to the
total number of CFW events and is more suitable than accuracy for assessing the prediction of rare
events such as CFWs.

Table 2 lists forecasting results of the BPNN models for the training data. Table 3 lists the
forecasting performance of the models in terms of accuracy and recall. The results of Models I and II
were similar. The 24 h forecasting results were slightly inferior to the 12 h forecasting results. Overall,
the probabilistic CFW forecasting models were well trained, and model performance with the training
data was satisfactory.

Table 1. Example confusion matrix for coastal freak wave (CFW) forecasting results.

Actual

CFW No CFW

Predicted
CFW A B

No CFW C D

Note: A, B, C, and D are the numbers of CFW or non-CFW cases.

Table 2. Training results of the CFW forecasting models.

Lead Time
Model I Model II

CFW No CFW CFW No CFW

12 h
CFW 39 1 37 1

No CFW 1 39 3 39

24 h
CFW 36 4 37 1

No CFW 4 36 3 39

Table 3. Forecasting performance in terms of accuracy and recall (training data).

Lead Time
Model I Model II

Accuracy Recall Accuracy Recall

12 h 98% 98% 95% 95%
24 h 90% 90% 93% 93%

4. Model Validation and Operational Forecasting Results

4.1. Model Validation

The trained probabilistic CFW forecasting models were validated using the validation data set. A
total of 23 CFW events and 23 randomly selected non-CFW events (46 events in total) were used for
model validation. Figure 3 presents the forecasting results of these 46 events for the two models and
two lead times. Model I outperformed Model II because most of the CFW and non-CFW events were
correctly predicted by Model I. The majority of CFW events were correctly predicted, but the prediction
of non-CFW events was less accurate. Table 4 lists the accuracy and recall results for the validation
data. For 12 h forecasting, Model I outperformed Model II. However, for 24 h forecasting, Models
I and II demonstrated similar performance. The accuracy and recall rates were mostly higher than
72% (except for the accuracy of Model II for 12 h forecasting), indicating that the trained models were
able to forecast CFW occurrence. Although the model validation is satisfactory, the proposed model
could be improved to attain higher accuracy and recall rates as long as more CFW data are collected.
According to the results for the training and validation data sets, Model I outperformed Model II for
12 h forecasting, and Models I and II demonstrated similar performance for 24 h forecasting.
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Figure 3. Probabilistic forecasting of CFW occurrence for validation data.

Table 4. Forecasting performance in terms of accuracy and recall (validation data).

Lead Time
Model I Model II

Accuracy Recall Accuracy Recall

12 h 83% 91% 63% 78%
24 h 78% 74% 72% 78%

4.2. Operational Probabilistic Forecasting

The proposed probabilistic CFW forecasting models were applied by the Operational Forecast
System of the TCWB in experimental mode in 2018. Model I was the main model used for forecasting
the probability of CFW occurrence, and Model II was a backup model used when real-time buoy
observations were unavailable. The probabilistic CFW forecasting system provided probability
forecasts of CFW occurrence at 6-h intervals, namely 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 CST. Figure 4
illustrates the forecasted probability values (rounded to the nearest integer) for August 2018. The
forecasted probabilities for the lead times of 12 and 24 h were similar, but the probability yielded by
24 h forecasting was generally higher than that yielded by 12 h forecasting. The probabilistic CFW
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forecasting system predicted low probability of CFW occurrence during dates close to the 5th of August
and at the end of the month; high probability was predicted during dates close to the 12th and 23rd of
August. Some data in Figure 4 are missing because the system failed to produce forecasts because of
the unavailability of real-time input data and technical problems in terms of connecting to the database.
Although calculations can be performed in offline mode, the real situation of the CFW forecasting
system based on its operational test in experimental mode is presented in the current study.

 

Figure 4. Probability of CFW occurrence during operational testing.

As described in Section 3, swell has a strong relationship with CFW occurrence [1,46], and the
combination of swell and local wind waves may generate CFWs [47]. Therefore, the probabilistic CFW
forecasting results were compared with relevant swell information. The TCWB regularly issues swell
alerts when an observed or forecasted swell features a significant wave height exceeding 1.5 m and a
period longer than 8 s. Thus, the swell alert data were used to assess the probabilistic CFW forecasting
results. However, the TCWB does not issue swell alerts when typhoon or strong wind warnings have
been issued. Therefore, swell alert data can only be compared with CFW forecasting results when
typhoon or strong wind warnings have not been issued. Table 5 lists the swell alert times during 2018
and the 12 h forecasts of CFW probability for the 6 h alert period. The results indicate that the CFW
forecasting system predicted high CFW probability when a swell watch was issued. As swells are
related to the probability of CFW occurrence, the comparison result supports the effectiveness of the
CFW forecasting system.

Table 5. Swell alert issuing time and forecasted CFW probability.

Date (yyyy/mm/dd) Issuing Time (hh:mm) Forecasted CFW Probability (%)

2018/05/22 16:00 80
2018/07/10 14:00 91
2018/07/22 06:00 88
2018/09/14 07:00 81
2018/09/14 16:00 82
2018/09/15 02:00 90
2018/09/15 06:00 95
2018/09/15 14:00 96
2018/09/26 01:00 95
2018/09/28 03:00 96
2018/09/28 15:00 95
2018/09/28 22:00 97
2018/09/30 23:00 94
2018/10/04 23:00 93
2018/10/06 06:00 90
2018/10/28 22:00 88
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4.3. CFW Accidents during the Period of Typhoon Jebi in 2018

Typhoons introduce large swells to coastal areas and may increase the probability of CFW
occurrence. During the afternoon of 2 September 2018, the weather in Taiwan was sunny and calm,
but swells with a wave weight of 1.5 m were observed on the east coast. At that time, Typhoon Jebi, a
category 4 typhoon according to the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale, was located 1300 km east of
Taiwan (Figure 5). However, four CFW accidents were reported on the east coast, with six fatalities.
Three accidents occurred between 15:00 and 17:00 approximately 70–80 km south of Longdong, and
one occurred at 20:00 approximately 25 km northwest of Longdong. Figure 6 shows the probabilistic
forecasting of CFW occurrence in the Longdong headland during the period of Typhoon Jebi. The CFW
forecasting model predicted high probability of CFW occurrence on September 2nd and 5th. At the
times when the mentioned CFW accidents occurred, the forecasted probability was 86%. Although the
probabilistic CFW forecasting model was developed for CFW occurrence in the Longdong headland,
it can serve as a reference for CFW occurrence throughout the east coast of Taiwan. The casualties
caused by CFWs during Typhoon Jebi demonstrate the necessity of the CFW forecasting model.

 

Figure 5. Route of Typhoon Jebi in 2018.

 
Figure 6. Probabilistic CFW forecasting during the period of Typhoon Jebi.

5. Conclusions

Although CFWs are uncommon, they have been reported worldwide. In Taiwan, CFWs have
caused many accidents and casualties, mostly on the northeast coast. Forecasting the probability of
CFW occurrence and disseminating warning information can mitigate the potential harm caused by
CFWs. However, the CFW is difficult to simulate using physical wave models. Therefore, the present
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study used an AI method to forecast the occurrence of CFWs. A BPNN, which is a classical artificial
neural network, was adopted to provide a probabilistic CFW forecasting model in this study.

Records of 63 CFW accidents that occurred during 2000–2016 in the Longdong headland and its
neighboring coast were collected; this is the area in which CFW accidents occur most frequently in
Taiwan. CFW accident data were checked and confirmed by the TCWB and were used to train and
validate the forecasting model. Non-CFW data were randomly selected from calm sea states for model
training and validation. A scheme was designed to assign the probability of CFW occurrence for model
training. Model inputs were wave and meteorological variables with physical relationships to CFWs,
namely significant wave height, peak wave period, onshore wind speed, misalignment between wind
and wave directions, kurtosis of sea surface elevation, Benjamin–Feir index, groupiness factor, and
abnormality index.

The input data were obtained from two sources, namely buoy observations and a wave model
simulation. Therefore, two forecasting models, Models I and II, were trained using these data sources
to perform probabilistic CFW forecasting. The models yield predictions at 6 h intervals with lead times
of 12 and 24 h. The results of Models I and II were similar during training, but Model I outperformed
Model II for the validation set in terms of accuracy and recall. Therefore, for the operational forecasting
system, which was tested during 2018, Model I was used as the main model, and Model II was a
backup model. The probabilistic CFW forecasting results were closely correlated with swell, which
is physically related to CFWs, suggesting that the proposed model is suitable for forecasting CFW
occurrence. Moreover, four CFW accidents occurred on the east coast of Taiwan on 2 September 2018,
when Typhoon Jebi was located in the Pacific Ocean far away from Taiwan. The CFW forecasting model
predicted a probability of 86% for CFW occurrence during the time that these accidents happened. The
CFW accidents during the Typhoon Jebi period indicate the necessity of the CFW forecasting model.
The probabilistic CFW forecasting model is undergoing tests and improvements and will be employed
in the Operational Forecast System of the TCWB for CFW warnings.
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Abstract: Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) was used for this case study because it is the most intense
typhoon that made landfall in Taiwan in the past decade. Winds extracted from the Climate Forecast
System version 2 (CFSV2) and ERA5 datasets and merged with a parametric typhoon model using
two hybrid techniques served as the meteorological conditions for driving a coupled wave-circulation
model. The computed significant wave heights were compared with the observations recorded at
three wave buoys in the eastern waters of Taiwan. Model performance in terms of significant wave
height was also investigated by employing the CFSV2 winds under varying spatial and temporal
resolutions. The results of the numerical experiments reveal that the simulated storm wave heights
tended to decrease significantly due to the lower spatial resolution of the hourly winds from the
CFSV2 dataset; however, the variations in the storm wave height simulations were less sensitive
to the temporal resolution of the wind field. Introducing the combination of the CFSV2 and the
parametric typhoon winds greatly improved the storm wave simulations, and similar phenomena
can be found in the exploitation of the ERA5 dataset blended into the parametric wind field. The
overall performance of the hybrid winds derived from ERA5 was better than that from the CFSV2,
especially in the outer region of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016).

Keywords: storm wave height; super typhoon; wave-circulation model; hybrid winds

1. Introduction

Typhoons are usually associated with extreme wind waves and storm surges, impacting
navigational safety, infrastructure in nearshore and offshore waters (harbors, seawalls, lighthouses,
etc.), and coastal habitats [1–5]. The oceanic and coastal hazards caused by typhoon-driven storm
waves pose a greater threat to human life, property, and infrastructure than storm surges in Taiwan.
This is particularly true when a super typhoon makes landfall in Taiwan. A typhoon is designated as a
“super typhoon” when its wind speeds near the typhoon center exceed 114 kt (equivalent to 58 m/s)
and its intensity reaches category 4 or 5 on the Saffir–Simpson scale [6]. A super typhoon ranks among
the most destructive natural hazards worldwide because it produces high storm surges, large storm
waves, and torrential downpours [7]. For instance, a seawall at a fishing port near the southeastern
coastal waters of Taiwan was broken in 2018 by large storm waves from several typhoons (as shown in
the upper-right panel of Figure 1); a lighthouse located in a fishing port in the southeastern offshore
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waters was destroyed by Super Typhoon Meranti-induced extreme storm waves in 2016 (as shown
in the lower-right panel of Figure 1). Therefore, accurately predicting, simulating and hindcasting
typhoon-induced storm wave heights is important for the prevention and mitigation of disasters in
the ocean and along coasts [2–4]. Assessments of typhoon-generated extreme wave heights with
different return periods are very useful for designing seawalls to protect boats, ships, nuclear power
plants, and coastal critical infrastructures from wave impacts. Moreover, the strength evaluation of oil
platforms and wind turbine supporting systems is highly dependent on simulating extreme waves
accurately [8,9].

Figure 1. Typhoon-driven storm waves breached a sea wall (upper-right panel) and damaged a
lighthouse (lower-left panel) in the southeastern waters of Taiwan (photo by the present study).

A comprehensive understanding of the ocean surface waves arising from extreme weather
conditions is of great interest to coastal and ocean engineers and oceanographers. Many studies about
predicting, simulating, or hindcasting typhoon-generated storm waves and storm surges have been
carried out through numerical models because wave buoys cannot be deployed throughout an entire
marine area [10–14]. A third-generation spectral wind wave model is mainly driven by wind fields
and has been widely used to predict, simulate, and hindcast wave heights. Therefore, accurate wind
forcing data are essential for predicting sea states with great accuracy, especially with extreme waves
created by typhoons [4]. Moreover, improvements in wind forcing for wave-circulation models are
believed to enhance the performances of large wave and large surge simulations [4,5,15].

The objective of the present study is to assess the effects of wind sources from different spatial and
temporal resolutions on storm wave height simulation and to investigate the optimal hybrid typhoon
winds through two approaches for the best performance of storm wave height simulation during
Super Typhoon Nepartak in 2016. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the typhoon,
observational data, bathymetry, wind forcing, and coupled wave-circulation model that were used in
the present study. Section 3 presents the comparisons between the simulations and measurements
for the significant wave height (SWH) time series using different wind fields. Section 4 provides a
discussion of the results from a series of numerical experiments. Finally, a summary and conclusions
are presented in Section 5.
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2. Data and Methodology

2.1. Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016)

Super Typhoon Nepartak was the third most intense tropical cyclone worldwide in 2016. It
initialized in the southern waters of Guam on 30 June and was subsequently named Nepartak by the
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) after it had intensified into a tropical cyclone on 3 July. The Joint
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) of the United States upgraded Nepartak to a category 4-equivalent
super typhoon on 5 July and estimated that Nepartak had become a category 5-equivalent super
typhoon the next day. Super Typhoon Nepartak reached its peak intensity approximately 835 km
east-southeast of Taitung County, Taiwan, on 6 July; meanwhile, the JMA evaluated 10-min maximum
sustained winds of 205 km/h and a central pressure of 900 hPa. Super Typhoon Nepartak made landfall
in Taitung County and subsequently moved into the Taiwan Strait from Tainan County on 8 July. After
that, Typhoon Nepartak continued moving inland into China as a tropical depression and dissipated
on 10 July. According to the report from the Central Weather Burau (CWB) of Taiwan, Meranti was
the most intense typhoon that had made landfall in Taiwan in the past 10 years (2010–2019). Figure 2
demonstrates the track and central pressure (intensity) of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016).

Figure 2. Track and central air pressures of Super Typhoon Nepartak in 2016 and the locations of wave
buoys. The color of the solid circles represents the typhoon intensity as classified on the Saffir–Simpson
scale (red: category 5; yellow: category 4; green: category 3; cyan: category 2; blue: category 1).

2.2. Wave Buoy

The hourly SWH measurements recorded at three wave buoys by the CWB, Taiwan, in the eastern
waters of Taiwan during Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) were acquired to evaluate the optimal wind
field for simulating typhoon-driven SWHs. The wave buoys record the SWH, wave direction and
mean wave period, and wind speed and direction at 2 m height above sea level with a sampling
frequency of 2 Hz, and an accuracy of ±10 cm for the SWH. The locations of the three wave buoys,
namely, the Hualien, Taitung, and Taitung Ocean buoys, are shown in Figure 2, and their corresponding
coordinates and water depths are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Information on wave buoys.

Buoy Name Longitude (◦E) Latitude (◦N) Water Depth (m)

Taitung Ocean 124.0742 21.7664 5610
Taitung 121.1450 22.7240 30
Hualien 121.6314 24.0319 21

Data source: The CWB of Taiwan.
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2.3. Description and Configuration of the Wave-Circulation Model

In the present study, the hydrodynamics of the waters surrounding Taiwan were simulated from 1 to
20 July 2016, by means of the semi-implicit cross-scale hydroscience integrated system model (SCHISM).
The SCHISM was developed by Zhang et al. [16] with many improvements and enhancements from
the original semi-implicit Eulerian–Lagrangian finite-element (SELFE) model, [17]. The SCHISM
employs finite-element, finite-volume methods and hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations to
solve the shallow water equations. The SCHISM eliminates the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)
stability restrictions due to the application of the semi-implicit schemes for all governing equations.
The numerical stability constraints are further relaxed because the nonlinear advection terms in
the momentum equations are treated with a Eulerian–Lagrangian method. The introduction of the
no-mode-splitting technique in the SCHISM contributes to eliminating numerical errors regarding the
splitting between internal and external modes [18]. SCHISM and SELFE have been widely used for
simulating the inundation associated with storm surge [19–21], assessing the effects of sea-level rise
on tidal current energy [22] and predicting flash floods in mountainous areas [23]. Typhoon-induced
hydrodynamics can be well mimicked by depth integration, i.e., a 2D model; moreover, a 2D model
requires fewer computing resources and less model execution time than a 3D model. Thus, a 2D
model is preferred to a 3D model for storm surge, storm tide, and wind wave modeling, and the
depth-integrated version of the SCHISM, SCHISM-2D, was used in the present study. A time step of
120 s and a Manning coefficient of 0.025 were set in the SCHISM-2D following [4,15], which are based
on the numerical stability of the SCHISM-2D and the type of sea bottom material in Taiwanese waters.

The third-generation spectral wave model, called the wind wave model version III (WWM-III),
was adopted in the present study since phase-averaged spectral wave models are capable of predicting
and simulating sea state variations in the ocean [24]. Roland [25] overhauled not only the physics and
numerical schemes of the WWM-II but also the computing efficiency of the model. The WWM-III solves
the wave action equation on an unstructured grid by adopting the fractional step method proposed
by [26]. The minimum and maximum directions for the simulation are 0◦ and 360◦, respectively, while
the number of directional bins is 36. The lowest and highest frequency limits of the discrete wave
period are 0.03 and 1.0 Hz, respectively, which are partitioned into 36 frequency bins. The constant for
computing waves breaking in shallow water areas is 0.78. The peak enhancement of 3.3 is according to
the report from the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP, [27]), and the bottom friction coefficient
is set as 0.067 in the WWM-III. An efficient computation can be achieved through the employment of
different time steps for hydrodynamic and wind wave models in a wave-circulation coupled modeling
system, and therefore, a time step of 600 s was assigned to the WWM-III. This means that SCHISM-2D
delivers the wind and depth-integrated velocities and water surface elevations to WWM-III; in addition,
the wave radiation stresses for SCHISM-2D are used by the WWM-III at five hydrodynamic time
intervals. The SCHISM-WWM-III has been successfully applied to generate potential storm wave
hazards for Taiwan [2], evaluate the effect of the wind field on wind wave hindcasting [4], and quantify
the nonlinear interactions of typhoon-induced storm tides. Details on the coupling procedures for the
SCHISM-WWM-III can be found in [28].

The computational domain must be large enough to simulate storm waves and storm surges
generated by typhoons traveling long distances from east to west of Taiwan. In the present study,
coverage from 105◦E to 140◦E and 15◦N to 31◦N was created for the computational domain of the
SCHISM-WWM-III. This area is composed of 276,639 unstructured grids and 540,510 triangular
elements; coarse meshes with 20–40 km resolutions were arranged in the open ocean beyond the
coastal region, while fine meshes with 200–400 m resolutions were distributed along the coastline of
Taiwan and its offshore islands (as shown in Figure 3a). Using a higher resolution mesh is fundamental
to an accurate simulation; however, the computing demand will increase as the mesh becomes finer.
Additionally, the surf zones and shallow waters are well characterized with the mesh resolution
developed in the present study (Figure 3b) according to the report from [29–31].
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Figure 3. Entire computational meshes (a), enlargement of high-resolution unstructured grids for the
southern coastal waters of Taiwan (b), and bathymetry (c).

A global-scale and a local-scale dataset were incorporated into gridded bathymetric data for the
SCHISM-WWM-III. The GEBCO-2019 grid is the latest global-scale bathymetric product, with a spatial
resolution of 15 arcsecond, released by the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) and has
been developed through the Nippon Foundation-GEBCO Seabed 2030 Project. The local-scale dataset
has a coverage from 100◦E to 128◦E and from 4◦N to 29◦N with a 200-m spatial resolution provided by
the Department of Land Administration and the Ministry of the Interior in Taiwan. The combined two
datasets were interpolated to represent the bottom elevation in the SCHISM-WWM-III (as shown in
Figure 3c). The SCHISM-2D and WWM-III take advantage of sharing the same numerical mesh to
enhance the computing efficiency.

2.4. Tidal and Atmospheric Forcing

2.4.1. Tidal Forcing

Eight main tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and Q1) were extracted from a regional
inverse tidal model (China Seas and Indonesia, [32]) and served as the tidal boundary conditions in
the SCHISM-WWM-III. Although the present study focused on wind wave simulation, an inverted
barometer effect resulting from the variations in atmospheric pressure was also considered in the model.

2.4.2. CFSV2 Wind Field

The Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSV2) is an upgrade of the Climate Forecast System (CFS)
and was developed by the Environmental Modeling Center at the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP). The CFSV2 is a fully coupled model representing the interactions among the ocean,
land, sea ice, and atmosphere with advanced physics, increased resolution, and refined initialization to
improve the seasonal climate forecasts, which makes the CFSV2 superior to the CFS. Additionally, the
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same model was used in the CFSV2 and the NCEP CFS reanalysis (CFSR). The CFSV2 was implemented
at NCEP as the real-time seasonal forecast system in March 2011 [33]; hence, NCEP started running the
CFSV2 operationally to produce analyses and forecasts. The CFSV2 products are available at horizontal
resolutions of 0.205◦, 0.5◦, 1.875◦, and 2.5◦ with different time intervals.

2.4.3. ERA5 Reanalysis Wind Field

ERA5 is the fifth-generation, latest global climate atmospheric reanalysis from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). ERA5 is based on a recent ECMWF model cycle that
includes coupling with ocean waves and a land model and utilizes the 4D-Var atmospheric assimilation
method. ERA5 is created at a considerably higher resolution than ERA-Interim, thus replacing the
widely used ERA-Interim reanalysis soon. The global hourly ERA5 atmospheric parameters are
available from the Climate Data Store over latitude–longitude grids with a 0.25◦ by 0.25◦ resolution
and over 137 levels in the vertical direction. The hourly ERA5 provides a more detailed evolution of
extreme severe weather events and daily updates within 3 months of real time. ERA5 now covers the
period from 1979 to the present; however, it will be extended from 1950 to the present by the mid-2020s.

2.4.4. Parametric Typhoon Wind Field

Many analytical parametric typhoon models have been developed to construct or reconstruct
the wind and air pressure fields of typhoons for simulating storm waves and surges due to their
simplicity [34–40]. The modified Rankine vortex (MRV) typhoon wind model proposed by [37]
provides a more accurate wind field [41,42], which is satisfactory for ocean wave and storm surge
modeling [4,37,43,44] and was therefore employed in the present study. A shape parameter α is used
in the MRV model to adjust the distribution of typhoon wind speed (W) in the radial direction,

W =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ Wmax
(

r
Rmax

)α
for r < Rmax

Wmax
(

Rmax
r

)α
for r ≥ Rmax

(1)

where Wmax is the maximum wind speed, Rmax is the radius of maximum wind speed, and α is
specified as 0.5 based on the results from [4,40,42]. Atkinson and Holliday [45] suggested an empirical
relationship for Wmax and the central pressure of typhoons (Pc):

Wmax = 3.44(1010− Pc)
0.644 (2)

The radius of maximum wind speed (Rmax) can be described as a function of Wmax and the latitude
of the typhoon’s center (ϕ):

Rmax = 46.4 exp(−0.155×Wmax + 0.0169×ϕ) (3)

2.4.5. Hybrid Typhoon Wind Field

Combining the reanalysis or dynamic and parametric typhoon winds is believed to generate a
better wind field in both the near-field and far-field regions of typhoons for storm wave and surge
modeling [1,4,5,15,46–48]. Hence, two methods were applied to construct the hybrid winds from the
CFSV2 and MRV and from the ERA5 and MRV. Method number 1 (H1) blends CFSV2 (or ERA5) and
MRV directly through the following formula [1]:

WH1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
WP r < 2Rmax

β0.70β0.06
WP + (1− β)0.72(1−β)0.28

WR 2Rmax ≤ r ≤ 7Rmax

WR r > 7Rmax

(4)
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where WH1 is the hybrid wind speed computed via Equation (4) and WP and WR are parametric
typhoon and reanalysis winds, respectively. β = (7− r/Rmax)/5, in which r is the radial distance from
the center of the typhoon to an arbitrary point.

Method number 2 (H2) is recommended by [46] and can be expressed as follows:

R1 = ROP − γRT (5)

R2 = ROP + (1− γ)RT (6)

WH2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
WP r < R1
(1− λ)WP + λWR R1 ≤ r ≤ R2

WR r > R2

(7)

where ROP is the optimal radius with a minimum mean difference between WP and WR; RT is the width
of the transition zone and γ is the empirical coefficient. For comparison with H1, RT and γ were given
as 5 Rmax and 0.0, respectively, in the present study. λ = (r−R1)/(R2 −R1). Details for the estimation
of ROP are available in [46].

2.5. Model Performance Metrics

The model capacity for the simulation of the SWH time series during Super Typhoon Nepartak
(2016) is quantified via three statistical indicators, i.e., the scatter index (SI), correction coefficient (CC)
and HH (Hanna and Heinold [49]) indicators. Mentaschi et al. [50] suggested that the HH indicator
provides more reliable and accurate statistical information for assessing the accuracy of numerical
models. Thus, in addition to SI and CC, the HH indicator was adopted for evaluation of model
performance. The three criteria are defined as:

SI =
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n
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O

(8)

CC =
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HH =
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m∑

i=1
(Si −O)2

n∑
i=1

SiOi

(10)

where n is the total number of data points, Si is the simulation, Oi is the observation, and S and O are
the mean values of the simulations and observations, respectively.

3. Results

The winds from the CFSV2 and ERA5, as well as winds from a combination of an MRV model
with the CFSV2 and ERA5 through the different techniques were exerted on the SCHISM-WWM-III to
simulate the SWHs during Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016). The effects of the spatial and temporal
resolutions of the wind field on storm wave height simulation, and the model performance using the
different hybrid wind fields were investigated by conducting several numerical experiments.
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3.1. Effects of the Spatial Resolutions of Wind Fields on Storm Wave Simulation

The hourly CFSV2 winds with horizontal resolutions of 0.205◦, 0.5◦, and 1.875◦ were interpolated
into the SCHISM-WWM-III. The instantaneous wind field distributions are illustrated in Figure 4a–c at
resolutions of 0.205◦, 0.5◦, and 1.875◦. Wind speeds from the hourly CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of
0.205◦ could reach 45–50 m/s around the near-field region of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) (Figure 4a);
however, the wind speeds decreased dramatically when a coarser spatial resolution was used. The
wind speeds of the hourly CFSV2 only reached 35–40 m/s (Figure 4b) and 20–30 m/s (Figure 4c)
at 0.5◦ and 1.875◦ resolutions, respectively. Furthermore, the wind field obtained from the hourly
CFSV2 with a lower spatial resolution shows a more random distribution (Figure 4b,c). The computed
instantaneous SWHs corresponding to hourly CFSV2 winds with different spatial resolutions are
demonstrated in Figure 4d–f. Storm waves exceeding 20 m driven by hourly CFSV2 winds at spatial
resolutions of 0.205◦ and 0.5◦ could be found in the deep ocean (Figure 4d,e). Wave heights were
only 8–10 m at the same time if imposing the hourly CFSV2 winds at horizontal resolution of 1.875◦
on the SCHISM-WWM-III (Figure 4c). Figure 5a–c shows the model-data comparisons for the SWH
time series from the Taitung Ocean (Figure 5a), Taitung (Figure 5b), and Hualien (Figure 5c) buoys
employing the winds from the hourly CFSV2 with different spatial resolutions. Similar to the results in
Figure 4d–f, hourly CFSV2 winds at a higher spatial resolution led to the greater overestimation of
storm wave heights. This phenomenon is obvious at the wave buoys near the track of Super Typhoon
Nepartak (2016), i.e., the Taitung Ocean and Taitung buoys.

Figure 4. Instantaneous wind field distribution from the hourly Climate Forecast System version 2
(CFSV2) with spatial resolutions of (a) 0.205◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 1.875◦ and their corresponding SWHs
(d–f) for Super Typhoon Nepartak at 11:00 on 12 July in 2016.
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Figure 5. Model-data comparison for SWH time series at the (a) Taitung Ocean, (b) Taitung, and
(c) Hualien buoys employing the winds from the hourly CFSV2 at different spatial resolutions.

3.2. Effects of the Temporal Resolutions of Wind Fields on Storm Wave Simulation

To better understand the effects of wind temporal resolutions on wave modeling performance,
wind fields from CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦ and temporal resolutions of 1, 2, 3, and 6 h
were utilized for reproducing the SWHs during Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016). The instantaneous
wind field distributions from CFSV2 with the same spatial resolution (0.205◦) and different temporal
resolutions are depicted in Figure 6a–d for temporal resolutions of 1, 2, 3, and 6 h, respectively. The
variations in wind field from higher to lower temporal resolutions are insignificant except for a delay
in time. Figure 6e–h expresses the distributions of simulated instantaneous SWHs corresponding to
Figure 6a–d. The patterns of storm waves are insensitive to variations in the wind temporal resolution.
Figure 7a–c shows the comparisons of the SWH time series between the modeled and measured values
for the Taitung Ocean (Figure 7a), Taitung (Figure 7b), and Hualien (Figure 7c) buoys using winds
from the 0.205◦ CFSV2 with different temporal resolutions. The comparisons shown in Figure 7a–c
are dissimilar to those in Figure 5a–c. The storm wave simulations from different wind temporal
resolutions are almost identical, except that a 2-m difference was present at the Taitung buoy if the
spatial resolution of the wind field remained unchanged.
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Figure 6. Instantaneous wind field distribution from CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦ and
temporal resolutions of (a) 1 h, (b) 2 h, (c) 3 h, and (d) 6 h and their corresponding SWHs (e–h) during
Super Typhoon Nepartak at 11:00 on 12 July in 2016.
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Figure 7. Model-data comparison for the SWH time series of the (a) Taitung Ocean, (b) Taitung, and
(c) Hualien buoys employing the winds from CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦ and different
temporal resolutions.

3.3. Effects of Hybrid Wind Fields on Storm Wave Simulation Through Different Superposed Techniques

Although the storm wave heights were overestimated using atmospheric forcing from the
hourly CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦ (hereafter CFSV2_0.025D_1hr), CFSV2_0.025D_1hr
could produce a more acceptable wind field distribution. Hence, the SWH computations were
again calculated by employing the wind fields derived from merging CFSV2_0.025D_1hr and the
MRV typhoon model by means of Equation (4) (hereafter CFSV2_0.025D_1hr_H1) and Equation (7)
(hereafter CFSV2_0.025D_1hr_H2). The instantaneous wind field distributions from CFSV2_0.025D_1hr,
CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H1 and CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 are represented in Figure 8a–c. As shown
in Figure 8b,c, the region with the higher wind speed (45–50 m/s) decreased and was more
concentrated around the center of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016). Figure 8d–f illustrates the spatial
distributions of the SWH reflecting wind forcing from CFSV2_0.025D_1hr, CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H1 and
CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2. The extent of extreme waves (16–20 m) decreased, which is particularly true
when utilizing winds from CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 (Figure 8f). Figure 9a–c clarifies the improvements
in the SWH simulations using the hybrid typhoon winds for the Taitung Ocean (Figure 9a), Taitung
(Figure 9b), and Hualien (Figure 9c) buoys. A mismatch between the computed and measured
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maximum SWH could be reduced from over 9 m to less than 2 m at the Taitung Ocean buoy for Super
Typhoon Nepartak (2016).

Figure 8. Instantaneous wind field distribution from the (a) hourly CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of
0.205◦, (b) CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H1, and (c) CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 and their corresponding SWHs (d–f)
for Super Typhoon Nepartak at 11:00 on 12 July in 2016.

The hourly reanalysis winds with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ (hereafter ERA5_1hr) during Super
Typhoon Nepartak (2016) obtained from the ECMWF were also blended with the MRV typhoon model
via Equation (4) (hereafter ERA5_1hr_H1) and Equation (7) (hereafter ERA5_1hr_H2). Three wind
fields were imposed on the SCHISM-WWM-III to reconfirm that the use of hybrid typhoon winds will
greatly improve the storm wave height simulations. Similar to Figure 8a–f, the instantaneous wind
fields of ERA5_1hr, ERA5_1hr_H1 and ERA5_1hr_H2 and their corresponding SWH distributions are
displayed in Figure 10a–f. The wind speeds of the original ERA5_1hr for Super Typhoon Nepartak
(2016) were extremely weak (<30 m/s, as shown in Figure 10a) and consequently led to a smaller
storm wave height (<10 m, as shown in Figure 10d). The SWHs of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016)
driven by ERA5_1hr winds were even smaller than those induced by hourly CFSV2 winds with a
spatial resolution of 1.875◦ (as shown green lines in Figure 5a–c). Exerting higher speed winds from
ERA5_1hr_H1 and ERA5_1hr_H2 (40–45 m/s, as shown in Figure 10b,c) on SCHISM-WWM-III could
cause larger storm waves (approximately 16 m, as shown in Figure 10e,f). Figure 11a–c depicts a
comparison of the SWH time series between the simulations and measurements for the Taitung Ocean,
Taitung, and Hualien buoys. Introducing a combination of the MRV typhoon wind and reanalysis
product into a wave-circulation model significantly enhances the storm wave simulations in both the
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inner (Figure 11a,b) and outer (Figure 11c) regions of the typhoon. However, ERA5_1hr_H1 resulted in
better SWH simulations than ERA5_1hr_H2 for the Hualien buoy (Figure 11c).

Figure 9. Model-data comparison for the SWH time series the (a) Taitung Ocean, (b) Taitung,
and (c) Hualien buoys employing winds from CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦,
CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H1, and CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2.

Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. Instantaneous wind field distribution from the (a) hourly ERA5, (b) ERA5_1hr_H1, and
(c) ERA5_1hr_H2 and their corresponding SWHs (d–f) for Super Typhoon Nepartak at 11:00 on 12 July
in 2016.

Figure 11. Model-data comparison for the SWH time series at the (a) Taitung Ocean, (b) Taitung, and
(c) Hualien buoys employing the winds from ERA5_1hr, ERA5_1hr_H1, ERA5_1hr_H2, and modified
Rankine vortex (MRV).
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4. Discussion

The numerical experiments conducted in the present study show that the storm wave height
simulations in both nearshore and offshore areas benefit from inputting the integrations of CFSV2
or ERA5 winds with the MRV typhoon model. The statistical analysis was implemented to quantify
the simulation errors when using the CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 and ERA5_1hr_H1 winds during Super
Typhoon Nepartak (2016). Table 2 lists the SWH statistical parameters based on a model-data comparison
for the Taitung Ocean, Taitung, and Hualien buoys, adopting winds from CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2. The
minimum SI and HH and the maximum CC are 0.47, 0.32, and 0.97 for the Taitung Ocean buoy, while
the maximum SI and HH and the minimum CC are 0.61, 0.45, and 0.92 for the Hualien buoy, respectively.
The same statistical parameters are also listed in Table 3 for the utilization of winds from ERA5_1hr_H1.
The overall performance of SWH simulations by the ERA5_1hr_H1 winds is slightly better than that
by the CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 winds. Figure 12a–f describes the scatter plots of computed SWHs
versus measured SWHs for the Taitung Ocean (Figure 12a,d), Taitung (Figure 12b,e), and Hualien
(Figure 12c,f) buoys with wind forcing from CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 (Figure 12a–c) and ERA5_1hr_H1
(Figure 12d–f). The larger difference (simulation minus measurement range of 4–6 m) between the
measurement of 7–11 m is detected at the Taitung Ocean and Taitung Buoys, as the differences are
always less than 4 m at the Hualien Buoy. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the percentage of model-data
difference for different classes and buoys due to the introduction of winds from CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2
and ERA5_1hr_H1, respectively. The maximum percentage with a model-data difference larger than
2 m is only 3.03% (2.27% + 0.76%, as shown Table 5) for the Taitung buoy using the ERA5_1hr_H1
winds. Thus, the ERA5_1hr_H1 wind served as an optimal meteorological forcing for simulating
SWHs by the SCHISM-WWM-II for Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016).

Table 2. Statistical parameters of SWH based on model-data comparison for different buoys using
winds from CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2.

Buoy Name SI CC HH

Taitung Ocean 0.47 0.97 0.32
Taitung 0.50 0.94 0.33
Hualien 0.61 0.92 0.45

Table 3. Statistical parameters of SWH based on model-data comparison for different buoys using
winds from ERA5_1hr_H1.

Buoy Name SI CC HH

Taitung Ocean 0.39 0.96 0.28
Taitung 0.39 0.92 0.35
Hualien 0.36 0.95 0.31

Table 4. Percentage of model-data difference for different classes and buoys using winds from
CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2.

Buoy Name [−2,0) [0,2) [2,4) [4,6)

Taitung Ocean 67.48 26.29 4.34 1.90
Taitung 64.02 32.95 2.27 0.76
Hualien 85.12 13.77 1.10 0.00
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Table 5. Percentage of model-data difference for different classes and buoys using winds from
ERA5_1hr_H1.

Buoy Name [−2,0) [0,2) [2,4) [4,6)

Taitung Ocean 77.51 19.75 1.08 1.63
Taitung 76.89 20.08 2.27 0.76
Hualien 88.71 11.29 0.00 0.00

Figure 12. Scatter plot of computed versus measured SWHs at the (a,d) Taitung Ocean, (b,e) Taitung, and
(c,f) Hualien buoys employing the winds from CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2 (a–c) and ERA5_1hr_H1 (d–f).

The SWH simulations driven by winds at a lower resolution are inferior to those generated by winds
at a higher resolution. This phenomenon is particularly sensitive to variations in spatial resolution. The
spatial distributions of the maximum SWH simulations for Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) utilizing
winds from the hourly CFSV2 with different spatial resolutions and from the CFSV2 with a spatial
resolution of 0.205◦ and different temporal resolutions are illustrated in Figure 13a–f. The maximum
SWHs attenuated obviously when the spatial resolution of the wind field was reduced from 0.205◦ to
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1.875◦ (as shown in Figure 13a–c). The variations in the maximum SWH distribution are relatively
small, even if the temporal resolution of the wind fields varies from hourly to 6 h (Figure 13a,d–f);
moreover, the discrete maximum SWH distributions are more visible at a lower temporal resolution in
the deep ocean (Figure 13e,f). Rusu et al. [51] and Van Vledder and Akpınar [52] suggested that the
employment of winds with a higher spatial (mesh) resolution could improve not only typhoon wind
filed but also the parameters resulting from the wave model in addition to the SWH. The statistical
errors, such as bias, scatter index, and root-mean-square error, for the “SWH” and “spectral period”
were usually decrease when the spatial resolution of wind is increased [52]. However, Rusu et al. [51]
also recommended that the utilization of winds with a spatial resolution of 4.1 km (approximate
0.04◦) is sufficient for simulating wind waves. Adopting winds in a very-high-spatial-resolution (e.g.,
0.03◦) atmospheric model is the best way to predict, simulate, or hindcast sea states; however, the
computing demand increases. Therefore, the next best alternative is the use of a wind field resulting
from the superposition of a moderate-spatial-resolution (e.g., 0.2◦) atmospheric model and a parametric
typhoon model.

Figure 13. Spatial distribution of maximum SWHs driven by winds from the hourly CFSV2 with spatial
resolutions of (a) 0.205◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 1.875◦ and from CFSV2 with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦ and
temporal resolutions of (d) 2 h, (e) 3 h, and (f) 6 h for Super Typhoon Nepartak in 2016.

Even though modeled and observed wind speed (at 10 m height above sea level) comparisons
were implemented in many previous studies [5,48,51,52], the similar comparisons are difficult to
conduct in the present study directly. This is because the anemometer on the Taitung Ocean, Taitung,
and Hualien buoys is only 2 m above the sea level according to the report from the CWB of Taiwan.
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The simulations and measurements of wave direction and mean wave period were compared in order
to reconfirm the efficiency of the hybrid typhoon winds for improving the wave parameters simulation.
Figure 14 shows a model-data comparison for the wave direction (Figure 14a–c) and mean wave
period (Figure 14d–f) at different wave buoys. The wave direction and mean wave period simulations
were improved using the hybrid typhoon winds, which is particularly true for the mean wave period
simulations when winds from ERA5_1hr_H1 were exerted on the SCHISM-WWM-III. Additionally,
the storm wave heights from Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) were simulated with the MRV model
alone. As shown in Figure 11a–c (green lines), the utilization of the MRV winds matched the peak
SWHs well in the inner region of the typhoon (Figure 11a,b for Taitung Ocean and Taitung buoys) but
overestimated the SWHs in outer regions of the typhoon (Figure 11c for Hualien buoy).

Figure 14. Model-data comparison for the wave direction (a–c) and mean wave period (d–f) time
series at the (a,d) Taitung Ocean, (b,e) Taitung, and (c,f) Hualien buoys employing the winds from
CFSV2_0.205D_1hr, ERA5_1hr, CFSV2_0.205D_1hr_H2, and ERA5_1hr_H1.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, winds from a global atmospheric product, CFSV2, and a global atmospheric reanalysis
product, ERA5, as well as winds from a combination of the parametric typhoon model with CFSV2
and ERA5 via two hybrid methods (Equations (4) and (7)), were used as meteorological conditions
for a coupled wave-circulation model called SCHISM-WWM-III. The time series of simulated SWHs
during Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) were compared with the observations measured at three wave
buoys in the eastern waters of Taiwan. The storm wave heights were severely overestimated due to the
presence of hourly CFSV2 winds with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦. The hourly CFSV2 wind fields
with spatial resolutions of 0.205◦, 0.5◦, and 1.875◦ were imposed on the SCHISM-WWM-III. The winds
with a coarser spatial resolution usually generated the smaller SWHs. The sensitivity of the temporal
resolution of the wind field to the storm wave height simulation was also examined by adopting CFSV2
winds with a spatial resolution of 0.205◦ and temporal resolutions of 1, 2, 3, and 6 h. However, the
simulated SWHs were insensitive to the temporal resolution of wind.

The hourly ERA5 winds with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ were applied to the wave-circulation
model. Wind speeds acquired from ERA5 in the inner region of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) were
extremely weak and therefore drove the storm wave heights by only half of the measurements. To
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overcome the overestimation or underestimation of storm wave height simulations, hybrid typhoon
winds were proposed by blending parametric typhoon models (the MRV model) and hourly CFSV2
and ERA5 with spatial resolutions of 0.205◦ and 0.25◦, respectively, by means of two methods. The
results demonstrate that using the wind fields derived from the hourly CFSV2 merged with the MRV
via Equation (7) could improve the simulations of large storm wave heights close to the track of Super
Typhoon Nepartak (2016) but still overestimate the wave heights in the far field of the typhoon. The
computed typhoon-generated large SWHs increased significantly, especially for the inner regions of
the typhoon, due to the employment of hybrid winds from the hourly ERA5 incorporated with the
MRV through Equation (4). Additionally, the timings of the peak SWHs, wave direction and mean
wave period during Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016) could also be corrected and well matched by
utilizing hybrid wind fields.

Although this study provides insight into the spatial resolution of the CFSV2 wind being
more important than the temporal resolution for SWH modeling, a reasonable distribution of
typhoon-induced maximum SWHs was created by introducing a wind field with a higher temporal
resolution to the SCHISM-WWM-III. Using the hybrid wind fields from CFSV2 and ERA5 produced
similar storm wave heights near the track of Super Typhoon Nepartak (2016); however, the simulations
of storm wave height agreed well with the observations in both the near and far fields of typhoon by
applying the blended winds from ERA5 only, which is particularly essential for successful storm wave
computation. The findings of this study will greatly benefit the accuracy of the operational marine
weather forecast system, the design of infrastructure in nearshore waters, and the prevention of coastal
disasters. Moreover, the combination of a numerical atmospheric or reanalysis product with higher
spatial and temporal resolutions with parametric typhoon winds is the optimal atmospheric condition
for a coupled wave-circulation model to predict or hindcast storm wave height accurately.
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Abstract: The sensitivity of storm wave simulations to storm tides and tidal currents was investigated
using a high-resolution, unstructured-grid, coupled circulation-wave model (Semi-implicit Cross-scale
Hydroscience Integrated System Model Wind Wave Model version III (SCHISM-WWM-III))
driven by two typhoon events (Typhoons Soudelor and Megi) impacting the northeastern coast
of Taiwan. Hourly wind fields were acquired from a fifth-generation global atmospheric reanalysis
(ERA5) and were used as meteorological conditions for the circulation-wave model after direct
modification (MERA5). The large typhoon-induced waves derived from SCHISM-WWM-III were
significantly improved with the MERA5 winds, and the peak wave height was increased by 1.0–2.0 m.
A series of numerical experiments were conducted with SCHISM-WWM-II and MERA5 to explore
the responses of typhoon wave simulations to tidal elevation and current. The results demonstrate
that the simulated significant wave height, mean wave period and wave direction for a wave buoy in
the outer region of the typhoon are more sensitive to the tidal current but less sensitive to the tidal
elevation than those for a wave buoy moored in the inner region of the typhoon. This study suggests
that the inclusion of the tidal current and elevation could be more important for typhoon wave
modeling in sea areas with larger tidal ranges and higher tidal currents. Additionally, the suitable
modification of the typhoon winds from a global atmospheric reanalysis is necessary for the accurate
simulation of storm waves over the entire region of a typhoon.

Keywords: SCHISM-WWM-III; ERA5; direct modification method; storm wave; tidal elevation;
tidal current

1. Introduction

Extreme waves and storm surges resulting from typhoons are usually regarded as destructive
disasters that present a great hazard to navigational safety and coastal and nearshore infrastructures
and can flood low-lying areas along the coast [1–3]. To mitigate the disaster risk in both nearshore and
coastal regions, many researchers have put considerable effort into the improvement of storm wave and
storm surge modeling [2–4]. To achieve this goal, it is important to enhance the predictive capabilities
of the typhoon storm surge and wave models used for emergency preparedness and risk evaluation.
In addition, the ability to accurately predict large-wave events is critical to the success of wave energy
conversion deployment [5].

Research on the nonlinear interactions between the tidal current, tidal elevation, and waves is
complex because such studies require an understanding of the corresponding transfer mechanisms.
The performance of typhoon storm surge and wave models strongly depends on a complete
understanding of these physical processes. Longuet-Higgins and Stewart [6] and Phillips [7] clarified
the transfer of momentum from ocean surface waves to tidal currents. The momentum flux between
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wind and current is based on the wind stress bulk formula and is proportional to the square of the wind
speed [8]. The radiation stress theory proposed in Reference [6] provides an approach for introducing
wave-induced forces into tidal currents. The contributions of waves to a storm surge or storm tide
through radiation-stress-induced forces can be examined by coupling a circulation model with a wave
model [9,10]. However, further clarification is needed to capture the contributions of the tidal current
and tidal elevation to storm waves. Huang et al. [9] analyzed the effects of a storm surge on waves by
comparing wave simulations with and without a storm surge for Tampa Bay in Florida. The results
of their study indicated that the simulated significant wave heights could be increased by 1.0–1.5 m,
and the simulated peak wave height could see perhaps as much as a 2–3 m increase. They found that
the contribution of the storm surge to the significant wave height was greater than that of the significant
wave height to the storm surge. This is because the Tampa Bay region is close to a gently sloping
continental shelf, which allows the wind stress to be more influential than the wave-induced force
in generating a storm surge. Although Huang et al. [9] investigated the storm surge effect on waves,
the current understanding of the contributions of the tide and tidal current to waves is still lacking.
A comprehensive understanding of the interactions between storm waves, tidal current, and tidal
elevation would be of great interest to coastal and ocean engineers and oceanographers.

Rusu et al. [11] and Van Vledder and Akpınar [12] suggested that model predictions of wave fields
could be greatly improved if winds of a higher spatial resolution were used in the numerical model.
Rusu et al. [11] also noted that wind fields with a spatial resolution of 4.1 km are satisfactory for wind
wave modeling. However, considerable computational resources and a long model execution time
are required. In contrast, a simple method was applied in the present study to improve the typhoon
winds acquired from a reanalysis product.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the sensitivity of storm wave simulations to tidal
currents and tidal elevations during two typhoons impacting Taiwan in 2015 and 2016 by means of
a series of model experiments. This paper is organized as follows. The studied typhoons, the data
recorded at the wave buoys, the circulation and wave models, the bathymetry, the typhoon winds, and
the boundary conditions that were used in the present study are described in Section 2. In Section 3,
the significant wave height time series are compared among several different simulation scenarios.
A discussion of the results from the series of model experiments and a confirmation of the results are
provided in Section 4, and a summary and conclusions are offered in Section 5.

2. Data and Models

2.1. Description of the Studied Typhoons

Typhoon Soudelor, also known as Typhoon Hanna in the Philippines, was the strongest tropical
cyclone of the 2015 Pacific typhoon season and the third most intense tropical cyclone worldwide in 2015.
Soudelor formed as a tropical depression in the southeastern sea area of Guam on 29 July and reached
its peak intensity, with a central atmospheric pressure of 900 hPa and ten-minute maximum sustained
winds of 215 km/h, on 3 August. Soudelor was a Category 5-equivalent super typhoon, according to a
wind speed assessment by the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC). Soudelor, which made landfall
over Hualien County of Taiwan on 7 August and emerged in the Taiwan Strait early the next day, had a
severe impact on Taiwan.

Typhoon Megi was a large and powerful tropical cyclone that hit Taiwan and southeastern China
in late September 2016. The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) indicated that Typhoon Megi had
reached its peak intensity at 18:00 UTC on 26 September, with ten-minute maximum sustained winds
of 155 km/h and a central pressure of 940 hPa. However, Typhoon Megi had already intensified into a
stronger typhoon at approximately 03:00 UTC on 27 September, with one-minute maximum sustained
winds of 220 km/h (equivalent to Category 4 on the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale), before it
made landfall over Hualien County at 06:00 UTC. Megi emerged into the Taiwan Strait from Yunlin
County at 13:10 UTC and subsequently made landfall over Fujian Province of China at 20:40 UTC
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on 27 September as a weaker typhoon. The tracks, central positions, and arrival times of Typhoons
Soudelor and Megi were acquired from the best track data of the Regional Specialized Meteorological
Center (RSMC) Tokyo-Typhoon Center, and are illustrated in Figure 1 (Figure 1a for Typhoon Soudelor
and Figure 1b for Typhoon Megi).

 

 

Figure 1. Tracks, central positions, and arrival times of (a) Typhoon Soudelor in 2015 and (b) Typhoon
Megi in 2016. The points marked in cyan are the locations of the wave buoys adopted in the present
study (Information of typhoons were provided by the Regional Specialized Meteorological Center
(RSMC) Tokyo-Typhoon Center).
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2.2. Description of the Adopted Wave Buoys

The Central Weather Bureau (CWB) of Taiwan has deployed many wave buoys in the nearshore
waters for long-term monitoring of wave parameters. In this study, the significant wave height (Hs),
mean wave period (Tm), and wave direction (WD) data measured at three wave buoys in the
northeastern waters of Taiwan during Typhoon Soudelor in 2015 and Typhoon Megi in 2016 were applied
to evaluate the Hs simulation performance achieved with a high-resolution coupled circulation-wave
model. According to the buoy observation dada annual report from the CWB, the sampling frequency
of wave buoys is 2 Hz for 10 min in the beginning of each hour. The recorded acceleration time series
is transferred to acceleration spectrum and then converted to the one-dimensional wave spectrum.
The zeroth (m0) and second (m2) moments of the wave power spectrum can be obtained by integrating
the one-dimensional wave spectrum. Finally, the significant wave height and mean wave period
are calculated as: Hs = 4.004

√
m0 and Tm =

√
(m0/m2). The wave direction is the direction of the

most energetic wave in the spectrum. The buoy names and locations are shown in Figure 1, and the
coordinates and water depths of their deployment sites are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Information on the adopted wave buoys.

Buoy Name Longitude (◦E) Latitude (◦N) Water Depth (m)

Fuguijiao 121.535 25.3042 34
Guishandao 121.9261 24.8467 25

Hualien 121.6325 24.03111 22

Data source: The Central Weather Bureau (CWB) of Taiwan.

2.3. Barotropic 2-D Ocean Circulation Model

The Semi-implicit Cross-scale Hydroscience Integrated System Model (SCHISM) was employed
to simulate the storm tidal elevations and tidal currents in the waters surrounding Taiwan during
Typhoons Soudelor and Megi. In SCHISM, the primitive shallow-water equation is solved on an
unstructured grid using finite-element and finite-volume methods based on the hydrostatic and
Boussinesq approximations [13]. With many new corrections and upgrades from the Semi-implicit
Eulerian-Lagrangian Finite-Element (SELFE) model [14], SCHISM now has an open-source distribution
that is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0. The numerical stability constraints are relaxed
due to the application of the semi-implicit scheme in SCHISM. SCHISM and SELFE have been
used in the simulation of storm surge inundation [15–17] and riverine flash flooding [18], in the
evaluation of tidal current energy variations resulting from sea-level rise [19], and in investigation
of fecal coliform transportation in an estuarine system [20]. A two-dimensional model is preferred
over a three-dimensional model for storm surge, storm tide, and wind wave modeling because
two-dimensional models require less execution time and computational resource consumption;
therefore, SCHISM-2D, a depth-integrated version of SCHISM, was utilized in the present study to
simulate the sea-surface elevations and currents. The governing equations in two-dimensional form
are written in the Cartesian coordinate system as follows:

∂η

∂t
+
∂uH
∂x

+
∂vH
∂y

= 0, (1)

Du
Dt

= f v− ∂
∂x

{
g(η− αψ̂) + PA

ρ0

}
+
τsx + τrx − τbx

ρ0H
, (2)

Dv
Dt

= − f u− ∂
∂y

{
g(η− αψ̂) + PA

ρ0

}
+
τsy + τry − τby

ρ0H
, (3)

where D is the material derivative, t is the time, η(x,y,t) is the free-surface elevation, u(x,y,t) and ν(x,y,t)
are the horizontal velocities, h is the seafloor elevation, H = η + h is the total water depth, f is the
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Coriolis factor, g is the gravitational acceleration, ψ̂ is the Earth’s tidal potential, α is the effective Earth
elasticity factor, ρ0 is the reference water density, and PA(x,y,t) is the sea-surface atmospheric pressure.
τsx and τsy are the wind stresses, which can be expressed as:

τsx = ρaCs

√
Wx

2 + Wy
2Wx, (4)

τsy = ρaCs

√
Wx

2 + Wy
2Wy, (5)

where ρa is the air density, Cs is the wind drag coefficient, and Wx and Wy are the wind speeds at 10 m
above the sea surface. Powell et al. [21] suggested that an upper bound on Cs is necessary in the model
in the case of high wind speeds; thus, SCHISM-2D calculates Cs following the formula proposed by
Smith [22] but with an embedded cap for cases in which the wind speed exceeds a specific value:

Cs = 1.0−3

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0.61 + 0.063× 6.0, W < 6.0
0.61 + 0.063×W, 6.0 ≤W ≤ 50.0
0.61 + 0.063× 50.0, W > 50.0

, (6)

where W is the resultant wind speed.
τbx and τby in Equations (2) and (3) are the bottom shear stresses, which can be computed as:

τbx = ρ0Cd

√
u2 + v2u, (7)

τby = ρ0Cd

√
u2 + v2v, (8)

where Cd is the bottom drag coefficient, which is parameterized as follows:

Cd = gn2/H1/3, (9)

where n is the Manning coefficient. Equation (2) indicates that the bottom drag coefficient Cd varies
spatially with different values of H. In Equations (2) and (3), τrx and τry are the radiation stresses,
which are computed using a wind wave model as reported by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart [6,23].

2.4. Ocean Surface Wave Model

Komen [24] suggested that the ocean surface waves induced by wind can be simulated through
phase-averaged spectral wave models. Therefore, a third-generation spectral wave model, the Wind
Wave Model version III (WWM-III), was utilized in the present study to model typhoon-generated
extreme sea states in Taiwanese waters. Roland [25] overhauled the original WWM-I source code
from Hsu et al. [26] and upgraded it to WWM-II. Comparisons between WWM-II and the Simulating
WAves Nearshore (SWAN) model, developed by Booij et al. [27], for test cases of continental shelf
refraction showed that the Residual Distribution Flux Corrected Transport scheme implemented in
WWM-II is able to accurately resolve the directional spreading over a continental shelf profile and
that the resulting simulations are far superior to those using the SWAN model with a higher-order
scheme at the same mesh resolution. WWM-III is the latest version of WWM, with many enhancements
and improvements, and has already been applied to reproduce the long-term wave parameters in the
nearshore waters of Taiwan [28]. In WWM-III, the governing wave action balance equation is solved
on an unstructured grid:

∂N
∂t

+
∂(Cgx + u)N

∂x
+
∂(Cgy + v)N

∂y
+
∂(CσN)

∂σ
+
∂(CθN)

∂θ
=

Stot

σ
, (10)
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where N(σ, θ) is the spectral wave action density, Cgx and Cgy are the wave group velocities in the x
and y directions, and Cσ and Cθ are the propagation velocities in spectral space (σ, θ). Stot is the sum of
the source terms for wave variance, which can be defined as:

Stot = Sin + Swc + Snl4 + Snl3 + Sbr + Sb f , (11)

where Sin is the wind-induced energy input; Snl3 and Snl4 are the nonlinear interactions in shallow
and deep-water areas, respectively; Swc and Sbr represent the wave energy dissipation in deep- and
shallow-water areas caused by white capping and wave breaking, respectively; and Sbf is the dissipation
caused by bottom friction. The first three source terms in Equation (11) are significant in deep water,
while the last three terms are influential in shallow water. A peak enhancement of 3.3 and a bottom
friction factor of 0.067 have been specified in WWM-III following a report from the Joint North Sea
Wave Project (JONSWAP, Hasselmann et al. [29]). A wave-breaking coefficient of 0.78 is adopted for
computing wave breaking in WWM-III. Nonlinear wave-wave interactions are treated with the discrete
interaction approximation (DIA) proposed by Hasselmann et al. [30]. The wave direction is equally
discretized into 36 bins over a range of 0–360◦. The number of frequency bins is also 36, and the low-
and high-frequency limits of the discrete wave period in WWM-III are 0.04 Hz and 1.0 Hz, respectively.

2.5. Fully Coupled SCHISM-WWM-III Model

SCHISM-2D and WWM-III take advantage of sharing the same subdomains and parallelization
via the same domain decomposition scheme to eliminate interpolation errors and enhance the efficiency
of information exchange between the ocean circulation and wind wave models. The computational
performance of the coupled model, SCHISM-WWM-III, can be made more efficient through the use
of different time steps in the two models; thus, time steps of 120 s and 600 s were assigned to the
SCHISM and WWM-III models, respectively. This means that, each time information exchange is
conducted between the two models, five time intervals of SCHISM-2D will have been calculated.
The depth-averaged tidal current and tidal elevation are passed to WWM-III from SCHISM-2D,
while WWM-III sends the radiation stresses to SCHISM-2D. The SCHISM-WWM-III modeling system
has been successfully applied to hindcast, simulate, and predict storm surge and storm wave hazards
and to evaluate the wave power energy in Taiwanese waters [2,3]. Further details about the coupling
approaches used in SCHISM-WWM-III can be found in Reference [31].

2.6. Computational Domain and Unstructured Grid

Satisfying all requirements of the model domain and mesh is essential for successful typhoon
wave and storm surge modeling. An appropriate computational domain size must be large enough
to accommodate the entire typhoon while minimizing the effects of boundary conditions [32,33].
Additionally, the resolution of the model mesh must be high enough to resolve the geometric details
of the surf zones and shallow-water regions [34–36]. Figure 2 shows the coverage of the model
domain specified for application to Typhoons Soudelor and Megi. The full computational extent of the
SCHISM-WWM-III computational domain is from 105◦ E to 140◦ E and from 15◦ N to 31◦ N, and it
comprises 276,639 unstructured grid points and 540,510 nonoverlapping triangles. The mesh is coarser
in the open ocean beyond the nearshore region, with a resolution of 20–40 km. For the coastal areas of
Taiwan and its offshore islands, a finer mesh with a resolution of 200–400 m is employed (as shown in
Figure 2).

The gridded bathymetric data used in SCHISM-WWM-III are composed of a global-scale dataset
and a local-scale dataset. The GEBCO_2019 product released in March 2019 by the General Bathymetric
Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) provides global coverage on a 15 arc-second grid. The local-scale dataset,
with a spatial resolution of 200 m, was acquired from the Department of Land Administration and the
Ministry of the Interior, Taiwan, and covers the area from 100◦ E to 128◦ E and from 4◦ N to 29◦ N.
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Figure 3 illustrates the seafloor elevations used in SCHISM-WWM-III, which were interpolated by
combining the two datasets mentioned above.

 

Figure 2. Coverage of the computational domain and its unstructured triangular mesh.

 

Figure 3. Distribution of seafloor elevations in the computational domain of Semi-implicit Cross-scale
Hydroscience Integrated System Model Wind Wave Model version III (SCHISM-WWM-III).

2.7. Boundary Conditions

2.7.1. ERA5 Reanalysis Wind Forcing

ERA5 is the latest global climate atmospheric reanalysis released by the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Compared to the ERA-Interim product, ERA5
has many improvements, e.g., much higher temporal and spatial resolutions, much improved
tropospheric data, a better global balance between precipitation and evaporation, better precipitation
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over land in the deep tropics, and an improved representation of tropical cyclones, the last of which is the
most important for simulating typhoon-generated waves. The hourly ERA5 atmospheric parameters,
such as the wind at 10 m above the sea surface and the sea-level pressure, can be downloaded from the
website of the Climate Data Store and have a spatial resolution of 30 km in the horizontal direction
and 137 levels in the vertical direction. Quality-assured monthly updates of ERA5 are released within
3 months of real time. The ERA5 dataset extending back to 1950 is expected to become available in 2020.

2.7.2. Modified ERA5 Wind Forcing

Many previous studies have indicated that reanalysis products underestimate typhoon
wind speeds, especially for the far-field regions of typhoons [37–42]. The peak typhoon wind
speed can be considerably improved through a superposition method by combining parametric
typhoon and reanalysis winds. Notably, a time mismatch sometimes exists between hindcast and
measured winds. Although reanalysis products undervalue the high-speed winds of typhoons, they are
more consistent in terms of the occurrence times of the peak winds. Therefore, a direct modification for
reanalysis wind data (i.e., the ERA5 data in the present study) has been proposed by Pan et al. [39].
This modification is expressed as:

WMERA5 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
WERA5

[
r

Rmax
(WBmax

WEmax
− 1) + 1

]
r < Rmax

WERA5
[

Rtrs − r
Rtrs − Rmax

(WBmax
WEmax

− 1) + 1
]

Rmax ≤ r ≤ 7Rmax

WERA5 r > Rtrs

, (12)

where WMERA5 is the modified wind speed at an arbitrary point in the computational domain, WERA is
the wind speed from ERA5 at an arbitrary point in the computational domain, WBmax is the maximal
wind speed of the typhoon as reported by the Regional Specialized Meteorological Center (RSMC)
Tokyo–Typhoon Center, WEmax is the maximal wind speed of the typhoon from ERA5, r is the radial
distance from the center of the typhoon to an arbitrary point in the computational domain, and Rmax is
the radius of the maximal typhoon wind speed, Rtrs is the radius of the transitional zone which was set
to 6Rmax. Rmax can be described as a function of WBmax and the latitude of the typhoon’s center (φ):

Rmax = m0 + m1 + m2(φ− 25). (13)

Knaff et al. [43] utilized a standard variational technique to obtain the coefficients of Equation (13)
for the Western Pacific typhoon basin. In accordance with their report, the values of m0, m1, and m2 were
set to 38.0 (in n mi), −0.1167 (in n mi kt−1), and −0.0040 (in n mi o−1), respectively, in the present study.
The modified ERA5 (MERA5) winds were employed as another source of atmospheric conditions for
comparison with those from ERA5 in terms of the performance of typhoon wave modeling.

2.7.3. Tidal Forcing

The harmonic parameters of amplitude and phase for the tidal elevation and horizontal velocity
(u and v) were extracted from a regional inverse tidal model (China Seas & Indonesia [44]). M2, S2,
N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and Q1 serve as the eight main tidal constituents that drive SCHISM-WWM-III.
Additionally, an inverse barometric effect on the boundary tidal elevation resulting from the difference
between the actual atmospheric pressure and a reference atmospheric pressure (1013.0 hPa) was
included in SCHISM-WWM-III. Specifying the open boundary forcing for the waves was not required
since the wave-generating typhoons were fully contained within the model domain developed in
the present study during the period of typhoon wave simulation. This approach is consistent with
a previous study in which storm tides and waves were simulated using a large-scale modeling
domain [45].
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3. Results

The wind speeds at 10 m above the sea surface and the sea-level pressures during Typhoon
Soudelor from 1–15 August in 2015 as extracted from ERA5 served as atmospheric forcing for
SCHISM-WWM-III. The ERA5 winds were modified using the direct modification method expressed in
Equation (12), and the typhoon winds derived from MERA5 were also imposed in SCHISM-WWM-III
to compare the resulting storm wave simulation performance with that achieved using the ERA5 winds.
The sensitivity of the simulation of the significant wave height during the typhoon period to the tidal
elevation and tidal current was investigated by conducting several model experiments, as listed in
Table 2.

Table 2. Overview of the designed model runs.

Scenario Tidal Elevation Tidal Current

S1 O O
S2 O X
S3 X O
S4 X X

O: included in wave simulation; X: excluded in wave simulation.

3.1. Effects of Atmospheric Forcing on Typhoon Wave Simulations

The hourly typhoon winds used in SCHISM-WWM-III were acquired from ERA5 at a horizontal
resolution of 31 km and were then interpolated from the structured grid to the unstructured grid
by means of the inverse distance weighting method. Figure 4a–c illustrate the instantaneous spatial
distributions of the wind field during Typhoon Soudelor in 2015. As seen in Figure 4a–c, the wind
speeds from the hourly ERA5 product reach only 24–36 m/s in the near-field region of Typhoon Soudelor.
The instantaneous distributions of the simulated significant wave height corresponding to the hourly
ERA5 winds at the specified times are displayed in Figure 4d–f. The simulated peak significant wave
heights are 10–12 m in the deep-water area far from Taiwan (Figure 4d) and gradually increase to
12–13 m (Figure 4e) and 13–15 m (Figure 4f) with the typhoon’s approach to Taiwan. Figure 5a–c
present snapshots of the spatial distributions of the typhoon wind field obtained from MERA5 at the
same specified times as in Figure 4a–c. Increases in wind speed are obvious near the inner region of
the typhoon, and the maximal wind speed reaches 36–40 m/s or even exceeds 40 m/s after modification.
Figure 5d–f show that the increases in the significant wave height caused by the use of the MERA5
winds relative to the values induced by the winds from ERA5 are 1–2 m. Additionally, the areas with
large significant wave heights (greater than or equal to 15 m) are extended.

Comparisons of the significant wave height time series between model simulations using the
different wind forcings and the corresponding measurements are presented in Figure 6a–c for the
Fuguijiao (Figure 6a), Guishandao (Figure 6b), and Hualien (Figure 6c) buoys. The peak wave
heights are underestimated by 2–2.5 m for all three wave buoys when the ERA5 winds are used in
SCHISM-WWM-III. The underestimations between the simulated and measured peak wave heights
are reduced to 0.5–1.0 m when the winds from MERA5 are imposed in SCHISM-WWM-III. Significant
improvements in the simulated typhoon wave heights are achieved when employing the MERA5 winds;
therefore, the SCHISM-WWM-III model combined with the winds from MERA5 was further utilized
to investigate the sensitivity of storm wave simulations to the tidal elevation and tidal current for
Typhoon Soudelor in 2015.
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Figure 4. Instantaneous distributions of the hourly wind field from the fifth-generation global
atmospheric reanalysis (ERA5) product (a–c) and the corresponding simulated significant wave heights
(d–f) for Typhoon Soudelor at the specified times in 2015.

3.2. Typhoon Wave Simulation in the Absence of Tidal Current

The significant wave heights from 1–15 August in 2015 were reproduced using the MERA5-driven
SCHISM-WWM-III model. Two scenarios were considered to better understand the effect of the tidal
current on the wave modeling performance. One scenario was a wave simulation that included both the
tidal elevation and tidal current (hereafter denoted by S1, as shown in Table 2), and the other was a wave
simulation that included only the tidal elevation (hereafter denoted by S2, as shown in Table 2). Figure 7
shows comparisons of the significant wave height time series between the modeled and measured
values for the Fuguijiao (Figure 7a), Guishandao (Figure 7b), and Hualien (Figure 7c) wave buoys
using the winds from MERA5 in these two different scenarios. The S1 simulations show fluctuations in
the significant wave height time series during the approach and retreat of the typhoon; by contrast,
the S2 simulations, i.e., without the tidal current, are smoother. Notably, however, this phenomenon
is only obvious at the Fuguijiao wave buoy (Figure 7a) and thus might be due to the presence of a
stronger tidal current in the northern nearshore waters of Taiwan. The simulated peak significant wave
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heights from the S1 and S2 simulations are also depicted in a magnified form in Figure 7a–c. The peak
significant wave height simulated in scenario S2 is slightly higher than that in S1 for the Fuguijiao
wave buoy but is slightly lower for the Guishandao and Hualien wave buoys. Overall, the effect of the
tidal current on the storm wave simulations during the period of Typhoon Soudelor in 2015 is most
evident in the northern waters of Taiwan. The data issued from the industrial technology research
institute of Taiwan implies that the averaged tidal current speed could be reached 0.8–1.0 m/s near the
Fuguijiao wave buoy where the coastline has a cape shape, but only 0.2–0.3 m/s and 0.6–0.8 m/s in the
nearshore waters adjacent to the Guishandao and Hualien wave buoys. For this reason, the typhoon
wave simulations are more sensitivity to tidal current for the Fuguijiao buoy than for the others.

  

  

  

Figure 5. Instantaneous distributions of the hourly wind field from the modified fifth-generation global
atmospheric reanalysis (MERA5) product (a–c) and the corresponding simulated significant wave
heights (d–f) for Typhoon Soudelor at the specified times in 2015.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between simulations using
different wind forcings and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao,
and (c) Hualien wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Soudelor in 2015.

3.3. Typhoon Wave Simulation in the Absence of Tidal Elevation

As shown in Table 2, the storm wave simulation scenario that includes the tidal current but not
the tidal elevation is called S3. Comparisons of the significant wave heights between the S1 and
S3 simulations and the corresponding measurements for the different wave buoys are illustrated
in Figure 8, where Figure 8a–c present the results for the Fuguijiao, Guishandao, and Hualien
wave buoys, respectively. Fluctuations are evident in Figure 8a (for the Fuguijiao wave buoy) for the
scenario in which the tidal current is included for typhoon wave modeling. Interestingly, the fluctuation
amplitudes are smaller than those in the S1 simulations. Additionally, phase shifts between the S1 and
S3 simulations can also be seen for the Fuguijiao wave buoy (Figure 8a). For the Guishandao (Figure 8b)
and Hualien (Figure 8c) wave buoys, the S1 and S3 simulations are almost identical with regard to
the time series of the simulated significant wave heights. The differences in the simulated peak wave
heights between the S1 and S3 simulations are also small, as seen from the enlarged views in Figure 8a–c.
The observed phenomena may be attributable to the different tidal ranges in the northern, northeastern,
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and eastern coastal waters of Taiwan. According to the statistics of the long-term tidal monitoring
data from the CWB, the average tidal ranges are 1.61, 0.88, and 1.0 m in the northern, northeastern,
and eastern coastal waters of Taiwan, respectively. Thus, the tidal range near the Fuguijiao wave buoy
(in the northern waters) is approximately twice as large as those near the Guishandao (northeastern)
and Hualien (eastern) wave buoys; therefore, the effect of the tidal elevation on the wave simulations
is more significant for the Fuguijiao wave buoy than for the Guishandao and Hualien wave buoys.

 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between the wave simulation
that included both the tidal elevation and tidal current (S1) and the wave simulation that included only
the tidal elevation (S2) and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao,
and (c) Hualien wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Soudelor in 2015.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between the S1 and the
storm wave simulation scenario that includes the tidal current but not the tidal elevation (S3) and
the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao, and (c) Hualien wave buoys
during the period of Typhoon Soudelor in 2015.

3.4. Typhoon Wave Simulation in the Absence of Both Tidal Elevation and Tidal Current

The S4 simulations can be regarded as stand-alone wave modeling because both tidal current and
tidal elevation are neglected in the model (as shown in Table 2). Figure 9a–c present the model-data
comparisons between the S1 and S3 simulations and the corresponding observations of the significant
wave heights at the Fuguijiao (Figure 9a), Guishandao (Figure 9b), and Hualien (Figure 9c) wave buoys.
As seen from Figure 9a, the significant wave height time series again becomes smooth when the
tidal current is excluded from the typhoon wave simulation. Compared to the results in Figure 7a–c,
no differences in the simulated significant wave height can be easily detected between the S2 (without the
tidal current effect) and S4 simulations, even at the peak wave heights, for the three wave buoys.
These findings reveal that the storm wave simulations are more sensitive to the absence of the tidal
current than to the absence of the tidal elevation.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between the S1 and
stand-alone wave modeling (S4) simulations and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao,
(b) Guishandao, and (c) Hualien wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Soudelor in 2015.

4. Discussion

The four model experiments conducted in the present study indicate that the simulations of
the significant wave heights during Typhoon Soudelor are more sensitive to the tidal current than
to the tidal elevation. To understand the effects of the tidal current and tidal elevation on other
wave parameters, the sensitivity of the mean wave period and wave direction to the tidal current and
tidal elevation was also investigated for the Fuguijiao, Guishandao, and Hualien wave buoys during
the period of Typhoon Soudelor in 2015. The simulated results for the mean wave periods and wave
directions for the different wave buoys are compared in Figure 10. The greatest inconsistencies among
the S1–S4 simulations for the mean wave period (Figure 10a–c) and wave direction (Figure 10d–f,
where wave direction measurements for the Guishandao and Hualien wave buoys are unavailable) are
observed for the Fuguijiao wave buoy (Figure 10a,b), and the simulations in scenarios S2 and S4 are
almost identical. These findings are similar to those for the simulations of the significant wave height.
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The results of the present study are different from those of Huang et al. [9] because the seabed slope off
the eastern coast of Taiwan is very steep.

  

  

  
Figure 10. Comparison of the time series of the mean wave periods (a–c) and wave directions
(d–f)between the S1, S2, S3, and S4 simulations and the corresponding measurements for the
Fuguijiao (a,d), Guishandao (b,e), and Hualien (c,f) wave buoys during the period of Typhoon
Soudelor in 2015.

A typhoon with a very similar track and intensity that struck Taiwan in 2016, namely, Typhoon
Megi (as shown in Figure 1b), was adopted to confirm the reliability of the results derived in Section 3.
Figure 11a–c compare the significant wave height time series between simulations using wind data from
ERA5 and MERA5 and the corresponding measurements during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016.
Although the simulated peak significant wave heights are still underestimated for the Guishandao and
Hualien wave buoys (Figure 11b,c), the MERA5-driven peak significant wave heights are increased by
2 m compared to those induced by the ERA5 winds. This observation indicates that the peak storm
waves can be accurately simulated under the condition that the reanalysis typhoon winds are suitably
modified. Numerical experiments analogous to those conducted in Section 3 for Typhoon Soudelor in
2015 were performed to investigate the sensitivity of the wave simulations to the tidal current and tidal
elevation during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016. The results for the simulated significant wave
heights in scenarios S1–S4 are compared in Figures 12–14. Wave-like fluctuations are again observed in
the significant wave height time series from the S1 and S2 simulations (i.e., wave modeling with and
without the tidal current) for the Fuguijiao wave buoy (see the black lines in Figure 12a, Figure 13a,
and Figure 14a and the red line in Figure 13a). However, this phenomenon is absent when the tidal
current is excluded in the storm wave modeling (i.e., the S2 and S4 simulations; see the red lines in
Figures 12a and 14a). Figure 15 presents the effects of the tidal current and tidal elevation on the
simulated mean wave periods and wave directions for the different wave buoys during Typhoon Megi.
The simulations for the Fuguijiao wave buoy show higher sensitivity to the tidal current (as shown in
Figure 15a,d) than those for the Guishandao and Hualien wave buoys do (Figure 15b–f). Thus, it is
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again evident that the inclusion of the tidal current is more important for typhoon wave simulation for
the Fuguijiao buoy than for the others.

 

 

 
Figure 11. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between simulations using
different wind forcings and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao,
and (c) Hualien wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016.

Although the employment of the MERA5 typhoon winds improved the peak significant wave
height simulations, a rise in the wave heights outside the peak was also evident, especially for the wave
buoy at Hualien (as shown in Figures 6c and 11c). The adoption of the typhoon winds from the ERA5
gave better predictions of the significant wave height in the period before the peak. This phenomenon
might be due to the overestimation of wind speed in the left side of typhoons by using the direct
modification method. Thus, the wind speed comparisons between the ERA5, MERA5, and observation
need further analysis in the future.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between the S1 and S2
simulations and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao, and (c) Hualien
wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016.

Saprykina et al. [46] indicated that the local wave field could be changed sharply, and the
phenomenon is obvious in the presence of the adverse current. The discrepancy between the
modeled and measured wave parameters in the present study could be due to the evolution of
nonlinear modulation instability of waves and the increase in wave steepness on a gradually increasing
adverse current.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between the S1 and S3
simulations and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao, and (c) Hualien
wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the time series of the significant wave heights between the S1 and S4
simulations and the corresponding measurements for the (a) Fuguijiao, (b) Guishandao, and (c) Hualien
wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the time series of the mean wave periods (a–c) and wave directions (d–f)
between the S1, S2, S3, and S4 simulations and the corresponding measurements for the Fuguijiao (a,d),
Guishandao (b,e), and Hualien (c,f) wave buoys during the period of Typhoon Megi in 2016.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper investigated the role of the tidal current and tidal elevation in wave simulations
for the nearshore waters of Taiwan during typhoon events. A large computational domain with a
high-resolution, unstructured-grid mesh was developed, and a fully coupled circulation-wave model,
SCHISM-WWM-III, was applied to simulate the typhoon waves. The hourly typhoon winds from
ERA5 and a modification of the original ERA5 product (MERA5) were considered as the atmospheric
conditions for SCHISM-WWM-III to determine the optimal wind source for storm wave modeling.
The performance achieved when adopting the MERA5 typhoon winds for significant wave height
simulation was better than that achieved using the ERA5 winds. The simulated peak significant wave
heights could be increased by 1.0–2.0 m through the utilization of the MERA5 winds for Typhoon
Soudelor in 2015 and Typhoon Megi in 2016. A series of model experiments was then designed and
conducted using SCHISM-WWM-III combined with the MERA5 wind data. The results of the analysis
reveal that the tidal current is influential in the simulation of storm waves in the northern nearshore
waters of Taiwan, where a stronger tidal current is present. The tidal current affects the simulation of
not only the significant wave height but also the mean wave period and wave direction in the same
nearshore area for both Typhoon Soudelor in 2015 and Typhoon Megi in 2016. Regarding the effect of
the tidal elevation on the simulation of typhoon waves, the sea area in the northern waters of Taiwan
is slightly sensitive to whether the tidal elevation is included in the model because the tidal range
is larger in this area than in the northeastern and eastern waters. In summary, the inclusion of both
the tidal current and tidal elevation is necessary for accurate sea state modeling in typhoon wave
simulations, and this is particularly true for nearshore waters with a strong tidal current and a large
tidal range. Another important finding is that, even with the imposition of fifth-generation reanalysis
typhoon winds on the circulation-wave model, the significant wave heights induced by typhoons are
still underestimated. The direct modification method applied in the present study is an alternative
approach for improving the simulation of the peak wave heights while maintaining a reliable structure
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of the entire typhoon wind field. In future research on the sensitivity of storm wave modeling, it will
be important to investigate a wider variety of typhoons with different tracks.
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Abstract: In this study, the numerical wave model Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN),
which resolves nearshore wave processes, and a hydrodynamic model, the Finite-Volume Community
Ocean Model (FVCOM), were coupled to simulate waves and currents during Typhoon Fung-wong
(2014) and Typhoon Chan-hom (2015) around the Zhoushan Islands. Both of these models employ
the same unique unstructured grid. In particular, the influence of sea-surface currents, e.g.,
typhoon-induced and tidal currents, as well as the sea-water level, on wave simulation was studied.
The composite wind field, which is derived from the parametric Holland model and European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) winds (H-E winds), was taken as the forcing field.
TPXO.5 tide data, sea-surface temperatures from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM),
HYCOM sea-surface salinity, and HYCOM sea-surface current were treated as open-boundary
conditions. The comparison of sea-surface-current speed between the FVCOM simulation and the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Version 2 (CFSv2)
data revealed a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of about 0.1206 m/s, with a correlation (Cor) more
than 0.8, while the RMSE of the simulated sea-water level when compared with the HYCOM data
was around 0.13 m, with a Cor of about 0.86. The validation indicated that the simulated results
in this study were reliable. A sensitive experiment revealed that the sea-water level affected the
typhoon-induced wave simulation. Validation against the measurements from the moored buoys
showed an RMSE of <0.9 m for the sea-water level, which specifically reflected less overestimation
during the high-sea state. Moreover, the significant-wave-height (SWH) difference (SWH without the
sea-water level minus SWH with the sea-water level) was as great as −0.5 m around the Zhoushan
Islands during the low-sea state. Furthermore, we studied the typhoon-induced waves when Typhoon
Fung-wong passed the Zhoushan Islands, revealing that the reduction of SWH could be up to 1 m in
the Yangtze Estuary and tidal flats when the maximum waves occurred.

Keywords: typhoon wave; SWAN; FVCOM; current; sea-water level

1. Introduction

Sea surface waves play an important role in the air–sea interaction layer. In particular, tropical
cyclones induce extreme waves, which are a type of destructive nearshore disaster affecting human
activity and offshore oil platform facilities. Given this, wave simulation is a preeminent topic for the
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oceanography community, especially for coastal waters [1,2] and tropical cyclones [3,4]. Two types
of third-generation numerical wave models are popular for wave simulation, i.e., WAVEWATCH-III
(WW3) [5], developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NOAA/NCEP), and Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) [6], developed
by the Delft University of Technology. Waves are often affected by mesoscale/large-scale circulations,
e.g., currents can shift wave energy due to the Doppler effect, and sea-water levels have an impact
on wave propagation and dissipation due to depth-limited wave breaking. In these circumstances,
the wave–current interaction is highly complex, especially under extreme weather conditions.

It is well known that the SWAN model performs well in the nearshore region, while the WW3
model is widely used for simulating waves in the open sea [7,8]. The advantage of the SWAN
model is the application of an unstructured triangular grid employing an analog of the Gauss–Seidel
sweeping method, which can portray complex coastal regions and numerous barriers, especially
those of islands [9,10]. The discrete implementation of the SWAN model requires special terms,
e.g., the nonlinear interactions [11] due to changes in bathymetry, wave-current, and white-cap
breaking, which affect the evolution of wind-induced waves. The SWAN model utilized in this study
(version 41.20, released in May 2019) has been successfully applied to coastal seas, estuaries [12],
reefs, and lakes [13]. Tropical cyclones exhibit complicated physical dynamics at various spatial scales
during their movement [14–16]. Strong wind-induced waves are generated in deep water, and storm
surges on the continental shelf are large, both of which propagate and are transformed in the complex
nearshore environment due to rapid changes in bathymetry and bottom friction. Wave dissipation also
spreads over long time periods and large spatial scales and smoothly varies on continental shelves,
which should be considered, particularly near islands or other breaking zones. Storm surges raise
sea-water levels and then interact with waves and currents [17]. These issues clearly influence wave
simulations, especially for tropical cyclones [18]. In the typhoon-modeling applications around the
Zhoushan Islands for depths ranging from tens of meters to ten kilometers in the East China Sea,
the dynamics at various spatial scales necessitate the implementation of unstructured grids, ensuring
a variable water depth from kilometers in the deeper East China Seas to hundreds of meters on the
continental shelf and tens of meters near the coastal shorelines.

The Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) [19,20] is a coastal ocean circulation model
developed by the University of Massachusetts and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution [20].
Its basic features include (1) an unstructured grid, (2) a finite volume, (3) free surfaces, and (4) 3D
primitive equations. Similar to the SWAN model, the FVCOM uses the unstructured grid approach,
which is advantageous for resolving dynamics in regions with complex irregular geometry, while the
finite-element/finite-difference methods provide good numerical representations of the equations for
momentum, mass, salt, heat, and tracer conservation. Moreover, the FVCOM makes use of improved
computational fluid dynamics in order to better illustrate the convergence of numerical solutions
for flow discontinuities and large gradients [21]. A comparison between the FVCOM and the two
finite-difference ocean models, i.e., the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) and the Estuarine and Coastal
Ocean Model (ECOM), demonstrated that numerical accuracy is significantly improved by depicting
the physics of waves, tides, and flow in the coastal oceans [22]. The FVCOM has also been employed
to examine the oceanic response to hurricane activity [23–25], and experiments have revealed that it
accurately illustrates tide- and wind-induced rises in the water level [26].

In our previous research [26,27], the performance of input/dissipation source-term packages in the
WAVEWATCH-III model was investigated in typhoons using rectangular meshes. Specifically, it was
found that currents can affect typhoon-induced wave simulations at current speeds > 0.5 m/s and have
a significant influence at current speeds > 2 m/s [28]. Experiments concerning the influence of the
sea-water level on wave simulation based on the FVCOM and SWAN have already been performed [29].
It has been demonstrated that it is critical to include tide and sea-water-level variations in shelf and
nearshore wave simulations [30,31]. The sea water level could be significantly affected by strong tide
and typhoon-induced wind in complex coastal seas and then modulate the wave properties. Therefore,
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in this study, the SWAN and FVCOM, with unstructured grids, were coupled in order to simulate the
waves in two typhoons passing the Zhoushan Islands in the East China Sea. A sensitive experiment
was also performed to analyze the impact of sea-water levels on the wave simulations.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. The dataset is introduced in Section 2,
i.e., the selected typhoons, forcing fields, and open boundary data, as well as the ancillary data
used for validation. The model settings for the SWAN and FVCOM simulations are also briefly
described. The accuracy of the simulated sea-surface-current speeds, sea-water levels, and ocean waves
is confirmed in Section 3, a discussion is presented in Section 4, and the conclusions are summarized in
Section 5.

2. Dataset Collection and Methods

Two typhoons, Fung-wong and Chan-hom, which passed over the Zhoushan Islands from 17
to 25 September 2014 and 29 June to 12 July 2015, respectively, were selected. The data for the two
cyclones were collected from the Tokyo-Typhoon Center of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).
The tracks of the two typhoons overlaid on the water-depth map are presented in Figure 1a, in which
the black square encloses the waters around the Zhoushan Islands. It can be seen in Figure 1b that the
water depth ranges from kilometers in the East China Seas to tens of meters at the coastal shorelines.
In particular, there is a series of islands at the mouth of Hangzhou Bay, indicating that the buoys located
between Hangzhou Bay and the island chain provide valuable data, since the strong tidal currents,
typhoon-induced currents, and changes in sea-water levels all occur in this area. This confluence of
factors provides us with the opportunity to investigate the effects of typhoon-induced current terms
and storm water terms on wave simulation for typhoons.

 
Figure 1. (a) Water-depth map of the selected region in the East China Sea, in which the red and blue
lines represent the tracks of Typhoons Fung-wong (2014) and Chan-hom (2015), respectively, and the
colored dots represent the maximum wind speeds of the typhoons. The area inside the black square
is the geographic region around the Zhoushan Islands, China; (b) bathymetric topography of the
study area corresponding to the black square in Figure 1a, in which the black dots are the available
measurements from moored buoys.

Since 1979, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has helpfully
provided atmospheric-marine data with a fine spatial resolution up to 0.125◦ (~12.5 km) at six-hour
intervals every day. As for the analysis of global wave distributions, the ECMWF wind data are
commonly used in the SWAN [32,33] and WW3 models [34–36]. In this study, however, a composite
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wind field, which was derived from the parametric Holland model and ECMWF winds (H-E winds),
was taken as the forcing field for the model simulations. Specifically, the parametric Holland model was
trained by fitting the shape parameter to buoy-measured observations (spots Bs in Figure 1b). The details
of the H-E winds are discussed in Section 3 of [26], and the validation indicates a root-mean-square error
(RMSE) less than 3 m/s for the shape parameter treated as a constant (0.4). Moreover, currents were also
included in the wave simulation using the SWAN model [28]. The simulated waves in the East China
Sea lasted from 1 September to 1 October 2014 and from 1 July to 1 August 2015. The modeling region
was located between 20◦ and 35◦N latitude and 120◦ and 135◦E longitude, in which the bathymetric
topography was provided by the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) with a 0.01◦
(~1 km in the horizontal direction) gridded spatial resolution.

It is well known that storm water inundation is an important factor for assessing marine-hazard
risks under extreme weather conditions [37] and also impacts wave simulation for coastal waters
through various effects, e.g., wave-induced radiation stress, current–wave energy exchange, and bottom
stress. Therefore, the sea-surface current and sea-water level were simulated with the FVCOM for
the same region as the SWAN model, in which the H-E wind was the forcing field. The tide data
from the TPXO.5 model, as well as the sea-surface temperature, sea-surface salinity, and sea-surface
current values derived at 60-minute intervals at a 1/12◦ (~8 km) grid spatial resolution from the HYbrid
Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) were used for the open-boundary condition. The unstructured
grids are illustrated in Figure 2 and are uniquely used in the SWAN and FVCOM simulations. It should
be noted that the simulated currents lasted from 1 July to 1 October 2014 and from 1 May to 1 August
2015, to ensure the stability of the FVCOM [38]. The basic governing equations of the SWAN and
FVCOM simulations are described in Appendices A and B, respectively. The details concerning the
model settings for the FVCOM and SWAN are briefly presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

 

Figure 2. Map of the unstructured grids used in the SWAN and FVCOM simulations.
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Table 1. Settings for the Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM).

Forcing field Holland-European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (H-E) wind
with a spatial resolution of 0.125◦ and time interval of six hours

Open boundary

Water-tide data from TPOX.5;
sea-surface temperature, sea-surface salinity, and sea-surface current values at 60-min
intervals at a 1/12◦ (~8 km) grid spatial resolution from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean
Model (HYCOM)

Resolution Triangular terrain grid with a 60-min temporal resolution

Table 2. Settings for the Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) model.

Forcing field H-E wind with a spatial resolution of 0.125◦ and time interval of six hours; current
speed simulated by the FVCOM

Frequency bins Logarithmic, between 0.01 and 1, at intervals of Δf/f = 0. 0.903

Resolution 0.1◦ grid with a 30-min temporal resolution

Bulk formula Bulk formula in [39] employed for including the white capping induced by the high
wind speed

Directional
resolution 10◦ grid ranged from 0◦ to 360◦

Propagation scheme WESTHuysen (non-linear saturation-based white-capping combined with wind)

Bottom friction JONSWAP with a constant friction coefficient

Other settings Wave interactions (QUADrupl); triad wave–wave interactions (TRIad)

In order to validate the simulated current from the FVCOM, sea-surface-current data from the
Climate Forecast System Version 2 (CFSv2) from the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
with a coarse spatial resolution (~50 km) were used [28,40]. As an example, the map of the CFSv2 current
vectors at 06:00 UTC on 11 July 2015 during Typhoon Chan-hom is shown in Figure 3. Although the
Kuroshio current in the Taiwan Strait is not very apparent in this figure due to the coarse spatial
resolution, the strong wind-driven current with a spiral structure can be seen around the Zhoushan
Islands. The FVCOM-simulated sea-water levels during the two typhoons were compared with
results from the HYCOM data, which were officially released on the HYCOM’s homepage. Figure 4
shows the sea-water-level map from the HYCOM data at 12:00 UTC on 22 September 2014 during
Typhoon Fung-wong, exhibiting the storm-surge pattern around the Zhoushan Islands. Moreover,
a cyclonic pattern exists, as denoted by the black ellipse in Figure 4, which could be an indicator of
offshore upwelling off eastern Guangdong Province, China [41]. In addition, wave measurements
from the Jason-2 altimeter mission, which has proven to be good for wave monitoring over global
seas [42], were collected during the simulation periods in order to validate the model-simulated waves,
i.e., those generated by the WW3 [43] and SWAN [44] models. Figure 5 shows the footprints from
the Jason-2 altimeter overlaid on the water-depth map of September 2014, from which the altimeter
significant wave height (SWH) data covering the red square were used to validate the simulations by
the SWAN model.
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Figure 3. Sea-surface-current vector map from the Climate Forecast System Version 2 (CFSv2) model at
06:00 UTC on 11 July 2015, in which the black line is the track of Typhoon Chan-hom.

 
Figure 4. Sea-water-level map from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) at 12:00 UTC on
22 September 2014, in which the black line is the track of Typhoon Fung-wong.
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Figure 5. Footprints from the Jason-2 altimeter overlaid on the water-depth map of September 2014,
in which the red square encloses the waters around the Zhoushan Islands.

3. Results

In order to confirm the FVCOM output, its simulations of currents and sea-water levels were
visualized and then compared with the CFSv2 and HYCOM data, respectively. In addition, waves
from the SWAN model for the two typhoons were validated against the satellite altimeter observations.

3.1. Simulation of Sea-Surface Current

Figure 6 shows the current maps from the FVCOM simulation for the periods of Typhoon
Fung-wong and Typhoon Chan-hom, respectively. These two cases are located in the region around the
Zhoushan Islands, corresponding to the red square in Figure 5. Figure 6a was captured at 13:00 UTC on
22 September 2014, and Figure 6b, at 06:00 UTC on 11 July 2015, when the typhoons were close to the
Zhoushan Islands [26]. It is observed that the current speed away from the land increased significantly
due to strong winds, reaching 1 m/s. In the region far from the Yangtze Estuary in Figure 6a, it can
be seen that the current exhibited an approximate spiral pattern, which was induced by the cyclonic
winds associated with the typhoon path in Figure 1a. This type of pattern is also clearly observed
in Figure 6b, which is south of the Zhoushan Islands. Moreover, the currents (presumably due to
the tides [45]) are well simulated around the Zhoushan Islands due to the fine spatial resolution of
the triangular grid, although these currents are not apparent in Figure 3. To confirm the accuracy of
the currents in the FVCOM model, CFSv2 data were directly employed. We selected three typical
regions around the Zhoushan Islands to statistically analyze the current speed, as presented in Figure 7.
Note that Region A is located in the Yangtze Estuary and tidal flats where the tidal current is relatively
strong. In particular, three representative specific locations were also selected for studying the extreme
waves later. Figure 8 shows the comparisons at Regions A to C, revealing that the RMSE of the current
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speed was around 0.6 m/s, with a correlation (Cor) more than 0.8. It was also found that the simulated
current speeds from the FVCOM were generally higher than those from the CFSv2, with values > 0.3 m,
probably caused by the typhoons. We believe that this sort of behavior is reasonable since the composite
H-E winds were taken as the forcing field, thus indicating that the underestimation of the ECMWF
winds was improved [46]. In particular, the maximum current speeds occur in the Yangtze Estuary
and tidal flats, indicating that the tidal current is relatively strong in such regions [47].

 
Figure 6. Current-speed maps from the FVCOM simulation at (a) 13:00 UTC on 22 September 2014 and
(b) 06:00 UTC on 11 July 2015.

 
Figure 7. Three typical regions around the Zhoushan Islands used to study the statistical analysis of
current speed. Region A is located in the Yangtze Estuary and tidal flats. The three red spots represent
the three representative specific locations for studying the extreme waves.
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Figure 8. Comparison between current speeds simulated by the FVCOM and the CFSv2 data for a
0.1-m/s bin between 0 and 0.6 m, in which the error bars represent the standard deviations of each bin
for the matchups in (a) Region A, (b) Region B, and (c) Region C.

3.2. Simulation of Sea-Water Level

Figure 9 presents the sea-water level maps simulated by the FVCOM at 13:00 UTC on 22 September
2014 (Figure 9a) and 06:00 UTC on 11 July 2014 (Figure 8b). It can be observed that strong winds
raise the sea-water level around the Zhoushan Islands, indicating a rise of more than 1 m for the two
cases. Interestingly, the sea-water level decreased slightly (~0.2 m) and exhibited a spiral structure,
as indicated by the red ellipse in Figure 9b. This pattern is similar to the cyclonic decrease in sea-water
level around the Pearl River Estuary shown in Figure 4, and could be the result of either Ekman
pumping induced by typhoons or a local mesoscale eddy. This phenomenon is worthy of further study
in the future. Unfortunately, independent data, including sea-water levels, are unavailable for public
investigators. Therefore, HYCOM sea-water level data were compared with the FVCOM simulations.
Figure 10 shows the statistical comparison of the sea-water levels at Regions A to C in Figure 7, revealing
an RMSE of around 0.13 m, with a Cor of about 0.86. Thus, the sea-water level simulated by the
FVCOM was found to be suitable for conducting the sensitive typhoon-wave-simulation experiment.

 

Figure 9. Sea-water-level maps from the FVCOM at (a) 13:00 UTC on 22 September 2014 and
(b) 06:00 UTC on 11 July 2015.
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Figure 10. Comparison between sea-water level simulated by the FVCOM and the HYCOM data for a
0.1-m bin between −0.5 and 1.5 m, in which the error bar represents the standard deviation at each bin
for the matchups in (a) Region A; (b) Region B; and (c) Region C.

3.3. Simulation of Significant Wave Height

Figure 11 shows the simulated wave maps from the SWAN model considering one condition.
It can be seen that the SWH reached 10 m at 14:00 UTC on 22 September 2014 during Typhoon
Fung-wong, in which the cyclone center was located over the main island of the Zhoushan Islands.
The cyclonic pattern was apparent on the high seas in the East China Sea, although the difference in
the coastal regions was significant, e.g., in the Yangtze Estuary and the tidal flats around the Zhoushan
Islands. We consistently focused on analyzing the difference between the simulated results from the
SWAN model for two conditions, i.e., SWH without the sea-water level minus SWH with the sea-water
level. Figure 12 shows that high sea-water level seemed to affect the simulated SWH from the SWAN
model; in particular, the difference was up to −0.5 m in the coastal regions due to higher water levels
and reduction in breaking/friction. Therefore, we believe that the tidal current and sea-water level play
more important roles than the typhoon-induced current in the typhoon-induced wave simulation.

 
Figure 11. Significant-wave-height maps from the SWAN model at 14:00 UTC on 22 September 2014.
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Figure 12. Difference between simulated results from the SWAN model under two conditions
(significant wave height (SWH) without sea-water level minus SWH with sea-water level) at 14:00 UTC
on 22 September 2014.

Measurements were collected from the altimeter Jason-2 with spatial coverage around the
Zhoushan Islands, as marked by the red rectangle in Figure 5. The time series of the SWH from the
SWAN model and buoy ID:B14 during typhoon Fung-wong is shown in Figure 13, and it was found that
the SWAN simulations were consist with the measurements from the buoy. We compared the simulated
results from the SWAN model with the measurements for more than 15,000 matchups. The statistical
analysis is plotted in Figure 14. The RMSE was 0.95 m, and the Cor was 0.84 (Figure 14b)—lower than
the 1.21 m RMSE and 0.75 Cor when the sea-water level was not included (Figure 14a). Moreover,
overestimation was clearly apparent in the high-sea state (SWH > 6 m) without the sea-water level term,
while considering the latter significantly improved the wave simulation’s performance. Moreover,
there seems to be an underprediction by the SWAN model in the low-sea state (SWH < 2 m), which is
probably caused by low winds in the H-E model. Meanwhile, the simulated waves were also validated
against the measurements from the five moored buoys during the periods 21–23 September 2014
and 10–13 July 2015, as listed in Table 3. Note that measurements from ID: B11 were not available
during Typhoon Chan-hom. In general, the results were also consistent with the buoy measurements,
indicating SWHs with a ~0.8-m RMSE and Cor > 0.8. Collectively, these findings suggest that the
sea-water level should be included in the wave simulation using the SWAN model for typhoons and
hurricanes, since it modulates waves in both low- and high-sea states.

Table 3. Comparison between the results from the SWAN model and the moored buoys.

ID: B11 ID: B12 ID: B13 ID: B14 ID: B15 ID: B20

RMSE 0.84 0.64 0.79 0.84 0.88 0.75

Cor 0.92 0.93 0.84 0.94 0.85 0.94

Bias 0.44 0.19 0.75 0.19 −0.21 0.31
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Figure 13. Comparison between significant wave heights simulated by the SWAN model and those
recorded from the buoy B14 during Typhoon Chan-hom.

 
Figure 14. Comparison between significant wave heights simulated by the SWAN model and the
measurements from the Jason-2 altimeter for a 0.14-m bin between 0 and 9 m, in which the error bars
represent the standard deviation at each bin: (a) without the sea-water level term; (b) with the sea-water
level term.

4. Discussion

We further investigated the characteristics of the typhoon-induced waves when Typhoon
Fung-wong passed the Zhoushan Islands. In particular, three points in Regions A to C were selected,
which are marked in Figure 7. The average SWH maps simulated by the SWAN model during the period
from 20 to 23 September 2014 are shown in Figure 15; the maximum SWH was 6 m, but the high-sea
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state induced by the typhoon waves seems to have been blocked outside of the Zhoushan Islands
when the typhoon track encountered the islands. This kind of behavior is apparent on 22 September
2014. We think that the barrier of islands results in the low-sea state in typhoons.

 

Figure 15. The average SWH maps simulated by the SWAN model when Typhoon Fung-wong
passed the Zhoushan Islands on (a) 20 September 2014, (b) 21 September 2014, (c) 23 September 2014,
and (d) 23 September 2014.

Figure 16 shows the time series of the simulated SWH from the SWAN model during the
period from 20 September to 24 September 2014 corresponding to the three points A–C in Figure 7;
the maximum SWH was 7 m on 22 September when the typhoon’s path crossed the islands. It is not
surprising that the SWH at Points A and B is smaller than that at Point C, because Point C is located in
open sea and the sea-water levels should modify the waves at Points A and B in the Yangtze Estuary
and tidal flats. It is also clearly observed that the tendency of the SWH at Points A and B accords with
the time series. Especially during the period from 00:00 20 September to 12:00 20 September, the SWH
decreases at Points A and B, which is probably caused by the change in sea-water levels, while the
SWH decreases at Point C. Interestingly, low SWH is achieved at Point A, e.g., there was a reduction of
more than 1m on 23 September, when the maximum SWH occurred.
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Figure 16. The time series of the simulated SWH at the selected Points A to C shown in Figure 7 during
the period from 20 September to 24 September 2014.

5. Conclusions

The tidal currents are often strong, and the sea-water levels vary in some areas, e.g., the Yangtze
Estuary, Hangzhou Bay, and the Zhoushan Islands. In our previous study [26], typhoon waves
were simulated by the WAVEWATCH-III model around the Zhoushan Islands, although these
were simulated without considering the influence of currents and sea-water levels during Typhoon
Fung-wong (2014) and Typhoon Chan-hom (2015). The effect of typhoon-induced currents and the
Kuroshio Current on typhoon-induced wave simulation has been frequently studied, and it has been
concluded that SWH is significantly correlated with wind-induced-current speed when the current
speed is >0.5 m/s [28]. The main purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of sea-water
levels on wave simulation using the SWAN model and the FVCOM in the shallow waters around
the Zhoushan Islands. These two numerical ocean models share a unique unstructured grid of the
same simulated region. The composited H-E wind was utilized as the forcing field when running
the model. The validation of H-E winds against the measurements from moored buoys has been
discussed in [26] and could ameliorate the underestimation of ECMWF winds. Specifically, TPXO.5
tide data and HYCOM sea-surface-temperature, sea-surface salinity, and sea-surface-current data were
also collected, which were taken as the open-boundary conditions. The comparison of the simulated
current speeds from the FVCOM with those from the CFSv2 revealed a 0.12-m RMSE with a 0.73 Cor.
Similarly, the HYCOM sea-water level data were used to confirm the accuracy of the simulations from
the FVCOM, yielding a 0.2-m RMSE and 0.73 Cor.

Waves were simulated by the SWAN model under two conditions: (1) including the wind and
current, and (2) including the wind, current, and sea-water level. The pattern of differences between
them (up to −0.5 m) was consistent with the pattern of the simulated wave height from the FVCOM in
coastal regions, e.g., in the Yangtze Estuary and tidal flats around the Zhoushan Islands. The validation
of the SWH with the sea-water level against Jason-2 altimeter data and moored buoy measurements
demonstrated an RMSE < 0.9 m with a Cor > 0.8. In particular, the overestimation in the high-sea
state (SWH > 6 m) without the sea-water level term was ameliorated. Therefore, we conclude that the
sea-water level should be in included in typhoon-induced wave simulations with the SWAN model.

Three representative specific locations were selected to study the characteristics of extreme waves
around the Zhoushan Islands during Typhoon Fung-wong (2014). It was found that the SWHs at
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Points A and B located in the Yangtze Estuary and tidal flats were generally smaller than the SWH at
Point C in open sea due to the barrier of islands. In particular, the reduction of SWH was up to 1 m
on 23 September 2014, when the maximum waves occurred. As a matter of fact, mesoscale eddies
and upwelling are common in coastal waters. In the near future, we plan to study the coastal oceanic
feedbacks of typhoons, e.g., Ekman pumping and sea-surface-temperature cooling.
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Appendix A

The governing equation of the SWAN model considering ambient current is determined by the
evolution of the wave spectrum and expressed as follows:

∂N
∂t

+ Δ ·
[(

Cg + V
)
N
]
+
∂CωN
∂ω

+
∂CθN
∂θ

=
St

ω
, (A1)

in which N is the wave-action-density spectrum; t is the time; ω is the wave frequency; θ is the
wave-propagation direction; Cω and Cθ are the wave-propagation velocities in terms of the spectral
space ω and θ, respectively; Cg is the group-velocity vector; V is the sea-surface-current vector; and Δ
is the Hamiltonian divergence operator. St comprises the input and dissipation source terms, stated as

St = Sin + Sbot + Snl + Stq + Sdb, (A2)

where St includes an atmosphere–wave interaction term of the function for the wind-induced wave
growth Sin; Sbot is the friction induced by wave–bottom interaction; Snl is the nonlinear wave–wave
interaction term; Stq is the three- (triad) and four-wave components (quadruplets) of the wave–wave
interactions; and Sdb is the wave decay due to white capping and depth-induced wave breaking.
More detailed descriptions of these terms are provided in the technical manual of the SWAN model.

Appendix B

The governing equations of the FVCOM consist of the following momentum, continuity,
temperature, salinity, and density expressions:
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∂u
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∂q
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)
+ Fu, (A3)
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(
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∂S
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)
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ρ = ρ(T, S, P), (A9)

where x, y, and z are the east, north, and vertical axes in the Cartesian coordinate system, respectively;
u, v, and w are the x, y, and z velocity components, respectively; T is the sea temperature; S is the
salinity; ρ is the sea-water density; pa is the air pressure at the sea surface; pH is the hydrostatic
pressure; q is the non-hydrostatic pressure; f is the Coriolis parameter; g is the acceleration of gravity;
Km is the vertical-eddy-viscosity coefficient; and Kh is the thermal-vertical-eddy-diffusion coefficient.
Fu, Fv, and Fw represent the horizontal momentum in the x direction, horizontal momentum in the y
direction, and vertical momentum in the z direction, respectively; FT and FS represent the thermal and
salt diffusion terms, respectively. The total water-column depth is D = H + ζ, in which H is the bottom
depth (relative to z = 0) and ζ is the height of the free surface (relative to z = 0). p = pa + pH + q is the
total pressure, in which the hydrostatic pressure pH satisfies

∂pH

∂z
= −ρg =⇒ pH = ρogζ+ g

∫ 0

z
ρdz′. (A10)

These terms are described in further detail in the user manual of the FVCOM.
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Abstract: In this study, Version 5.16 of the WAVEWATCH-III (WW3) model is used to simulate
parameters of typhoon-generated wave fields in the Western North Pacific Ocean during the period
1998–2017. From a database of more than 300 typhoons, typhoon tracks are partitioned into six groups
by their direction of motion and longitude of recurvature track. For typhoons that recurve east of
140◦ E, or track toward mainland Asia, regions of high significant wave height (SWH) values are
separated by a minimum in SWH near 30◦ N. Partitioning SWH into wind sea and swell components
demonstrates that variations in typhoon tracks produce a much stronger signal in the wind sea
component of the wave system. Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is used to compute
the four leading modes of variation in average SWH simulated by the WW3 model. The first EOF
mode contributes to 17.3% of the total variance; all other modes contribute less than 10%. The first
EOF mode also oscillates on an approximately 1-year cycle during the period 1998–2017. Overall,
typhoon-induced wave energy dominates north of 30◦ N. Temporal analysis of the leading principal
component of SWH indicates that (a) the intensity of the wave pattern produced by westward-tracking
typhoons decreased during the last 20 years, and (b) typhoons that recurve east of 140◦ E and those
that track westward toward southeast Asia are largely responsible for the decadal variability of
typhoon-induced wave distribution.

Keywords: wave distribution; typhoon tracks; WAVEWATCH-III; typhoon wave climate; empirical
orthogonal function

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs) play an important role in water vapor and heat transport at the
atmosphere–ocean boundary layer, and typhoon landfall is often accompanied by extreme weather such
as damaging winds, torrential rain, storm surge, and breaking waves. These typhoon hazards often
cause secondary disasters such as floods, landslides, and mudslides. Among ocean basins, the Western
North Pacific (WNP) experiences the highest frequency of TC occurrences worldwide. During the
last decade, some studies have evaluated the meteorological factors that influence typhoon tracks in
this basin (e.g., [1]) and others have used cluster analysis to study typhoon tracks (e.g., [2]). However,
the relationship between meteorological factors that influence typhoon tracks and the distribution
of typhoon-induced waves remains understudied, especially from a climate perspective. Therefore,
the relationship between typhoon track and the spatial and temporal distribution of typhoon-induced
waves merits further exploration.

Traditionally, there are two primary methods to analyze the distribution of the typhoon-induced
waves: numerical simulations and satellite remote sensing. Frequently used numerical
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wave simulations include the wave model (WAM), simulating waves nearshore (SWAN) [3],
and WAVEWATCH-III (WW3) [4]. The WW3 model has been widely used for wave simulation
in many oceanic regions, including the Pacific Ocean [5,6], Indian Ocean [7], China Seas [8,9],
and North Atlantic Ocean [10,11]. The WW3 model has been demonstrated to be suitable for
studying typhoon-induced waves through validation against moored buoys and satellite altimeter
measurements [12–14]. Moreover, the WW3 model is capable of simulating long-period waves for the
wave climate analysis [11,15]. Satellite data used for real-time wave observations include altimeter
data [16] and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data [17]. Spaceborne SARs, such as the Chinese Gaofen-3
SAR, feature a large swath width (>500 km) and fine spatial resolution (e.g., 150 m), thereby enabling
high-resolution monitoring of typhoon winds [17–19] and waves [20–23] on large spatial scales.
However, SAR data are only acquired on demand and are therefore unavailable for long-term studies.

Numerical wave models such as WAM, SWAN, and WW3 are widely used for long-term wave
climate analysis under various oceanic and atmospheric conditions [24–27]. These models have been
used to analyze the wave climate of the open ocean, coastal regions, and inland seas, including studies
in the North Atlantic [27], the Bohai Sea [26], the Yellow Sea [25], the East China Sea [24], and the
Black Sea [28]. These numerical wave models have also been used to study the climate of extreme
waves [29], including in specific regions such as the China Seas [30], the East China Sea [31], and the
Mediterranean Sea [32].

Aspects of numerical wave simulation work focus on evaluating wave climatology in future
climates affected by sea-level rise [33] and changes in sea-surface temperatures [34]. Some of these
studies have included TC events; for example, Niroomandi et al. (2018) used SWAN to evaluate the
wave climate of the Chesapeake Bay, including four TCs or ex-TCs that affected the Bay between 2008
and 2012 [35]. That study, however, analyzed a limited region and a small number of TCs. Therefore,
a targeted study of typhoon-induced waves in the WNP is necessary to provide information about the
long-term extreme wave climate and the typhoon-induced wave fields produced by various typhoon
tracks over the WNP.

In this study, we use the WW3 model to simulate the 1998–2017 Western North Pacific
typhoon-induced wave climate. We analyze the wave climate patterns produced by varying typhoon
track groups during this period. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the setup of the
WW3 model is described in Section 2; typhoon track classification and wave analysis corresponding to
each track type are described in Section 3. Besides, EOF analysis of significant wave height patterns is
also presented; the natural variability of twenty-years’ variability in typhoon-induced wave distribution
is exhibited in Section 4; and the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

We used the WW3 model to simulate typhoon-induced wave parameters (significant wave height
(SWH), mean wave period (MWP), and mean wave length (MWL)) in the WNP during the 20-year
period 1998–2017. The simulated area is a rectangle from 5◦ S to 65◦ N and 93◦ E to 167◦ W; bathymetry
is provided by the general bathymetry chart of the oceans (GEBCO) at 0.1◦ horizontal resolution
(Figure 1). Data from six National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys in the Western North Pacific
Ocean are used to validate the WW3-simulated SWHs. Locations of the NDBC buoys are marked
Figure 1. Typhoon track data are provided by the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre (RSMC)
Tokyo-Typhoon Center of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). Typhoons that lasted more than
five days were included in this study, yielding over 300 tracks during the 1998–2017 period (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Bathymetric topography of the North West Pacific Ocean with high spatial resolution at
a 0.1◦ grid in the area between 5◦ S and 65◦ N, 93◦ and 193◦ E. The color indicates the bathymetric
topography. The red triangle indicates the locations of the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys.
The black lines represent the typhoon track from Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).

The WW3 model was developed by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA NCEP). The WW3 model has been shown
to perform well at simulating the characteristics of TC-induced waves [36,37]. In this study, 0.125◦
gridded ECMWF wind data provide forcing for WW3. Bathymetry data for the WW3 simulation were
obtained at 0.1◦ horizontal resolution from GEBCO [38]. The resolution of the bathymetry data was 0.5◦.
The model was initialized at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 and terminated at 00:00 UTC 1 January 2018.
Wave data were output at 0.5◦ spatial resolution and 30 min temporal resolution. Data from the six
NDBC buoys allowed us to verify the WW3 results against more than three million observations during
the simulation period. Figure 2 shows that the WW3-simulated results were close to the measurements
from NDBC buoys (>300,000), showing a 0.43 m root mean square error (RMSE) with a 0.94 correlation
(COR). The results indicate the reliability of the model.
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Figure 2. Comparison from WAVEWATCH-III (WW3)-simulated significant wave height (SWH) with
the measurements from NDBC buoys, in which the error-bars represent the standard deviation of each
bin at a 0.5 bin from 0 to 14 m of SWH.

3. Results

3.1. Classification of Typhoon Tracks

In the WNP, most typhoons either recurve or move approximately linearly, while just a few
storms follow complex tracks such as loops. In this study, we only included typhoon tracks with
durations of more than five days and omitted the small number of complex tracks. Using the track
data, we clustered typhoon tracks according to genesis and extinction locations. If the genesis location
is at the maximum longitude (farthest east) anywhere on the TC track, and the extinction location is at
the minimum longitude (farthest west), the track is assigned to the Northeast Shift group. If the genesis
location is located at the maximum longitude anywhere in the track (farthest east), and extinction
location is at the minimum longitude (farthest west), the track is assigned to the straight-moving
group. Within the straight-moving group, the average slope k of tropical cyclone track calculating
between the genesis and extinction locations was used to further partition tracks. If the arctangent of
k was between 7π/8 and 9π/8, the track was assigned to the west shift group. If the arctangent of k
was between 5π/8 and 7π/8, the track was assigned to the northwest shift group [1,2,39]. If neither the
genesis location nor the extinction location was located at the minimum longitude, the track belonged
to the recurve group. Members of the recurve group were further partitioned by their westernmost
location, known as the recurve point. If the longitude of the recurve point was >140◦, the track was
assigned to the east turn group. If the longitude of the recurve point <125◦, the track was assigned to
the west turn group. If the longitude of the recurve point was between 125 and 140◦, the track was
assigned to the middle turn group [40]. Thus, all typhoon tracks with duration >5 days were assigned
to one of six track groups: northeast shift, east turn, middle turn, west turn, northwest shift, and west
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shift. The middle turn group was the most populous track group (n = 91), whereas the northeast shift
was the least populous (n = 28; Figure 3).

 

Figure 3. The six types of collected typhoon tracks from the JMA track data, in which the red spots
represent the typhoons. (a) Northeast shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest
shift; and (f) west shift.

3.2. Parameters of Typhoon-Induced Waves

In order to remove the background wave parameters without typhoons, we chose the wave
parameters simulation result during the period of each typhoon path group. Figure 4 shows the
average WW3-simulated SWHs from each typhoon path group, in which the black polylines represent
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the typical path in each path group. Maximum SWH (MS) values were at similar locations for all
typhoon path groups: between 50◦ N–60◦ N and 160◦ E–187◦ W at the end of the typhoon’s lifecycle.
Furthermore, the asymmetrical structure was found to the right and left of the typhoon tracks. It was
not surprising that this SWH pattern followed the tracks of the northeast shift, east turn, and middle
turn groups (Figure 4a–c corresponding to Figure 3a–c), because no land barriers occurred in those
regions to interrupt the wave pattern. In the more westward typhoon track groups (Figure 3d–f),
two relatively high SWH regions were observed around 30◦ N (Figure 4c–f). In particular, the second
SWH peak moved from the East China Sea to the South China Sea as typhoon tracks shifted more
westward. Since West Shift typhoon tracks remained far from the northerly-located Monsoon region,
waves in that area are determined by weather systems in other regions, such as the monsoon wind and
the Westerly Belt wind at the northern Central Pacific Ocean [41]. The average mean wave period for
each typhoon path group is shown in Figure 5; MWP patterns were also consistent with the typhoon
track groups, especially for the northeast shift (Figure 5a) and northwest shift (Figure 5e) groups.
The MWP peak area was located in the Japan Eastern Ocean in Figure 5a and the East China Sea in
Figure 5e. However, maps of the average mean wave length (Figure 6) did not show this pattern.
Taking the results together, the typhoon track appeared to substantially influence the basin-scale
typhoon-induced wave distribution.

To further study the relationship between typhoon track and SWH distribution, we partitioned
SWH values into individual wind sea and swell components by the WW3 model output. Figures 7
and 8 show the average wind sea and swell components, respectively, of simulated SWH for each
typhoon track group. The wind sea SWH component reached maximum values of approximately
3 m near the typhoon tracks, while the swell SWH component reached values up to 2 m. Although
the waves produced by other weather systems blur the signal of typhoon-induced waves at latitudes
above 50◦ N, it is clear from Figure 7d–f that the wind sea SWH component varied coherently between
the track groups. The maximum wind-sea SWH was on the typhoon path, such as the middle turn
(Figure 7c), west turn (Figure 7d), and northwest shift (Figure 7e). However, no consistent relationship
was observed between the swell SWH component and typhoon tracks. We therefore concluded that
variations in typhoon track between the typhoon track groups primarily affected the distribution of
SWH through the wind sea component of the wave system.
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Figure 4. The average result of SWH from the WW3 for each type of typhoon paths from 1998 to 2018,
in which the black polylines represent the typical paths for each type of typhoon paths. (a) Northeast
shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest shift; and (f) west shift.
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Figure 5. The average result of mean wave period (MWP) from the WW3 for each type of typhoon
paths from 1998 to 2018, in which the black polylines represent the typical paths for each type of
typhoon paths. (a) Northeast shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest shift;
and (f) west shift.
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Figure 6. The average result of MWL from the WW3 for each type of typhoon paths from 1998 to 2018,
in which the black polylines represent the typical paths for each type of typhoon paths. (a) Northeast
shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest shift; and (f) west shift.
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Figure 7. The average result of wind-sea SWH from the WW3 for each type of typhoon paths from
1998 to 2018, in which the black polylines represent the typical paths for each type of typhoon paths.
(a) Northeast shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest shift; and (f) west shift.
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Figure 8. The average result of swell SWH from the WW3 for each type of typhoon paths from
1998 to 2018, in which the black polylines represent the typical paths for each type of typhoon paths.
(a) Northeast shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest shift; and (f) west shift.

3.3. Analysis of the Leading EOF Modes of Significant Wave Height Variation

As for the EOF analysis for the SWH data on the typhoon path period, we did not find the
consequent EOF modes result and the time series result remained interceptive. Thus, to study the spatial
and temporal distribution of typhoon-induced SWH in the 1998–2017 period, empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis of average SWH was performed. EOF analysis decomposed the dataset into
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a series of orthogonal functions. The eigenvalue error method proposed by North et al. (1982) was
applied to test the significance of the EOF outputs [42]. The range of eigenvalue error was calculated
by the following equation.

ej= λj

( 2
n

) 1
2

(1)

in which, ej is the eigenvalues error, λj is the eigenvalue, and n is the sample number. The judgment
equation is stated as:

λj − λj+1> ej (2)

If the Equation (2) is derived, the two eigenvalues representing the modes of EOF is reliable.
As shown the Table 1, we found the four leading EOF modes of average SWH passed the

significance test. The leading EOFs indicate the patterns that explain the greatest variation within
the dataset.

Table 1. The information about the eigenvalue error method.

Modes Eigenvalues (λ) ej λj − λj + 1

1 450.7115 7.4577 230.7340
2 219.9775 3.6398 36.5925
3 183.3850 3.0344 24.3827
4 159.0023 2.6309 26.6687

The spatial distributions of the four leading EOF modes of average SWH are shown in Figure 9.
From the EOF patterns we computed two principal component variables: PC(t), which represents the
amplitude of the EOF pattern at a single time, and PC(max), which represents the maximum EOF
pattern amplitude during the 1998–2017 period. The first EOF mode (Figure 9a) contributes 17.3%
of the total variance in average SWH. It represents a dipole in average SWH between the central
North Pacific and the Western Pacific near Japan. This indicates that the typhoon-induced wave
energy dominated near Japan, as well as in the Sea of Japan and the East China Sea. The second mode
(Figure 9b) contributed to 8.4% of the total variance. This EOF shows a tripole pattern, with elevated
SWH values south of Japan and Korea associated with depressed values south of the Kamchatka
Peninsula, and elevated values near the Aleutian Islands. The third (Figure 9c) and fourth (Figure 9d)
EOF modes contributed to 8.4% and 7.0% of the total variance, respectively. The corresponding time
series of PC(t)/PC(max) are presented in Figure 10, in which the values were normalized into a range
between −0.5 and 0.5. The amplitude of PC(t)/PC(max) was clearly larger for the first EOF mode
(Figure 10a) than for the other three modes. The first EOF mode oscillates on a roughly 1-year cycle,
varying between approximately 0.4 and −0.5. This behavior indicates an interannual variability pattern
in typhoon-induced SWH distribution over the Western North Pacific. For the second through fourth
EOF modes (Figure 10b–d), the time series of PC(t)/PC(max) show no clear cyclical trends.
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Figure 9. Spatial distribution of the four dominant EOF modes for average SWH from 1998 to 2018.
(a) The first mode; (b) the second mode; (c) the third mode; and (d) the forth mode.

 

Figure 10. Time series of the amplitudes of the four dominant EOF modes for average SWH from 1998
to 2018. (a) The first mode; (b) the second mode; (c) the third mode; and (d) the forth mode.
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4. Discussion

As for the EOF modes result (Figure 9), we found the EOF modes distribution in the East China
Sea was not completely consistent with the result in Wang et al. (2016) [43]. Although a similar
magnitude was achieved in the first mode, the big rate was located in the North East China Sea and
the trend of EOF, which is different from the result in [43]. There was a high wave in the Japan Sea
caused by the strong seasonal northerly wind. In the Pacific Ocean, summer monsoon seasonal wind
(south westerly) and typhoons may cause a high sea state. Such seasonality was derived by the
EOF analysis in Figure 9a and this behavior is also proposed in [43]. In the second and third modes,
there was no consistency with two analyses. As for the corresponding time series of PC(t)/PC(max)
(Figure 10), our analysis had a similar trend of the time period result in [35,43].

Here, we analyzed the interannual variability of PC(t)/PC(max) for all typhoons from 1998 to 2017.
Figure 11 shows the values of PC(t)/PC(max) of the first EOF for each typhoon track group. Overall,
PC(t)/PC(max) values were positive, indicating that typhoons tended to produce higher SWH values
near Japan and in nearby seas, and lower values over the central North Pacific (Figure 9a). However,
in the West Shift group (Figure 11f), the PC(t)/PC(max) values generally decreased in amplitude,
indicating a weakening signal from westward-tracking typhoons during the 20-year period studied.
In the northeast shift (Figure 11a), west turn (Figure 11d), and northwest shift groups, the PC(t)/PC(max)
values remained relatively constant, indicating that no climate trend in the typhoon-induced waves
pattern could be detected from 1998 to 2017. In the east turn (Figure 11b) and middle turn (Figure 11c)
track groups, PC(t)/PC(max) values fluctuated substantially during the 1998–2017 period. Indeed,
it is better to study the change in the climate of typhoon-induced wave distribution with a minimum
30-year period. Nevertheless, we presumed that this short-term behavior might reflect possible changes
in the climate of typhoon-induced wave distribution.

 

Figure 11. The first mode principal components (PCs) part results in each path period. (a) Northeast
shift; (b) east turn; (c) middle turn; (d) west turn; (e) northwest shift; and (f) west shift.
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5. Conclusions

The climate of tropical cyclone-induced waves remains an understudied topic in the oceanography
community. In this study, we analyzed the wave distribution from typhoons in the Western North
Pacific Ocean during the period 1998–2017. Typhoon tracks were partitioned into six groups based
on track direction and longitude of recurvature. The WAVEWATCH-III Model (WW3; Version 5.16)
was used to simulate waves over the Western North Pacific from 1998 to 2017. Simulated wave
parameters (significant wave height (SWH), mean wave period (MWP), and mean wave length
(MWL)) associated with each typhoon track group were analyzed. Simulation results revealed that
the typhoon track substantially affected typhoon-induced wave distribution, especially for SWH and
MWP. Across the track groups, elevated SWH values tended to occur in a symmetrical structure
cantered on the typhoon path. Typhoons that recurved between 125◦ E and 140◦ E, or west of
140◦ E, produced a region of elevated SWH values south and southwest of the Japanese main islands,
respectively, with minimum SWH values near 30◦ N. In the farther westward typhoon track groups
(west turn, northwest shift, and west shift), two relatively high SWH regions were observed around
30◦ N. In particular, the secondary peak of SWH moved from the East China Sea to the South China Sea
when typhoon tracks shifted farther westward. Furthermore, partitioning simulated SWH into wind
sea and swell components indicates that typhoon track differences primarily contributed to differences
in the wind sea component of SWH.

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis was used to evaluate the main modes of SWH
variation across the set of simulated typhoon-induced waves. The first mode contributed to 17.3% of
the total variance, with other modes contributing less than 10%. The first EOF mode was associated
with a dipole of SWH values, with opposite values near Japan and in the central North Pacific.

The time evolution of the principal component (PC) of EOF 1 for each typhoon track group,
relative to the maximum PC value during 1998–2017, was calculated to further study the climate of
WW3-simulated SWH for each type of typhoon path. The first EOF mode revealed that the SWH
pattern oscillated on an approximately 1-year cycle and thus appeared to show possible short-term
climate signals within the 1998–2017 period, while other EOF modes had no clear cyclical trends.
Typhoons that recurved east of 140◦ E, and those that tracked westward toward Southeast Asia,
oscillated substantially during the period, and thus appeared to show short-term natural variability
signals within the 1998–2017 period. In the near future, we planned to perform more analyses about
the simulated waves using the WW3 model under the background of typhoons, which remove the
basic characteristics of ocean waves in the Northwestern Pacific.
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Abstract: Wind-blown beach sand is the primary source for the volume growth of the most seaward
dune, the foredune. Strong wind events can potentially dominate long-term aeolian supply but in
reality do not contribute considerably because they often coincide with a storm surge. The aim of
this paper is to further our understanding of how a storm surge prevents or severely restricts aeolian
supply. Using field data collected on the 1:50 sloping Egmond beach (Netherlands) in the aftermath of
a 1-m storm surge, we show that the ground water in the upper beach rose to well above normal levels
during the surge, which resulted in the development of a seepage face during falling tide and hence
persistent saturation of the emerging beach. Using a fetch-based model, we predicted aeolian supply
during the 2-day surge period to be about 66% of the potential supply. Fetch limitations imposed by
the surge-induced inundation and the continuous saturation of the sand on the emerging beach both
contributed to the predicted supply limitation. Our results quantitatively support earlier studies that
suggested surges to be the primary condition that causes predictions of long-term potential foredune
growth to overestimate measured growth.

Keywords: aeolian processes; surface moisture; storm surge; supply limitations; fetch

1. Introduction

Coastal foredunes are common morphological features along the world’s sandy wave-dominated
beaches and barrier systems [1,2]. Their dynamics reflect a sand-sharing system with the neighboring
beach. During a single high-intensity storm or a cluster of storms a foredune can be eroded severely by
marine processes [3–5], with the eroded sand being deposited on the beach and in the nearshore zone.
The key hydrodynamic processes controlling dune erosion are reasonably well understood [4,6,7]
and, accordingly, process-based models [8] can hindcast observed erosion events fairly well [5,9].
Foredune growth and recovery takes place through the deposition of wind-blown beach sand in
vegetation and is a slow process in the sense that it may take seasons, years or longer before a
previously eroded volume has been restored [10]. Accordingly, foredune growth is the cumulative effect
of numerous aeolian transport events that differ in magnitude and duration [11]. A simple approach to
compute the aeolian supply is the use of an equilibrium (or, potential) transport equation, in which the
transport is a function of grain size and wind speed. Wind direction is additionally included to reflect
that only onshore supply contributes to foredune growth [12,13]. Although the potential supply has
been shown to match foredune volume growth reasonably well in some cases [14–16], it more often
exceeds measured growth substantially [12,14,17–19].
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Model failure may, at least in part, be due to inappropriate input wind data [19–21].
Near-surface wind speeds measured on land (but near the shore) are generally lower than those
at sea [22,23]. Using offshore wind measurements without correcting for this systematic difference will
thus overestimate potential transport rates and deposited volumes. The foredune will additionally
alter the regionally representative (on land) wind speed and direction. Offshore directed winds may
reverse on the upper beach and the seaward side of the foredune to cause onshore transport and
foredune growth [20,24], while onshore directed winds are decelerated on the beach, causing wind
speeds in the region where aeolian transport is initiated to be lower than the regionally representative
wind speed [19,25]. In addition, onshore oblique winds will deflect in the alongshore direction at
the foot of the foredune [19,20,26], resulting in alongshore rather than onshore aeolian transport.
These topographic effects are strongest when the foredune is high and steep (e.g., scarped). For a
Dutch case study with a 22-m high foredune with a 1:2.5 seaward slope, De Winter et al. [19] predicted
the potential deposition volume to drop from 86 to 32 m3/m/yr when including correction factors for
the foredune-induced topographical modification of the regionally representative onshore wind.
Despite the marked reduction, the corrected potential deposition still exceeded the measured
deposition of about 15 m3/m/yr. This illustrates the common assertion that model failure is
primarily due to the neglect of factors that reduce the aeolian supply to below its potential value.
Surface moisture, an extensively studied supply-limiting factor, impedes the entrainment of sand [27],
which can make part of the beach unavailable as a supply source [28,29]. Surface moisture may also
increase the downwind distance needed to achieve the potential (maximum) transport rate (critical
fetch [18,30]) to a value larger than the available beach-width. In such a case, the amount of sand
blown across the landward margin of the beach onto the foredune is thus less than the potential
amount. Model failure is indeed most pronounced on narrow beaches, with a width of about 200 to
300 m marking the upper value for which width rather than wind speed dominates the control on
long-term aeolian supply to the foredune [14]. Lag deposits [31,32] and algae or salt crusts [33] are
other examples of supply-limiting factors.

Data sets of aeolian activity on the beach spanning a wide range of conditions have illustrated that
strong onshore wind events are most supply limited [11,12,34–36]. Such events are often associated
with rainfall, high waves and hence substantial run-up on the beach and, in particular, elevated water
levels because of wave-breaking induced set-up and a storm surge. The flooding of the beach will
reduce beach-width and consequently reduce the transport at the beach-dune transition to well below
the potential maximum. When the water levels are high enough, the result will not be deposition on
the foredune but rather foredune scarping and erosion. Despite the fact that strong wind events are
rather uncommon, the supply limitation may be so strong that they constitute the primary condition
under which most of the over-prediction of foredune growth with a potential transport equation
arises [11,34,35]. Nonetheless, the reasons how a surge partially or fully shuts down the aeolian
system are not entirely understood. In addition to reducing beach-width, a surge also elevates the
ground water level in the upper beach for several days [37] with potentially large but unexplored
effects on spatio-temporal surface moisture dynamics and hence aeolian processes during and after
the surge. Collecting data relevant to aeolian processes during a surge still poses a challenging
task. Probably because of a lack of suitable data, recent model improvements to predict aeolian
sand transport to the foredune in supply limited situations [18,38,39] have, with the exception of
Cohn et al. [40], not been applied in detail to surge conditions. Cohn et al. [40]’s model indicated that
run-up under certain conditions with elevated water levels can contribute to foredune growth rather
than to scarping and erosion.

The overarching aim of this paper is to further our understanding of aeolian supply limitations
imposed by a storm surge. To that end, we first analyze observations of cross-shore surface moisture
dynamics under storm-surge conditions collected at Egmond beach, the Netherlands, during the
Aeolex-II campaign in October 2017. The storm surge elevated the mean water level to about 1 m
above astronomical tidal level, with the largest swash motions during the high-tide storm peak just
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reaching the beach-dune transition. We then quantify the surge-induced consequences for the aeolian
supply to the foredune with the recently developed fetch-based model of Hage et al. [39] and examine
the reasons for the predicted supply limitations (e.g., beach-width; moisture dynamics) with several
model scenarios.

2. Methodology

2.1. Observations

2.1.1. Study Site

The field site was located approximately 3 km south of Egmond aan Zee, the Netherlands in
the immediate vicinity of beach pole 41 (Figure 1). The coast at Egmond aan Zee is approximately
North-South orientated (7◦ clockwise rotated with respect to North) and predominantly exposed
to North-sea generated wind waves [5,41]. The intertidal beach at Egmond has a mild slope
(typically, 1:40) and often contains a single slipface ridge [42], which are typical beach characteristics
for this part of the Dutch coast [43,44]. At low tide, the beach is up to 100 m wide. The established
foredune is 20–25 m high, has a steep (1:2.5) seaward-facing slope and, from a height of about 10 to 15 m
above mean sea level (MSL), is densely covered in European marram grass (Ammophila arenaria) [45].
At a slightly larger height, the slope of the foredune lessens substantially toward the crest. This abrupt
change in slope marks the location to which storms have previously eroded the foredune by means of
scarping or rotational failure [5,46].

Figure 1. Location of study site. The number of a beach pole is the distance (in km) to the zero point at
the northern end of the Dutch Holland coast.
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The climate in the Netherlands is temperate humid with strong seasonal variability. The storm
season is from October to February, with winds predominantly from Southwest to Northwest
(i.e., onshore oblique). The monthly mean offshore significant wave height Hm0 in the storm
season is about 1.8 m, which is substantially higher than in the summer months (0.9 m) [41].
During northwesterly storms Hm0 can increase to over 7 m. The tide is semi-diurnal with an average
range of about 1.6 m but water levels vary with spring-neap cycles and wind conditions. During storm
surges, which are most prominent during northwesterly storms, the beach may be flooded all the way
to the foredune.

2.1.2. Aeolex-II

The data were collected in the framework of the Aeolex-II campaign, a field study on aeolian
processes executed from 3 to 30 October 2017 by the Department of Physical Geography at Utrecht
University. The overarching aim of the campaign was to collect data to investigate how properties
of the wind, beach morphology, vegetation and sand (e.g., moisture content) control the timing and
amount of aeolian sand transport toward and across the foredune. Measured variables comprised
sea water level, groundwater elevation, ambient air temperature, in- and outgoing solar radiation,
relative humidity, air pressure, rainfall, wind speed and direction, surface moisture content, beach and
dune morphology, saltation intensity, aeolian mass flux and, finally, vegetation type and cover. Here a
subset of the measured variables is used, as detailed in Section 2.1.3 below. Other parts of the Aeolex-II
data were analyzed in, for example, De Winter et al. [19] and Schwarz et al. [45].

During Aeolex-II the offshore significant wave height Hm0 peaked at 4 m on 5 October and almost
7 m on 29 October (Figure 2a), associated with gale-force (10-minute mean wind speeds of about 20 to
25 m/s) northwesterly to northern winds (Figure 2b,c). The first wind event took place during spring
tide (Figure 2d) and caused minor dune erosion north of the study site, while the second event was
during neap tidal conditions and no dune erosion was observed. Both events were associated with a
storm surge of about 1 m (Figure 2e). From around 13 to 19 October fair weather conditions prevailed,
with low wind speeds (<≈10 m/s) and small significant wave heights (mostly < 1 m). All wave and
water level data are from stations near IJmuiden, to the south of the study site, operated by the Dutch
governmental organization Rijkswaterstaat; see Ruessink et al. [46] for precise locations. The wind data
(at 10 m above ground) are from the meteorological station IJmuiden (WMO number 06225) operated
by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI), located some 15 km to the south of the
study site on a harbor mole [46].

Atmospheric variables that may influence surface moisture were measured during Aeolex-II with
a meteorological station mounted to a beach pole on the dry beach at the field site. An overview
of some meteorological variables collected during the field period is given in Figure 3. The air
temperature (Figure 3a) was mostly between 10 and 15 ◦C. The exceptionally high temperatures on
15 and 16 October were caused by hurricane Ophelia, which hit Ireland during this period [47] but at the
same time, resulted in very calm and warm conditions in the Netherlands. Figure 3b shows the relative
humidity. The tipping bucket in the meteorological station on the beach malfunctioned during part of
the campaign, and the rain intensity data in Figure 3c are from the meteorological station Wijk aan Zee
(WMO number 06257) operated by the KNMI at N 52◦ 30′19.0′′, E 04◦ 36′11.0′′, about 9.5 km south
of the study site. Finally, daily reference crop evaporation (Figure 3d), estimated by the KNMI with
the Makkink equation [48] for the Wijk aan Zee station, was generally low: less than about 1.5 to
2 mm/day. The lowest values (<0.5 mm/day) correspond to overcast days. The actual evaporation
from the beach was likely to be even less because of the strong limiting effect of unsaturated sand on
evaporation [49,50].
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Figure 2. Time series of offshore (a) significant wave height Hm0, (b) wind speed U, (c) wind direction
θ with respect to north (N = 0 and 360◦, E = 90◦, S = 180◦, W = 270◦), (d) water level ζ with respect to
Mean Sea Level and (e) surge level during Aeolex-II. The sky-blue vertical bars represent the moments
when surface moisture data were collected. The surge level was estimated as the difference between the
measured and (predicted) astronomical water level. The horizontal gray line in (c) is the shore-normal
direction, 277◦ N).
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Figure 3. Time series of (a) air temperature Tair, (b) relative humidity RH, (c) rain intensity RI and
(d) reference crop evaporation during Aeolex-II. The data in (a) and (b) were measured on the beach,
those in (c) and (d) are from the nearby Wijk aan Zee meteorological station operated by the Dutch
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute. The sky-blue vertical bars represent the moments when
surface moisture data were collected.

2.1.3. Data Collection and Processing

Surface moisture measurements were conducted using a Delta-T theta probe (type HH2).
The probe consists of a read-out unit in a waterproof housing that contains the electronics, which is
connected to the sensor via an electric cable. The sensor has 4 stainless steel, 2-cm long rods that
are inserted into the sediment. The original rod length is 6 cm but, following [29,51], the pins were
shortened to measure the uppermost moisture content that is important to this study. The output of the
probe ranges between 0 (dry) and 800 mV (fully saturated). To relate the probe’s output to moisture
content, a calibration was performed. Beach sediment samples at arbitrary locations on the beach
were analyzed with the probe until the entire output range was captured. At each measuring location,
a sample was collected with a 2-cm coring ring with the same diameter as the probe. The samples were
bagged and immediately sealed for transport. Protocols of standard gravimetric moisture analysis
were followed [52]; the wet mass of each sample mw was determined after which the samples were
dried in the oven for 24 h at 105 ◦C to achieve weight constancy. After drying, the mass of the samples
was determined again, md. The gravimetric surface moisture content ws [in %] of the sample then is
ws = 100 (mw − md) /md. The calibration procedure was followed at the start and end of the of study
period and found to give virtually identical results. The relationship between probe output and all
ws was described best with a fourth-order polynomial function, with a correlation-squared r2 of 0.98
and a standard error of 1.17%. The curve clearly revealed that the device is most sensitive to surface
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moisture content in the range of 0 to ≈16%. Visual observations in the field showed that full saturation
corresponds to ws ≥≈ 18%. During all measurements in both sampling strategies, the probe was
inserted five times into the beach sediment, with the average probe output converted to the surface
moisture content using the fourth-order calibration curve.

The moisture measurements were conducted on 6, 9, 10, 12, 16, 22, 24 and 26 October along a
cross-shore array of groundwater wells (Figure 4). On 4 October eight wells, termed GW1 to GW8
from sea to land, were placed from the low-tide level to the top of the dry beach with a cross-shore
spacing of 10 to 20 m. All sensors were set to store an instantaneous water level value with an
interval of 5 min. The positioning of the wells implies that they measured sea water level ζ when
the well was submerged by the tide and ground water level η otherwise. GW1–GW4 no longer
stood perfectly upright by the end of the first storm. These 4 wells were removed on 7 October,
with GW2–GW4 re-installed on 9 October at different cross-shore locations than before the storm.
GW2 and GW4 did, however, not collect any data during their second deployment. The recorded
time series were processed as detailed in [29,51], resulting in water level series with respect to Dutch
ordnance level NAP (about equal to MSL). The wells were removed from the field on 28 October.
In addition to moisture measurements at the well locations, measurements were also carried out
at markers with an approximately 5-m spacing between the wells. Because these markers had to be
removed with every incoming tide and were replaced the next measuring day, their spacing and number
varied slightly each measurement day. The marker locations were obtained using an RTK-GPS system
after each new transect was placed. Employing the sampling method as previously discussed with
five measurements per marker, each location could be handled in about 45 s, implying that the entire
cross-shore transect consisting of a maximum of 24 markers during low tide could be handled in less
than 20 min. Depending on the inundation level of the beach the entire transect was measured in much
shorter time.

A pressure transducer (PT) was deployed approximately 27 m seaward of GW2 (Figure 4). Its data,
sampled at 5 Hz, were processed in 5-min. averaged values of sea water level (with respect to MSL),
where each block of 5 min was centered around the sample moments of the GWs. Because of its
position just landward of the low-tide shoreline, the PT was submerged during the entire tide in case
of a storm surge, but during mid and high tide only otherwise. The PT location is used in this paper
as the origin of a local cross-shore (x) coordinate system, with x positive in the landward direction
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Bed elevation z versus cross-shore distance x on all moisture measurement days
(six red-brown lines). The thick black line is the campaign-averaged cross-shore profile. Its extension
seaward of x ≈ 0 m is based on a jet-ski survey of the subtidal zone performed on 3 November. Also
shown are the locations of the pressure transducer (PT) and the groundwater wells that operated
during at least part of the campaign. GW3-1 and GW3-2 are GW3 prior to 7 October and after 9 October,
respectively. See text for further explanation. The blue vertical line indicates the mean tidal range.

The cross-shore profile z(x) along the GW-PT array, surveyed with an RTK-GPS, was typically
featureless during and immediately after high-wave conditions and contained a bar-trough system
in the intertidal zone otherwise. The campaign-average profile, based on 26 individual profiles
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(no surveys were performed on 18 and 29 October), was monotonically sloping in the landward
direction (Figure 4), with an approximately 1:50 intertidal slope. Additional topographic data were
collected before (23 September) and after (3 November) the campaign using an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) equipped with a LiDAR system. The two flights covered an area that extended 1.4 km
in the alongshore direction, roughly from the mid-tide shoreline to several tens of meter landward
of the crest of the foredune. As detailed in Ruessink et al. [46], the collected 3D point clouds were
processed into digital elevation models (DEMs) with a 1 × 1 m spatial resolution. The volume change
of the seaward side of the foredune, taken from the 2.5 m MSL contour to the location of the change
in slope [46], was positive (i.e., deposition) in the entire area. The volume gain at the PT-GW array,
taken as the alongshore average of a 100-m wide section centered around the array, was about 3.3 m3/m
between 23 September and 3 November. This is a quite substantial number for an approximately
one-month period, as, for example, the volume gain in the embryo dunes in 2017 as a whole (based on
surveys in January and December 2017 [46]) was about 15 m3/m. The median grain size D at the array,
determined by sieving sand samples collected at the end of the campaign, decreased in the landward
direction from about 290 μm near the low-tide level to about 250 μm at the dune foot.

Finally, to aid in the interpretation of the GW data, we determined how each well was positioned
with respect to the sea-land transition at any particular moment in time during Aeolex-II by calculating
the total water level (TWL) on the beach. As in Cohn et al. [53], the TWL was taken as the sum of the
offshore water level (tide and storm surge), the breaking-induced set-up and the 2% exceedance value
of the swash. Here, the TWL was computed using the measured IJmuiden water level (Figure 2d),
and the empirical Stockdon et al. [54] predictors for set-up and swash with the IJmuiden wave data
(e.g., Figure 2a). As can be seen in Figure 5, the TWL peaked at 2.5 m +MSL during two successive
high tides on 5 and 6 October, indicating that the swash may just have reached the most landward
groundwater well (GW8) during the first storm. Following both peaks, the TWL dropped to the level
of GW3 to 5 (≈0.5–0.7 m +MSL). For most of the campaign, however, GW7 and GW8 were above the
high-tide TWL and all GWs were above the low-tide TWL. The maximum TWL (≈2.75 m +MSL) during
Aeolex-II was reached on 29 October, but by this time all groundwater wells had, as aforementioned,
already been removed from the beach.

Figure 5. Total water level TWL versus time t. The horizontal lines are the bed level at the groundwater
wells, indicated with the red numbers next to right vertical axis, based on the campaign-averaged
cross-shore profile. GW3 is GW3-1. The line for GW3-2 is not shown separately as it is about equal to
that for GW2, see Figure 4.
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2.2. Model

2.2.1. Description

The model, called Aeolus, predicts the actual and potential cross-shore aeolian transport rate at
the beach-dune transition. Aeolus comprises three modules: (1) a groundwater module to predict
cross-shore and temporal water table fluctuations using the one-dimensional (cross-shore) non-linear
Boussinesq equation extended with a run-up infiltration, (2) a moisture module that predicts surface
moisture content from the predicted depth of the water table and a soil–water retention curve
under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, and (3) a fetch-based aeolian transport module
in which the spatio-temporally varying surface moisture content is used as a supply-limiting factor.
The groundwater and moisture module have been detailed in Brakenhoff et al. [29] and the full Aeolus
model has been described in Hage et al. [39]. The Aeolus version used here differs from the version
in [39] in that three modifications to the aeolian transport module were made: (1) the threshold for
motion is computed explicitly rather than provided as a user-specified input parameter, (2) the scheme
to relate surface moisture to the critical fetch has been simplified to equal that proposed in [18] and
(3) the cosine-effect [12,13] has been included to facilitate the computation of foredune growth. In the
following we provide the main equations of Aeolus.

The cross-shore and temporal water table fluctuations η′ follow from

∂η′(x, t)
∂t

=
K
ne

∂

∂x

{[
da + η′(x, t)

] ∂η′(x, t)
∂x

}
+

Ul
ne

. (1)

Here, the prime indicates a predicted value, t is time, da is the (constant) aquifer thickness, K is
the hydraulic conductivity of the sand, ne is the (non-dimensional) specific yield and Ul is the run-up
infiltration flow rate per unit area [55]. The seaward boundary condition is a moving shoreline at
location xsh(t) with elevation η′

sh(xs, t)

η′
sh(xsh, t) = ζ0(t) + ξ ′sh(t), (2)

where ζ0 is the offshore water level (Figure 2d) and ξ ′sh(t) is the breaking-induced set-up at the
shoreline, for which the Stockdon et al. [54] parameterization is taken. The imposed landward
boundary condition is ∂η′/∂x = 0. The ground water module can handle monotonically increasing
(in the landward direction) bed profiles only (i.e., no sandbar/trough profiles).

The depth of the water table beneath the bed surface, h′(x, t) = η′(x, t)− z(x), is used to predict
the surface moisture content w′

s(x, t) using the Van Genuchten [56] soil–water retention curve,

w′
s(x, t) = wres +

wsat − wres[
1 + (αh′(x, t))n]1−1/n . (3)

Here, wres and wsat are the residual and saturated gravimetric water content, respectively, and α

and n are free parameters. The use of Equation (3) implies an immediate response of surface moisture
content to water table variations, without hysteresis effects [57]. Earlier work [29,51] has shown that
this is a justified approach for the sediments at our field site.

Hage et al. [39] coupled the groundwater and surface moisture modules to a fetch-based aeolian sand
transport model, thereby changing the conceptual fetch framework of Bauer and Davidson-Arnott [13]
into a predictive model and generalizing the earlier predictive model of Delgado-Fernandez [18] that
relied on a video-derived (i.e., observed) and cross-shore constant surface moisture content. Because w′

s
decreases in the duneward direction from wsat near the shoreline to wres on the dry beach [29],
Hage et al. [39] computed the downwind increase in the aeolian sand transport rate q (in kg m−1 s−1)
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on each output time step of the moisture module with a spatially forward-stepping (i.e., from sea to
land) equation,

q(i) =

⎧⎨
⎩min

[
qp, q(i1 − 1) + qp sin

(
π
2

F(i)
Fc(i)

)]
if ws(i) ≤ ws,max

0 otherwise,
(4)

where qp is the potential aeolian transport rate. For each grid point with w′
s less than a user-specified

moisture threshold ws,max (typically, 10% [18]) above which aeolian transport is inhibited, the critical
fetch Fc is computed as

Fc = p(w′
s)× (4.38U − 8.23). (5)

The rightmost term in this equation is the wind-speed U dependence of the critical fetch for
dry sand as proposed by Delgado-Fernandez [18]. The term p(ws) describes the moisture dependent
increase in the dry sand Fc, for which, as in Delgado-Fernandez [18], a step-function is adopted with
p = 1 for w′

s < 4%, p = 1.25 for 4% ≤ w′
s < 6% and p = 1.75 for 6% ≤ w′

s ≤ 10%. Please note that [39]
used a slightly different p(w′

s), which demanded the rounding of w′
s to multiples of 0.5%; in the present

scheme, this rounding is no longer necessary. In Equation (4) we denote a group of consecutive grid
points with the same Fc by i; in general, there will be 3 Fc groups from sea to land, namely a group
with 6% ≤ w′

s ≤ 10% (i = 1), with 4% ≤ w′
s < 6% (i = 2) and with w′

s < 4% (i = 3). In each group,
the fetch F is computed as the distance downwind of the last grid point seaward of the start of the
group. This is indicated by the i1 − 1 in Equation (4), with i1 the first location index of the ith Fc group.
The present F computation implies that F is reset to 0 each time Fc changes; that is, at w′

s = 6 and
4%. In case F exceeds Fc, F = Fc is adopted. In essence, Equation (4) implies that the transport rate q
in each group i thus equals the transport rate at its seaward boundary (= q(i1 − 1) in Equation (4))
increased with the fetch-based trend within the group (= +qp sin((π/2)(F(i)/Fc(i))) in Equation (4)),
up to a maximum of qp.

The potential aeolian transport rate qp (in kg m−1 s−1) is predicted with Hsu [58] (see also
Davidson-Arnott and Law [12]),

qp = [−0.47 + 4.97Dmm]

(
U∗√
gD

)3

× 10−5. (6)

The term [−0.47 + 4.97Dmm] contains the dependence of qp on the grain size D, which has
to be specified in mm (hence, Dmm). The term between the large brackets is a Froude number,
where g = 9.81 m s−2 is gravitational acceleration. Under the assumption of a logarithmic velocity
profile, the shear velocity U∗ is related to U as U∗ = aU, where a depends on the measurement height
of U and on the roughness length z0. The Hsu [58] equation does not contain a threshold U∗ for motion
(U∗t). Following Delgado-Fernandez [18], Hage et al. [39] applied Equation (6) only when the wind
speed exceeded a user-specified threshold value; otherwise, qp = 0. Here, we estimated U∗t using
Equation (7) and applied Equation (6) only when U∗ exceeded U∗t. We adopted the Shao and Lu [59]
formulation, modified following [60] to include the bed slope (β) effect on the initiation of motion,

U∗t = Φ (β) AN

√
ρs − ρa

ρa
gD +

γ

ρaD
, (7)

with

Φ (β) =

√
cos β +

sin β

tan Ψ
(8)

and Ψ ∼ 33◦ the angle of repose. The non-dimensional parameter AN is 0.111, ρa = 1.25 kg m−3 is the
density of air, and γ is 2.9 × 10−4 N/m−1 [61].
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The computation of q in Equation (4) is continued up to and including the beach-dune transition.
The q at this transition is henceforth referred to as qbdt. Its cross-shore (onshore) component, qbdt,on,
is (cosine-effect)

qbdt,on = qbdt cos θSN, (9)

in which θSN is the wind direction with respect to the shore-normal direction. The volume growth of
the foredune ΔV during a given time interval can be computed as

ΔV =
∑ (qbdt,on(t)Δt)

(1 − p)ρs
. (10)

Here, Δt is the model output time step, p is bed porosity (typically, 0.4) and ρs is the sediment
density (for quartz sand, ρs = 2650 kg m−3). The computation of ΔV implies that all sand that crosses
the beach-dune transition is deposited on the foredune. This is a realistic assumption for the present
study site because of the dense vegetation on the upper part of the foredune [45,46,62,63].

2.2.2. Set-Up

The settings of the groundwater module were taken from Hage et al. [39] (K = 4.63 × 10−4 m/s,
ne = 0.3 and da = 15 m), which, in turn, were based on earlier modeling work for the study site
(e.g., [64]). The seaward boundary condition was taken as the sum of the offshore water level shown in
Figure 2d and the set-up computed with the Stockdon et al. [54] predictor using the offshore wave data
collected at IJmuiden (see Figure 2a for the wave height). The campaign-averaged cross-shore profile
(Figure 4) was used as the (time-invariant) cross-shore profile z(x), with a cross-shore grid spacing of
0.5 m. The time step in the groundwater module was set to 2 s, with cross-shore profiles of water table
fluctuations η′(x) written as output every 10 min (i.e., Δt = 600 s). The settings for the surface moisture
module (wres, wsat, α and n) will be based on the fitting the soil–water retention curve, Equation (3),
to the Aeolex-II observations as presented in Section 3.1 below. The model was run from 1 September
to 4 November 2017, and thus encompasses the entire period between the two UAV-LiDAR surveys.
The approximate 3-week period prior to 23 September served as model spin-up time.

The fetch-based aeolian transport module was forced with the wind data measured at IJmuiden
(Figure 2b,c), with onshore winds modified to local (i.e., on the beach) conditions to allow for the effect
of the high and steep foredune on the wind field. De Winter et al. [19], a study largely based on the
Aeolex-II wind data, illustrated that the wind speed on Egmond beach corrected to the same height as
at IJmuiden (10 m) was substantially lower than that measured at IJmuiden. The ratio of the local to
regional (IJmuiden) wind speed was lowest (≈0.7) for onshore winds to increase gradually to near 1
for alongshore winds (Figure 6a). De Winter et al. [19] further indicated that the wind direction on
the beach was essentially equal to that measured at IJmuiden. In contrast, the wind at the beach-dune
transition was often more alongshore directed (Figure 6b), with the deflection angle being largest
±(10–15◦) when the regional wind approached the beach at about ±45◦. Therefore, in the computation
of the fetch (i.e., in Equation (4)) we used the regional wind direction, but the alongshore deflected
direction in the computation of the onshore component of the aeolian transport rate at the beach-dune
transition (i.e., in Equation (9)). When the IJmuiden wind was blowing offshore, qp was set to 0.
This implies that we ignore the contribution of offshore winds to foredune accretion due to wind flow
reversal on the seaward side of the foredune [20,24]; extensive video observations of Egmond beach
did not reveal any noteworthy aeolian activity under offshore winds [65], hence our choice to restrict
the Aeolus model to onshore wind conditions. The grain size D was taken as 250 μm, and the moisture
threshold ws,max as 10%. Based on an analysis of TWL values for Egmond between January 2015 and
2019 [46], zbdt = 2.5 m +MSL was adopted. Finally, extensive observations during Aeolex-II with a
vertical array of 5 cup anemometers located just above the high-tide level revealed a typical roughness
length z0 of about 1 × 10−4 m. Therefore, the ratio a between the wind shear velocity U∗ and wind
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speed U at z = 10 m above ground, was set to κ log (z/z0) = 0.0356, using 0.41 for the Von Karman
constant κ. This a is about 11% lower than the commonly applied a = 0.04 proposed by Hsu [66].

Figure 6. Correction of regional (IJmuiden) to local (Egmond beach) wind data. (a) shows the ratio of
local to regional wind speed versus the absolute value of the regional wind direction with respect to the
shore normal, |θSN|. Local wind speeds were measured at 0.9 m above the bed and were corrected to the
same height above ground (10 m) as where the regional values were measured, assuming a logarithmic
velocity profile and a roughness length z0 of 1 × 10−4 m. The panel contains all 730 observations (dots)
taken on the intertidal beach during Aeolex-II and the smooth trend line. (b) shows the observed (dots;
Aeolex-II) difference between the wind direction at the beach-dune transition and at IJmuiden versus
the regional wind direction with respect to the shore normal, θSN. The line is the smooth trend line.
This panel contains about 2950 observations. Shore-normal onshore wind (i.e., coming from 277 ◦N)
has θSN = 0◦; negative and positive angles on the x-axis in (b) represent winds coming the southwest
and northwest, respectively. Because the local to regional wind speed ratio (a) was symmetric with
respect to θSN, the absolute value of the direction was used to better constrain the trend line. The angle
steering in (b) was not perfectly symmetric, perhaps because of the embryo dunes to the south of the
instrument array [45]. See [19] for details of data collection and processing. We note that the results in
(a) are different from those in [19] in the sense that they provided correction values in 45◦ bins.

3. Results

3.1. Observations

We first focus our attention on the measurements on 6 October (Figure 7), which were performed
after the peak in the storm surge on the previous day and night (Figure 2e). The PT recorded a
high-tide water level of 1.9 m +MSL around 03:45 (Figure 7c). The estimated TWL of 2.5 m (Figure 5)
indicates that as aforementioned, the largest swashes may just have reached GW8 during this high tide.
The groundwater at GW8 peaked near 2.2 m +MSL (Figure 7c), which was about 0.7 m higher than
recorded on 4 October before the storm. GW7 was submerged during this high tide (the water level
was above the bed elevation at GW7; Figure 7c). After GW7 had emerged near 08:00, the ground water
level gradually fell to about 1.5 m +MSL, i.e., to about 0.25 m beneath the bed surface. The water level
at GW6 remained constant with time at about 1.2 m +MSL after emergence; this water level equals the
bed elevation at GW6. Similar behavior is also seen at the GWs lower on the beach. These constant
water level values indicate the presence of a seepage face, which was also visually observed during the
measurements as a glassy beach surface. A slight drop in water level at GW6 around 12:00 probably
indicates that the point where the water table intersected the beach face moved seaward past GW6
around this time. Because the lower GWs were temporarily removed from the field, we cannot say for
how many tides the water table and the (sea) tide remained decoupled after the surge of 6 October.
The water levels at GW3-2 remained constant at beach surface elevation (when not submerged by the
tide) between 9 and 12 October (not shown), after which they reduced until the submergence by the
next tide (e.g., see Figure 8c below). The moisture measurements were performed where the beach was
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not completely saturated, from the dune foot to approximately the location of GW7. As can be seen in
Figure 7a, ws was low (<4%) and constant with time landward of GW8 (i.e., landward of the largest
swashes during high tide). Between GW7 and GW8 ws dropped by approximately 10% during the 4-h
measurement period, widening the dry beach by approximately 5 to 10 m to x = 98 m. In more detail,
the part of the beach with the largest reduction in ws moved seaward during falling tide, from near
x = 105 m between 08:30 and 10:15, to x = 95 m between 10:15 and 12:42. The remainder of the beach,
seaward of GW7 (z < 1.7 m), remained fully saturated during the entire measurement period.

Figure 7. (a) Surface moisture content ws at three time intervals during falling tide and (b) bed elevation
z versus cross-shore distance x on 6 October, at the end of the storm surge that peaked on the previous
and night. (c) shows time series of water level at six groundwater wells, GW8 (light gray) down to
GW3 (dark gray). The black line is the water level at the PT. The three vertical arrows mark the moment
of moisture sampling, with the same color coding as in (a). The four dashed brown lines are the bed
elevation at (top to bottom) GW8 to GW5, see also (b).

Figure 8 illustrates the surface moisture and water level measurements during a falling tide
without a surge (26 October). The maximum water level recorded by the PT during the preceding
high tide was just below 1 m +MSL (Figure 8c) and the TWL estimated for this moment (Figure 5)
suggests that the upper limit of the swash zone was near GW6. The water levels at GW8 and GW7
were substantially lower than on 6 October and barely showed any variation with the tide. The surface
moisture content at GW7 and GW8 was below 4% and did not vary with time (Figure 8a). At the
start of the measurements, just after high tide, ws rose sharply to about 20% within 15–20 m between
GW7 and GW6. With time, the intertidal beach dried, with the lowest ws around the high-tide level
(GW5 to GW6) and on the crest of the intertidal bar near x = 20 m and with ws remaining largest in
the trough near x ≈ 30 m (Figure 8a). The reduction in ws coincided with the falling of the ground
water level (i.e., increase in ground water depth) with time of the wells in the intertidal zone (GW3-2,
GW5 and GW6). Despite the overall drying, ws remained above 10% and at many places above 15%.
This suggests that even under these conditions most of the intertidal beach remained too wet to sustain
aeolian transport.

The ws observations of all days without a surge confirm the observations of 26 October and further
illustrate that under such conditions the beach can broadly be divided into three cross-shore moisture
zones (Figure 9a), consistent with earlier studies conducted under low-wave conditions [29,51,67–70].
These zones were here x <≈ 10 m (lower beach), x ≈ 10–80 m (mid-beach) and x >≈ 80 m
(upper beach). The lower beach, corresponding to the intertidal beach with z < 0 m MSL, was always
saturated. The mid-beach, which is the intertidal beach with z > 0 m MSL, experienced saturated
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conditions immediately after emergence during the falling tide. With time, the surface moisture
content dropped to about 10%, or to 5% in the presence of a sandbar (here, between x ≈ 15 and 40 m).
The upper beach had mostly dry (0–5%) conditions, especially at the higher parts of the upper beach
toward the dune foot. This cross-shore moisture zonation was disturbed severely by the presence of the
surge on 6 October. Then, as described in connection with Figure 7, dry conditions were only found in
a narrow strip just above the maximum TWL, while most of the remaining (sub-aerial) beach remained
saturated because of exfiltrating groundwater. Moisture values dropped to more intermediate values
in a 10–15 m wide zone beneath the maximum TWL only.

Figure 8. (a) Surface moisture content ws at four time intervals during falling tide and (b) bed elevation
z versus cross-shore distance x on 26 October, a day without a surge. (c) shows time series of water level
at five groundwater wells, from light to dark gray in seaward direction: GW8, GW7, GW6, GW5 and
GW3-2; for their precise location, see (b). The black line in (c) is the water level at the PT; no data are
available at low tide because the PT was not submerged. The four vertical arrows mark the moment of
moisture sampling, with the same color coding as in (a).

The observed spatio-temporal variability in surface moisture content (Figures 7a, 8a and 9) was,
consistent with earlier studies [29,51,57,70,71], controlled largely by the depth h of the groundwater
beneath the beach surface. This is illustrated in Figure 10 based on all moisture measurements collected
next to a well. When h was less than 0.15 to 0.2 m, the sand remained saturated (ws ≈ 18–22%),
implying that the capillary fringe still intersected the beach surface. With increasing h, ws rapidly
decreased until h ≈ 0.7 m where the sand reached the field capacity (ws ≈ 1.5%). From this depth,
surface moisture content was no longer affected by groundwater depth. The often-used moisture
threshold of ws ≈ 10% above which aeolian transport ceases, corresponds here to h ≈ 0.3 m. The data
from two measurement days are highlighted in Figure 10 to examine potential atmospheric effects.
The first day (red dots) is 16 October, when evaporation was expected to be high because of the high
air temperature and sunny conditions. However, the ws values for this day fall within the scatter of
the other days, even for large h, suggesting that evaporation did not affect moisture content notably.
The second day (blue dots) is 22 October, when the measurements were carried out during a light rain.
Again, the moisture observations showed the same dependence on groundwater depth as on the other
days, except for the observations with h > 1 m on the upper beach. Here, ws was a few percent larger
than on the other days. Overall, our results imply that in our data groundwater processes were more
important in modulating the surface moisture content than atmospheric processes. The relationship
between h and ws can be described well using Equation (3), see Figure 10. A non-linear fit with
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wres = 1.5% and wsat = 18.2% resulted in α = 3.18 m−1 and n = 5.47. This best-fit curve, used in the
Aeolus modeling, has a mean square error of about 2.9%.

Figure 9. (a) Surface moisture content ws versus cross-shore distance x based on all measurement days
(848 observations). The observations made on 6 October (immediately after the first storm) are shown
in red. (b) shows the campaign-averaged cross-shore profile. The blue dashed lines are (from bottom to
top) mean sea level, the normal mean high-tide level and the maximum total water level on 6 October.

Figure 10. Groundwater depth h versus surface moisture content ws. The red dots are the measurements
of 16 October, when the air temperature was rather high because of hurricane Ophelia (Figure 3a).
The blue dots were obtained on 22 October in a light rain (Figure 3c). The line is the best-fit water
retention curve, Equation (3). The total number of observations is 194.

3.2. Modeling

Consistent with the observations in Figure 7, the groundwater-moisture model predicted most
of the beach to remain saturated after the storm-surge high tide on 6 October (Figure 11; x <≈ 80 m,
w′

s = wsat). Surface drying was predicted to remain restricted to an approximately 20 m wide zone
(x ≈ 80–100 m). This is slightly wider than in the observations, possibly because of the neglect
of groundwater recharge from the dune in the landward boundary condition of the groundwater
module [64]. Consequently, the predicted groundwater in the upper beach sat slightly deeper beneath
the bed surface and fell faster with time than in the observations. This resulted in a zone with reducing
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surface moisture content that extended further seaward from the fully dry zone with time than in the
observations. The predicted deeper groundwater also resulted in a further seaward location of the
groundwater exit point on the beach, between GW6 and GW5 as opposed to between GW7 and GW6 in
the observations. However, in the predictions the groundwater depth at GW6 remained less than 0.2 m
and, accordingly, w′

s still equaled wsat (Figure 11). Despite these groundwater-induced discrepancies,
the overall spatio-temporal change in surface moisture after the surge is predicted fairly well.

Figure 11. (a) Predicted surface moisture content w′
s at the three observational time intervals during

falling tide on 6 October versus cross-shore distance x, compare to Figure 7a. (b) contains the
campaign-averaged bed elevation z versus cross-shore distance x with the location of the upper 4 GWs.
Predictions in (a) resulted from predicted groundwater elevations (Equation (1)) and the soil–water
retention curve (Equation (3)) with wres = 1.5%, wsat = 18.2%, α = 3.18 m−1 and n = 5.47 (Figure 10).

During the storm on 5 and 6 October the onshore potential transport qp,on followed the wind speed
(compare Figure 12a and Figure 12e) and peaked near 0.03 kg/m/s. In contrast, the actual transport
qbdt,on varied with the tide and was often considerably lower than qp,on (Figure 12a). During the two
highest tides, aeolian transport was predicted to nearly cease (qbdt,on/qp,on < 0.2; Figure 12b). In more
detail, the ratio qbdt,on/qp,on was lowest just after each high tide. The temporal delay of the high-tide
water table in the upper beach with respect to the sea-surface tide caused a delay in wetting of the sand,
and hence ws,max was at its most landward position shortly after high tide. The predicted foredune
growth ΔV based on qbdt,on (with p = 0.4 and ρs = 2650 kg/m3) for 5 and 6 October was almost
0.49 m3/m, about 66% of the potential foredune growth of 0.74 m3/m. This substantial reduction
highlights the relevance of the storm surge in limiting onshore aeolian sand transport and, hence,
foredune growth. On the day before (4 October) and after (7 October) the storm surge the onshore
transport at the beach-dune transition was predicted to be virtually equal to the potential onshore
transport. Under these conditions the supply was thus primarily controlled by wind characteristics
rather than by supply-limiting factors. Only around high tide the transport was slightly supply limited,
with qbdt,on/qp,on reducing to 0.7–0.8 (Figure 12b). This is consistent with video observations of aeolian
activity at Egmond beach [36], from which a shift from unlimited to supply limited conditions from
high to low tide was sometimes inferred. For the period between the two UAV-LiDAR surveys,
Aeolus predicted an actual and potential ΔV of about 4.1 and 4.6 m3/m, respectively. The predicted
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actual growth is rather close to (albeit somewhat above) the observed ΔV = 3.3 m3/m in the 100-m
alongshore section centered around the instrument array. Possibly, the over-prediction is due to the
wider cross-shore zone with drying sand after the surge than in the observations, or to the neglect of
other supply-limiting factors such as rainfall.

Figure 12. Results of aeolian transport modeling for a selected 4-day period in early October 2017.
(a) shows the onshore potential transport rate qp,on (black line) and the onshore actual transport rate at
the beach-dune transition qbdt,on (red line). The blue line in (a) is qbdt,on in case the effect of surface
moisture on q is ignored (i.e., ws = 0 at all non-submerged locations). (b) illustrates the ratios between
qbdt,on and qp,on with (red line) and without (blue line) surface moisture. (c) shows the results of another
scenario (dark brown line) in which the astronomical tide is used as seaward boundary condition in
the groundwater module (i.e., no storm surge and run-up; surface moisture is included). The applied
astronomical boundary condition in (c) is the dark brown line in (d), with the red line in (d) being the
seaward boundary condition applied in both model simulations shown in panel (a). The wind speed
on the beach is given in (e). The two vertical lines through all panels are the two moments with the
highest tides on 5 and 6 October.
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4. Discussion

The predicted qbdt,on/qp,on < 1 during the surge may have arisen in two complimentary
ways. First, the surge reduced beach-width and, consequently, the maximum available fetch.
Secondly, the surge caused most of the beach that emerged during falling tide to remain saturated and
to not become available for aeolian transport. To disentangle these two effects, we ran two additional
simulations, the results of which are also shown in Figure 12. In the first simulation we took the
groundwater predictions of the default run (thus including the surge) but we set the moisture content of
the emerged beach to 0%. In this way, aeolian transport can commence immediately at the shoreline and
the critical fetch is determined by wind speed alone. This run thus shows the effect of the surge-induced
surface moisture effects given the surge-induced reduction in beach-width. As can be seen in Figure 12a
(blue line), the onshore aeolian transport at the beach-dune transition is now predicted to be much
closer to the onshore potential transport. The ratio qbdt,on/qp,on reaches less low values at two high tides
on 5 and 6 October (≈0.4 compared to 0.1), is less than 1 for a reduced time interval around high water
only, and is no longer delayed with respect to the high tide (Figure 12b). The ΔV for 5 and 6 October in
this simulation was about 0.68 m3/m, 0.19 m3/m larger than in the default run and now 92.5% of the
potential ΔV. Further note that transport limitations at high tide were predicted to largely vanish on
the other days shown in Figure 12. In the second additional simulation, the groundwater module was
run with the astronomical tide as seaward boundary condition (Figure 12d), i.e., without the surge and
without waves, but surface moisture was computed for the entire emerged beach. This simulation thus
illustrates the effect of the surge-induced reduction in beach-width. We found that without the surge
the maximum fetch was nearly always sufficient for qbdt,on to reach qp,on at the beach-dune transition
(compare Figure 12c to Figure 12a), with a resulting ΔV for 5 and 6 October that was only 2.4% lower
than the potential ΔV. On the whole, these simulations illustrate that the influence of the storm surge
in limiting aeolian transport at the beach-dune transition is due to fetch limitations imposed by the
reduced beach-width and the saturation of the emerged (intertidal) beach. The low slope (1:50) and
low conductivity (K = 4.63 × 10−4 m/s) associated with the fine-medium grain size (D = 250 μm)
at our site may have favored the large seepage face extent [72] and hence its importance for supply
limitation. Future work is necessary to establish the role of seepage face formation and associated
saturated moisture conditions in limiting aeolian supply on steeper and coarser-grained beaches.

The model predicted that aeolian supply was unlimited (qbdt,on/qp,on = 1) under non-surge
conditions, except for a restricted amount of time around several high tides. Indeed, the vast majority
of the difference between the predicted actual (4.1 m3/m) and potential (4.6 m3/m) deposition over
the Aeolex-II study period was due to the storm surges on 5–6 and 29 October. Our model results
thus corroborate earlier field studies [11,34,35] that inferred storm surges to be the primary condition
under which most of the over-prediction of foredune growth with a potential transport equation arises.
Future work is necessary to see whether the inferences we made based on the approximately 1.5-month
long study period also apply to seasonal and annual time scales. Model predictions on these larger
time scales may reveal how supply limitation depends on surge characteristics, such as surge duration,
magnitude and timing with respect to high tide. It is further possible that certain conditions that are
not in our data set, such as strong onshore winds without substantially elevated water levels, may also
result in fetch and hence supply limitations at our site [36].

Although the reasonable agreement between measured (3.3 m3/m) and predicted (4.1 m3/m)
ΔV is encouraging, also for longer term predictions, there is certainly scope for model improvement.
First, the landward boundary condition for the groundwater module could be improved to handle
recharge from the foredune. Also, the groundwater module can handle monotonically increasing
bed profiles only and, accordingly, the effect of an intertidal sandbar on surface moisture content
(Figure 9; [73]) and on aeolian sand transport [74] cannot be predicted. Secondly, the surface moisture
module is driven entirely by groundwater fluctuations; meteorological effects, such as evaporation
and rainfall, are ignored. For the present data, we found no evidence that evaporation was relevant
(Figure 10), but the range of conditions encountered was admittedly small. It is also possible that we
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missed evaporation effects because the applied Delta-T theta probe provided moisture content averaged
over the top 2 cm of beach sand. The possible drying of the uppermost layer of grains on especially
sunny and windy days was thus not measured. The role of rainfall on aeolian transport is unclear.
For example, in the transport model of Duarte-Campos et al. [75] aeolian transport is set to 0 when rain
intensity exceeds 0.05 m/h, while field measurements reveal non-zero aeolian transport under larger
rain intensities [20,76,77]. Also, during Aeolex-II we visually observed substantial aeolian transport
during such moderate rainfall, especially when winds were strong. In addition, van Dijk et al. [78]
illustrated that severe rain (>2 mm/h) may initiate aeolian transport by splash, although this
effect is probably limited to the very early stages of a shower [76]. Thirdly, the Aeolus model
assumes a homogeneous sediment. Sand supply limitations often observed under heterogeneous
sediments [31,32], typical of nourished beaches and likely caused by the development of a lag deposit,
are not included. Fourthly, wind speeds may reduce across the beach [19,25], especially when the wind
is cross-shore directed. This variation, which is not accounted for in Aeolus, could influence aeolian
transport rates at the beach-dune transition. Finally, it would be useful to include other equations to
compute qp [79,80] to examine the sensitivity of ΔV predictions to the potential transport equation.

5. Conclusions

Our observations at the low-gradient (1:50) beach of Egmond aan Zee, Netherlands, illustrate that
spatio-temporal surface moisture content immediately after a surge is controlled by the maximum
total water level during the surge peak and the strongly elevated groundwater levels in the upper
beach. The latter results in the decoupling of the groundwater from the sea water level toward low
tide and hence the development of a seepage face. The surface moisture content is time-invariant
and low (<4%; dry sand) above the maximum total water level, while the sand seaward of the
groundwater exit point remains saturated with time (≈18%). Drying of beach sand is restricted to
a narrow (here, 10–15 m) cross-shore zone between the maximum water level and the groundwater
exit point. The beach-width reduction by the surge-induced inundation and the persistent saturation
of the emerging beach are both predicted to contribute to fetch limitations that substantially reduce
aeolian supply to the foredune, for the 2-day surge period examined here to about 66% of the potential
supply. Because during non-surge conditions the supply is almost always equal to the potential
supply, our model results provide quantitative support for the common assertion that storm surges are
the primary condition that cause the overestimation of measured foredune growth with a potential
transport equation. Future work is needed to test the generality of our findings for other beach slopes
and longer prediction intervals.
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Abstract: In East Taiwan, coastal settlements are scattered and narrowly confined between the Coastal
Mountain and the Pacific Ocean. These settlements are currently at risk as there is no room for retreat.
Therefore, it is essential to conduct a comprehensive and continuous hazard assessment in these
coastal residential areas. In order to avoid biased towards the natural environment, the factors that
cannot easily be built within the geographic information system (GIS) database are distinguished by
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to conduct a vulnerability assessment of threats to coastal zones.
The method: we used the east coast of Taiwan as an example, through GIS and statistical analysis
in land-use status, vulnerable population groups and UAV landscape signs of indicators of erosion
and accumulation. Through the main output of an intuition scatter map, the erosion landscape
susceptibility, economical land-use exposure, and special population groups’ ratio allowed for the
easy comparison of the vulnerability, risk level and resilience between different coastal settlements.
These diverse observation aspects of risk assessment results can provide prevention and control
strategies that meet the different needs of coastal risk management in restricting and strengthening
the land-use development of communities.

Keywords: coastal hazard; vulnerability assessment; unmanned aerial vehicle; landscape

1. Introduction

Two percent of the world’s surface is 10 meters above sea level. However, more than 10% of
the world’s population lives in these islands, low-lying coastal areas and deltaic coastal areas [1,2].
In Taiwan, the sea-level change rate is much higher than the global average [3]. Waves with heights of
three to five meters are common when the northeast monsoon blows along the coast in winter, and the
typhoons in summer often cause huge waves to reach seven meters. These particularly affect the East
Coast of Taiwan, which is comprised of the Coastal Mountain and is bordered by the Pacific Ocean.
The East Coast contains scattered coastline settlements for more than 100 kilometers. Under the threat
of global warming, it continues to be exposed to risks such as sea-level rise, coastal zone erosion, storm
surges, and extreme rainfall [4].
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One effective way to prevent coastal environmental disasters is to design coastal receding or
disaster buffer zones by limiting land use and population growth in disaster-prone areas. Taking
Central and South America as examples, under the conditions of different aspects of economy, ecology
and disaster, development has been restricted in coastal areas that are between 10 to 200 meters. [5].

Taiwan’s “Coastal Management Plan” restricts development in coastal areas by distinguishing
its coast into first-class coastal protected areas in which development is forbidden, and second-class
protected areas which can be developed conditionally after review [6]. There is no first-level coastal
protection zone on the eastern coast of Taiwan, and three coastal sections the longest area designated as
a second-class protected areas, totaling 109 kilometers and comprising 31.4% of the eastern coastline,
are classified within the second-level protection zone [7]. It is clear these descriptions that the coastal
erosion problem is common for all the settlements discussed in this article.

However, the natural environment has a very limited plain area, and the management plan does
not offer an effective solution for the prevention of environmental disasters. Restricting land use and
development in offshore land settlements requires more detailed landscape and land-use surveys and
education to local populations on the importance of respecting the environment to limit disasters.

The hazard assessment-incorporated basic data of the coastal area settlements was obtained from
an environmental survey using remote sensing and GIS to refine the resolution of coastal assessments
to the nearby coastal settlements. Considering four aspects of the coastal settlements, namely the risk
level of erosion of the landscape, the environmental vulnerability of the land use, peoples’ exposure
at the time of the disaster, and the ratio of old and young people in the settlement population,
the coastal settlements were visualized in an intuition scatter bubble chart using the assessment results.
This allowed us to provide a solution for disaster avoidance without detailed information on the
coastal settlements.

The research area is over 100 km long and 1 km wide, encompassing narrow coastal settlements
of eastern Taiwan located near the Coastal Mountain and the Pacific Ocean. The following coastal
settlements were considered in this study: Shoufeng Township’s Fudekeng, Yanliao, Ganzishu, and
Shuilian, Fengbin Township’s Jiqi, Guian, Xinfeng, Libi, Xinshe, Xinzhuang, Dongxing, Yongfeng,
Fengbin, Lide, Lifu, Shiti, Shitiping, Gangkou, Dagangkou, Jingpu, and Sanfu, totaling 21 settlements.

2. The Evaluation of the Vulnerability of Coastal Areas Review

The Reviewing Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNDRC), The UN
Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
research reports on environmental disasters in coastal areas show that the concept of vulnerability is
constantly adjusted over time. For example, vulnerability analyzed by the UNDRC considers the risk of
static socio-economic factors such as population, architecture, economy, and infrastructural elements [8].
UNDRR emphasizes the susceptibility of these natural, social, economic and environmental factors on
the impact of harm [9]. In addition to the factors that increase susceptibility, the IPCC also proposes
the concepts of coping, adaptability, and resilience [10].

In 1979, a static concept of abstraction and vulnerability of potential natural hazards that occurred
in a specific period and region. In 2004, this concept was developed to include the dynamic measurement
of the sensitivity of the economic or human life dynamics to increased loss exposure and risk level, more
emphasis on adaptability and resilience after disasters. Until now, emphasizing disaster reduction and
sustainable development is to respond to the aforementioned process of static, dynamic, and resilient
reconstruction in order to achieve the goal of "more disaster resistance". For example, UNDRR, “Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030” passed by the meeting of the third World Disaster
Reduction Conference was held in Sendai, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan, March 2015 [11].

More recent studies focused on the evaluation of the vulnerability of coastal areas make use of
the Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI), which is calculated using a combination of six parameters,
namely terrain, coastline change, coast slope, relative sea-level rise, wave height, and tidal range, and is
widely used in many countries [12–17]. The advantage of using the CVI and applying GIS and remote
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sensing data in spatial analysis is the rapid understanding of the natural environment of coastal areas.
However, as can be seen from the literature, the inadequacy of using only one point of view and two
indices were estimated—not only the single aspect of CVI indicators, but also the Social Vulnerability
Index (SVI) in the assessment of the vulnerability of the coastal settlement environment [18]. It can also
prove that this article, using comprehensive multiple aspects indicators, socio-economic environmental
factors and landscape is a better way of coastal settlement hazard assessment.

3. Research Method

It can be learned from the literature review mentioned above that the assessment of coastal erosion
in settlements requires different considerations. The first indicator of this study uses UAV to look
for signs of erosion or the deposition of landscape, which is the first comprehensive risk level aspect.
Calculating the possible economic loss when settlements are affected by disasters in coastal areas from
the GIS database of land-use survey is the second environmental vulnerability aspect. The population
exposures of settlements and the ratio of old and young people in the settlement of vulnerable groups
from statistics is the third aspect.

3.1. Indicators of Erosion and Accumulation

The factors that contribute to the dynamic change of the coastal environment are not only from
the physical environment of nature, such as earthquakes, tsunamis, storm surges, waves, sea-level
rise, and tectonic changes, but also from various human activities, including newborn land formation
along the coast due to large breakwaters concrete or sand extraction, coastal sand drifting blocked by
large coastal structures, reduction of river sediment transport by reservoirs and sand dams, and the
over-pumping of groundwater by coastal aquaculture fisheries [6].

While such coastal disasters cannot be interpreted by a single factor, they are often attributable to
the combined effects of land utilization by humans, and the interactions between coastal protection
and the natural environment, maintaining a delicate dynamic balance in these sensitive and fragile
coastal areas.

In France, the Regional Coastal Hazards Observatory (OR2C) uses drones for the coastal land
monitoring of the erosion of the Atlantic coast [19]. Drone surveys thus provide valuable information
for assessing the factors of erosion and accumulation of coastlines cannot easily been built within the
GIS database. This study therefore made use of a drone aerial photography survey of landscape signs
in coastal settlements to assess coastal vulnerability, as shown in Figure 1.

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

(e) 

Figure 1. Examples of landscape signs and drone aerial photography survey in coastal settlements.
(a) large area of planted windbreaks built along the coast; (b) coastal landforms due to orographic
uplift; (c) multilayer concrete or offshore breakwaters; (d) erosion scarps along the shoreline; (e) several
bank revetments that seem to be newly built

Furthermore, disaster-inducing risks to coastal settlements were evaluated using the indices
of erosion and deposition signs to respond to the more direct impact brought by these complex
environments. Each symptom factor is given a point. The more the settlement’s coastal pattern or
landscape meets the description of the erosion index, the higher the score of the erosion sign. The score
for signs of erosion minus points for deposition signs give a total score, indicating that this settlement
is subject to a slight risk of erosion. Conversely, if the settlement coast has more items that match the
deposition landscape, the deposition score will be higher.

For each coastal settlement within the scope of the study, the aforementioned methods were used
to obtain an evaluation score of coastal settlement erosion signs in Table 1. The checklist of cause can
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be adjusted according to the actual situation depending on the survey area and special conditions or
different countries.

Table 1. Drone aerial photographs of signs corresponding to ground survey photos.

The Coast is Under Erosion if the Following Phenomena are Observed on the Landscape

Physical environment Human activities

visible dune erosion scarps along the shoreline multilayer concrete hollow squares or offshore
breakwaters

without evident deposition, while the area is in the
vicinity of an estuary several bank revetments that seem to be newly built

few unstable new and low plants in the seaward dune
plant line ecology, and stable fruticose in the first row

several debris barriers, river sand mining, or
groundwater abstraction in the upstream

seascape, sea notch, wave-cut platform, sea cave,
marine arch, and sea stacks in the coastal landform

undermining formed due to protruding bank
revetments or coastal cape in the upper littoral

current, and the sand imbalance areas formed thereby

sea waves pouring over slope breakwater in several
places behind the windbreak

settlement farming is mainly rice, which uses more
water, and irrigation water is mostly from

groundwater.

coastline has receded significantly in the past 10
years, identified from Google Earth satellite images

interviewees or residents think that coastline is
severely eroded

The coast is under deposition if the following phenomena are observed

Physical environment Human activities

a large area of sand exposed at low tide
storm line or seaside garbage line that is far away

from the coastline, with a large area of wet and dry
sand beaches inside waves

significant sediment accumulation at the estuary old bank revetments that are nearly covered by
sea sand

a large area of new and low plants at the first line of
coastal vegetation; coastal terrace, wave-cut platform

sea reclamation in several places along the coast, and
a large area of planted windbreaks or several bamboo

fences built along the coast

coastal landforms due to orographic uplift spit-type sand accumulation effect due to bank
revetments in the lower littoral current

lagoon, pools, and other elevated coastal or
deposition landforms offshore

settlement farming was originally rice, and it was
converted to dry crops such as tomatoes or cereals

with little water.

coastline has shifted forward in the past 10 years,
identified from Google Earth satellite images

interviewees or residents think that the coastline is
heavily deposition.

all signs of the erosion and deposition landscapes of coastal settlements as a result, of totaling the scores points
� 1–2 points slightly � 3–4 points moderate � 5–6 points severe � over 7 points very serious

3.2. Evaluation of the Extent of Exposure to Coastal Hazards from the Settlement Land Use

Taking into account the rapid changes in the socio-economic environment and actual needs in
Taiwan, the Ministry of the Interior promotes a case-by-case investigation and mapping of land use
every 10 years, starting in 1990. This study uses the results of the most recent (2015) land-use survey.
The existence of very fine scales and well-categorized land-use survey data for the country allow for a
detailed calculation of the disaster potential hazard areas and possible resultant economic losses.

Countries without survey data can use satellite imagery to perform similar calculations. Therefore,
for coastal settlements only, according to the extent of the vulnerability of coastal erosion, three major
land-use categories can be identified: construction, transportation and open space, as displayed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Settlement area showing different land-use patterns within the coastal land area.

Categories Open Space Construction Transportation Total (m2)

Settlement Areas 1 35,272 117,972 43,570 196,814
Settlement Percentage 18% 60% 22% 100%

1 Areas is been calculated from statistics of land-use investigation of Taiwan [20].

The aforementioned land-use survey is the result of a detailed land-use classification system.
For example, the transportation category includes the public facilities in the settlements, the construction
category is highly exposed to disasters, and open space represents low-level development in the face
of disasters. The area percentage of these categories in the settlement area represents the economic loss
of the settlement after the disaster in Figure 2. This method can be appropriately adjusted according
to the resolution of existing land-use data. Vulnerability refers to a system’s exposure to damage or
capacity for loss for a given hazard [21]. This study used the percentage of construction area in the
coastal settlement as an indication of the vulnerability of settlements.

Figure 2. Land-use category area distribution within the settlement area.

3.3. Estimation of the Number of People in the Settlement Area

The settlement area that may be affected by coastal erosion is usually not the smallest unit of
statistics. There is no direct population or special age group statistics. Therefore, it must be calculated
from GIS estimations of address matching or rooftop number.

Many countries, including Taiwan, have point coordinates for each household’s address, therefore,
after overlaying the area of the settlement polygon on the map in GIS, the total number of households
in the settlement can be calculated. According to the statistical data, the average population of each
household in the village in the smallest statistical unit provides an accurate estimation of the population
of the settlement. In the same way, an estimation of the population under 14 years old and over
65 years old, who will struggle to a greater extent to recover after disasters, can be obtained.
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In countries where only satellite imagery is available, the actual number of roofs on each street
block within the settlement can be counted. Using the ratio with the smallest statistical unit, the actual
population in each settlement can also be deduced, as shown in Figure 3.

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Population estimation by means of rooftop counting. (a) Orthophoto or satellite image;
(b) Rooftop digitizing.

4. Results

In summary, the coastal disaster risk assessment of this research incorporates four parameters
determined from remote sensing and GIS, as shown in Table 3. The first factor is the use of drone
and ground landscape surveys to comprehensively determine the degree of erosion and deposition
of coastal settlements. The second factor is the calculation of high-risk areas, such as construction or
economic areas, and the loss as a percentage of the total settlement land-use area using environmental
survey data. In addition to the effects of possible exposure on properties, the third factor involves
the population of the settlement, thereby addressing the exposure of human life. The fourth factor
involved understanding the population ratio of vulnerable residents, the old and young, when the risk
of coastal hazards between different settlements is high.
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In Figure 4, the Y-axis is used as the percentage of construction land use that has the highest
vulnerability to coastal erosion in the settlement; the X-axis is the percentage of the vulnerable young
and elderly population in the settlement. The population of the settlements is represented by the size of
the symbol, which allows for a visual comparison of the threats of erosion to different population sizes
in the same coastal environment. The color represents the degree of coastal erosion and deposition in
the landscape survey. Red represents erosion and green represents deposition, with deeper shades
representing higher degrees of erosion/deposition. This system allows for a good risk assessment of
the different settlements.

Figure 4. Coastal settlement vulnerability assessment on the eastern side of Taiwan

Taking Xinshe settlement as an example, the red circle representing the settlement indicates that
the landscape is encountering severe coastal erosion. In addition, the construction land-use ratio and
the vulnerable population percentage are both median compared with other settlements in the same
environment, therefore Xinshe falls in the center of the bubble chart. In contrast, Fengbin settlement
has a relatively large population, so the circle diameter is large; the coast is in a state of deposition,
and the land is mostly highly utilized for construction and economic purposes, therefore this settlement
falls in the upper part on the bubble chart. As the population of the Shuilian settlement population is
large, the symbol is also large; the proportion of young and elderly people is high, hence it occurs on
the right-hand side of the chart; the coastal settlement is moderately eroded, therefore the circle is light
orange-red in color.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The accessibility of the Taiwan eastern coastal environment is not as good as further inland,
and the difficulty of a comprehensive environmental investigation is relatively high. Therefore,
existing investigation methods must be used to determine the coastal impact on the population of the
local settlements.

The use of drones, which are a relatively cheap and popular survey tools, are highly effective
for use in research involving remote sensing image surveys. In just 10 minutes from take-off to
landing, drones capture hundreds of high-resolution orthographic or side shots. The coastal landscape
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formed as a result of numerous erosional and depositional events occurring in the area. Landscape
survey methods are used to explore these high volumes of images, and interviews with residents as
well as field surveys can assist in assessing the risk level of erosion for each nearshore settlement.
Simply treating each erosion and deposition factor equally may not reflect the decisive influence on
the coastal settlement. However, intuition is the biggest advantage of this method. The judgment
criteria’s checklist can also be adjusted in different coastal environments per local environmental
conditions. This method of quantifying the landscape checklist through drone photography and on-site
surveys serve as an important reference for assessing the risk level threat of coastal erosion facing
coastal settlements.

The second way to understand the coastal settlement is to assess the data from land-use surveys.
This is a very suitable method in Taiwan where comprehensive environmental surveys exist for the
island. The investigation of land use in Taiwan has been actively promoted since the establishment
of the “National Land Information System Basic Environment Construction Plan” by the central
government in the 1990s, so it has accurate and complete survey data with a high resolution and
integrity. Therefore, it can be used as a calculation basis for the exposure of construction land use
under the threat of coastal erosion as for the concept of vulnerability faced by coastal settlements.
The categorization of land use into three categories, namely construction, transportation, and open
space, allows for this method to be used in other countries where survey data do not exist and
satellite images with lower resolutions are used. The results indicate that it is already possible to
correctly and effectively judge the economic development of near-shore settlements. To determine the
actual economic loss experienced by coastal settlements due to erosion, a more detailed calculation of
economic loss using drone images to investigate is necessary.

Observing the degree of threat to settlements from coastal disasters using various assessment
factors, it can be seen that different settlements are significantly affected, which means that the threats
to coastal settlements should not be evaluated in a single aspect.

In the assessment of coastal disasters, in addition to the assessment of landscape and land-use
economic property loss, this study also focused on the awareness of disasters in coastal settlements.
Considering that resilience is one of the main focuses of modern environmental disaster research when
disasters occur, residents need to rely on their disaster prevention, responses and recovery. Therefore,
the age composition of the elderly and young should be determined. The population ratio of these
vulnerable groups with a certain degree of correlation should be considered in the face of disaster
resilience. However, survey data such as population or age composition can usually only be counted in
the minimal administrative unit, the village, and cannot be directly applied in an environment where a
village may include multiple coastal settlements.

The third way to understand coastal settlements from a comprehensive dataset is to assess census
survey data. Using orthophoto images, we can directly calculate the number of households or roofs in
the settlements, and then estimate the statistical data by determining the average number of people
per household in the village. From the results of the study, it can be seen that this estimation is very
close to the real numbers, and therefore, the method employed is an effective method.

The results of the study also indicate that this method of assessing the hazard of the coastal
settlements is not only intuitive, effective and fast, but also meets the needs of assessing the exposure
and resilience of vulnerable coastal settlements. The study area takes the eastern coast in Taiwan most
susceptible to coastal erosion as an example. The results show that, from the observed indicators, in
addition to the impact of the natural environment, under the influence of other human activities, the
influence is no less than natural factors, and it also has a strong impact on coastal erosion. In addition
to the CVI or GIS numerical database survey, coastal disaster assessment can be combined with aerial
photography landscape methods.
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